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Mind Game 
One of the greatest 

survival-horror games 
of all time is reborn 

on Wii with Silent Hill: 
Shattered Memories. 

Comeback Kid 
After going countless 
rounds with the new 
Wii edition of Punch- 
Out!!, we've got the 
ring report you're 

dying to hear! 

6.1. Joe Is There 
Your mission is to 

obtain and analyze 

our top-secret files on 
G.I. Joe: The Rise of 

Cobra for Wii and DS. 
Get moving, soldier! 

Down the 
Rabbid Hole 

Get your first look at 
Rabbids Go Home, the 

new Wii adventure- 
platformer from the 

studio that brought 
you the classic 

Rayman 2. 

Good Vibrations 
We've got the full 
story on Let's Tap, 

the innovative new 
Wii title from the 

co-creator of Sonic 
the Hedgehog! 
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Cooking Mama's newest game gets the green thumbs up! Introducing Gardening Mama, 
the first ever gardening game that lets you use the stylus to plant, grow and harvest a 
huge variety of fruits, vegetables and flowers. Mother Nature's finally met her match. 

for rating information 

Е rece NINTENDO DS. 
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Two for Two 
em Nintendos first new Wii 

games of 2009 got the 
year off to a fantastic 
start. If April's Excite- 

bots: Trick Racing and May's 
Punch-Out!! are an indication of 
what we've got to look forward 
to, Wii owners are in for a ban- 
ner year. While you could argue 
that those two titles aren't quite 
in the same league as last year's 
March/April combo of Super 
Smash Bros. Brawl and Mario 
Kart Wii, it's exciting to get two 
great games without having yet 
dipped into one of Nintendo's 
very top franchises. Who knows 
what surprises may still be in 
store this year? 

For now, though, I’m having 
an absolute blast racing my Bot 
and punching Glass Joe in the 
face. These sequels really deliver 
the goods, and have maxed out 
my Nintendo-fanboy meter. Be- 
tween these new Wii classics and 
Rhythm Heaven for the Nintendo 
DS, | haven't had this much fun 
since...well, Super Smash Bros. 
Brawl and Mario Kart Wii. 

CHRIS SLATE 

6 NINTENDO POWER 

EDITOR IN CHIEF 

REVEALED: The 10 best new features 
Pokémon adventure ever! 

Chris Slate here, back 
once again to answer 
your letters between 
rounds with King Hippo. 
But first, this month’s 
special letter request: 
Now that the Punch-Out!! 
series has returned, what 
other game franchise 
would you love to see 
make a comeback, 
and why? Send your 
responses to the address 
on page 8, and we'll print the best ones! 

LITTLE THINGS MATTER 
In your next awards special, I'd like 

tosee two new categories added: 

Best Logo and Best Instruction 

Booklet. Both have gone unrecog- 

nized for too long! -ALT 

Too true! There's something 

really satisfying about cracking 

open a game case to find a thick, 

well-designed, colorful manual. 

i'm also a fan of quality printing 

on game discs, beautiful box 

art, and the rare game case that 

includes an alternate image 

printed on the inside of the 

sleeve. Little details like those 

help a game feel like a quality 

experience. We'll definitely take 

your suggestions under consider- 

ation for next year’s awards, Alt. 

STUDENT GAMER 
Nintendo should make a driving 

simulator for Wii that uses 

realistic, interactive environments 

to teach kids the basics of driving, 

to prepare them for using a car in 

the real world. Does this sound like 

agood idea? -(NO NAME GIVEN) 

Definitely! In fact, back when t 

was preparing to get my driver's 

license, Iremember thinkingthat 

1 could have learned the rules 

of the road much faster froma 

game than by just reading a book. 

Practicing parallel parking prob- 

ably wouldn’t make for a thrilling 

experience, but the interactivity 

of Wii could turna driver’s-ed 

game into a great learning tool. 

FLU SEASON 
Nintendo Power is a great maga- 

zine that keeps me well informed, 

but | recently noticed a little flu 

starting to spread: a nostalgia flu. 

Come on, people! Stop dwelling on 

the past and get with the times! 

The Legend of Zelda: Twilight 

Princess is way better than Ocarina 

of Time, and Super Mario Sunshine 

is better than Super Mario 64.1 ' 

recently got Animal Crossing: City 

Folk, and it’s 20 times better than 

the first one! So why are we still 

wrapped up in the past? Let's give 

some credit to the newer games. 

—(NO NAME GIVEN) 
Pil leave this for others to debate, 

but might I point out that 99.99% 

of each issue is devoted to awe- 

some new games? Just thought 
Pd put that out there. 

HUFF...HUFF...HUFF 
1 was playing the activity in Wii Fit 

where you carry the Wii Remote 

in your pocket while you run, and 

| had an idea: what if adventure 

games could incorporate this 

feature? When you need to 

perform other actions, you could 

simply use a second Wii Remote. 

This approach would let you really 

bethe character, all while getting a 

good workout. -NICK 

Are you trying to kill me, Nick? 

Adventure games are my favorite 

type, and | doubt 1 could run half 

alap around Twilight Princess’s 

Ordon Village! Your idea might 

work for short stretches, but i'd 

hate to have to put my quest on 

hold for a shower and a nap. 



| just went to nintendopower.com 
and saw the preview pages of 

Vol. 240's Excitebots feature, and 
WOW-that game looks insane! 

Everybody online is going crazy for 
it, and as a huge fan of Excite Truck, 

can't blame 'em. ЕХСШТЕ!! -TREV К. 
We've seen those same online message boards, Trev; that's got 

to be the biggest reaction we've seen to a Nintendo title so far 

this year! And having beaten the game, we can tell you that it 

deserves every bit of hype it gets—Excitebots is awesome! 

F LE li 

I love the Zelda games, but it's 

time for the series to take a new 

direction, especially in the plot 

department-! wouldn't be very 

interested in another story about 

Link's rise from quiet villager to 

epic hero. The trick would be to 

find a story that's fresh enough 

to serve as a satisfying diversion 

from the rest of the series, while 

not feeling so different that it 

doesn’t meet gamers’ expecta- 

tions. In my humble opinion, a 

prequel starring the real Fierce 

Deity would more than suffice. In 

Majora’s Mask, he was a freaking 

awesome fighter whose spirit was 

put into a mask that made Link 

even more awesome than he was 

before. Controlling this guy would 

be incredible, and there is so 

much room for an amazing story 

because we don’t know his back- 

ground. And once his game came 

out, Nintendo would have a strong 

reason to put him in the next 

Smash Bros.! -SIR LOGICALOT 

OFF THEE pure 
BEATEN. 

I'm so happy that we're finally 

getting a Starfy game! I've been 

curious about the series since I 

first heard about Densetsu no 

Starfy last year in Nintendo Power. 

Гат 100% looking forward to get- 

tingthis game, along with another 

great upcoming DS title, Mario & 

Luigi RPG 3! -MAGGIE 

lagree-it's about time the little 

star swam over to our shores! In 

fact, we've got a little Starfy info 

for you in News this month, so he 

sure to check it out. 

What is with the werewolves? 

First Link turned into one, and 

now Sonic does, too?! Who's next, 

Mario, Kirby, Samus, or Yoshi? 

Developers should stay away 

from the werewolf idea and try to 

keep characters the same as they 

were in the old days, when they 

were cooler. Like, Wario used to 

be Mario's evil doppelganger, but 

now he's just a farting guy on a 

motorcycle. -OAKLEY980 

Link turns into a regular wolf 

in Twilight Princess-not a 

werewolf—so your assertion that 

we're inthe midst of some kind 

of werewolf movement doesn’t 

hold up. But to your larger 

point, i'd argue that some 

characters have changed 

for the better over time; 

it comes down to how well 

each character is handled. 

And if farting while ridinga 

motorcycle is wrong, | don't want 

to beright. 

your shadow, 

DON'T HASSLE 
THE HOFF 
| was reading a book that 

lists video game world 

records when I discovered 

that a Chris Hoffman had 

the number-one score in the 

world for Defender! Could this 

be the same Chris Hoffman 

that we all know and love? I'm 

surprised that he doesn’t have 

the top score for Mega Man. 

—THE DENINATOR (DENIN) 

Sorry, Denin, but that is not 

my score on Defender. If i 

had to guess, I'd say that was 

my evil clone, Liquid Hoff. 

We're identical except that 

he's blond, speaks with a 

British accent, and always 

wears a trench coat with no 

shirt underneath. We haven't 

talked for a while, mostly due 

to his poor fashion sense. 

He's always trying to ruin my 

credit score and i suspect 

he’s the reason i don't have 

much luck with the fadies. 

mav 2000 7 



At E3, | would love to see 
Pikmin 3 unveiled. The 
developers could create a 
whole new world and add 
much more to the game- 
play. After the release of 
New Play Control! Pikmin, 
it seems like Nintendo 
is gearing up for a new 
game. -(NO NAME GIVEN) 

WHAT'S THE COOLEST 
THING THAT NINTENDO 
COULD REVEAL AT ЕЗ? 
The obvious answer is information 

onanew Zelda game, one that's 

built from the ground up for Wii. | 

am a die-hard fan of the series and 

thought Twilight Princess was awe- 

some, so I'm definitely hoping for a 

cool new addition to the franchise. 

—(NO NAME GIVEN) 

One thing Га like to see at E3 is an 

RPG starring Miis! Imagine this: 

the game starts and it tells you to 

pickthe characters that you want 

to use. So, if there's a box labeled 

Bad Guy, you'd click on it and then 

pick the Mii character that you'd 

want to be the bad guy. Then you 

would pick the good guy and other 

characters. When the game starts, 

you see all of the Mii characters 

that you love. C'mon, Chris-you 

know that would be awesome! If 

that happens at ЕЗ, I'll go nuts! 

—HILVERSUM 

At E3, | would love to see remakes 

of a bunch of Nintendo 64 games 

announced for the Nintendo DS, 

including titles like Super Smash 

Bros. and Yoshi's Story. | would 

buy every single game in the 

series! -FROGGY1 

The coolest thing that Nintendo 

could reveal at E3 would be a new 

Metroid title for DS. I've been 
waiting sooo long for a 2.5-D 

Metroid, and maybe they could 

add a new playable character, too. 

—RAINBOWBOWSER 

8 eoo rower 

The most awesome thing Nintendo 

could reveal at E3 would be a new 

console! I really love my Wii and 

DS (got 'em both almost as soon 

as they came out), but now that 

both systems are a few years 

old, I can't help but wonder what 

Nintendo will come up with next. 

There's already touch control and 

motion control—what other cool 

new innovations might we see? 

Games controlled by your vision? 

Or brainwaves? Imagine making 

Mario jump just by thinking about 

it, or aiming your Arwing by simply 

looking at where you want to 

shoot! Ooh, I'm already jittery with 

anticipation! -LYEXK 

For me, the most exciting thing 

that could be revealed at E3 would 

be a Kingdom Hearts game for 

Wii. When you think about it, 

that series is more suited to the 

Nintendo fan base. | think Square 

Enix should get together with 

the developers of Fire Emblem: 

Radiant Dawn to make a strategy- 

type Kingdom Hearts where you 

would control Sora, Donald, Goofy, 

Riku, etc. on a grid-based map. 

When you attack an enemy the 

game would become an on-rails 

fighter in which you use the Wii 

Remote to swing the Keyblade or 

use spells. CROXASTHEMIGHTY 

The most exciting thing that could 

possibly happen is an all-new 

Smash Bros., especially if it's for 

the Nintendo DSi. Just think of how 

awesome it would be to take the 

fight with you wherever you want! 

And with an SD card, you could 

transport custom stages from 

Super Smash Bros. Brawl to the 

DSi (or vice versa)! -BRAWLFAN 

While some of your ideas seem 

more likely than others, Га be 

up for all of them. Now I'm really 

excited about June's big show! 

The coolest thing that could be 

revealed at E3 would be a Legend 

of Zelda RPG. Sega made a DS RPG 

with Sonic, and Nintendo put Mario 

into an RPG back on the Super 

NES, and those titles were both 

huge hits! Imagine a turn-based 

or active-battle combat system 

where Link, a Zora, a Goron, and 

a Deku fight together to take 

down Ganon, Vaati, or an all-new 

villain-wouldn't that be exciting? 

—THEHEROINGREEN 
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FROM A LEADER IN GAME DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION 

VIAE S) 
DigiPen Institute of Technology, recognized by the 

industry as a premier game development college, 

presents a two-week summer workshop series designed 

to introduce participants of all experience levels to the 

fundamentals of game programming, 3D computer 

animation, game design and robotics. 

W Make your own video game, 3D animation 

or robotic vehicle 

W Get an opportunity to tour portions 

of Nintendo of America and the 

Microsoft Museum 

W Engage in after-school activities 

including game tournaments and 

guest industry speakers 

5001 150th Ave NE 

Redmond, WA 98052 

(866) 478-5236 
www.digipen.edu 
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Return to the Links 
The best golfer in the world gets back into the swing of 
things with Tiger Woods PGA Tour 10. 
Like the man himself, Tiger Woods 

PGA Tour is back and better than 

ever. After a shaky start on Wii, the 

franchise has improved its game 

every year. Tiger Woods PGA Tour 
10 is one of the first titles to support 

the Wii MotionPlus accessory, which 

will help the Wii Remote translate 

your movements more precisely. 

That means when you take a hack 

with the controller, your horrific, 

sand-trap-finding swing will be 

reflected perfectly onscreen. (Don't 

sweat, duffers; the difficulty can be 

tweaked to be more forgiving in a 

number of ways.) Subtleties such as 

aslight twist of the wrist at contact 

will put a draw or fade on your shot. 

10 sinrenoo rower 

You also have a lot more control 

over the power behind your shot, 

with the expected consequences— 

put too much oomph into your 

swing, and the ball probably won't 

go where you intended. 

You might expect that the new 

swing feedback will instantly shave 

strokes off your game. Not so fast: 

РСА Tour 10 takes weather effects 

to the next level with a dynamic 

system that matches the actual 

weather of the course’s location. 

For example, if you choose to play 

the Bethpage course (the location 

of this year’s U.S. Open and one of 

the spotlighted new courses in the 

game), Wii will go online and grab 

the weather from Long Island, NY, 

then adjust your game accordingly. 

Not only is the technology cool; 

it provides constantly changing 

course conditions to ratchet up 

the difficulty. In addition, the 

developers have sought to capture 

the pressure of playing when each 

putt is on the line. Distractions like 

louder crowds and cheers on the 

next hole over will affect you the 

same way they affect the pros ona 

Sunday afternoon. And you won't 

be the only player on the course-if 

you peek at the next fairway you'll 

see your opponent dropping a 

fairway shot within six feet of the 

pin. And if that's not enough of a 

challenge, you can turn off all the 

shot meters and play purely by feel. 

PGA Tour 10 changes up its 

broadcasting crew from the 

previous years. ESPN's Scott Van 

Pelt and the Golf Channel's Kelly 

Tilghman are the new hosts; if we 

could have picked anyone to fill 

David Feherty's shoes, we'd have 

gone with Van Pelt in an instant. 

We'll bring you more information 

about Tiger Woods PGA Tour 10 as 

the game gets closer to its tee time. 

—CHRIS SH. 



the Anno series focuses more on 

commerce and exploration than 

warfare, as players must settle new 

frontiers, cultivate technologies, 

and open trade routes to bring their 

Citizens the resources they need. 

Party Like It's 1404 
Ubisoft's Dawn of Discovery brings the popular Anno historical- 
simulation series to Wii and DS. 

It's the year 1404, and your name- 

less European nation is beset by 

catastrophic droughts and famines. 

Desperate for a solution, the king 

has tasked you with exploring the 

| Your inhabitants live in these houses. 
You should frequently check their 
needs. When an icon rotates above the 
houses you should immediately (1/2) 

From the looks of it, this king- 
dom has yet to discover a new 
color of roofing. 

far reaches of the Orient to estab- 

lish new colonies, open up trade 

routes, and bring new technologies 

back to your homeland. 

Dawn of Discovery is the 

newest chapter in the long-running 

PC-based Anno series, which is 

huge in Europe and has won a cult 

of ardent fans in North America. 

A "god game" along the lines of 

Civilization or Age of Empires, 

The Wii version is a completely 

original take on the franchise, with 

a brighter visual style, two-player 

co-op, and a new control scheme 

that puts the Wii Remote to good 

use. The DS version has a more 

serious look and borrows the well- 

regarded stylus control scheme of 

Anno 1701 (which was released for 

DS last March). Both versions are 

scheduled for a summer release. 

—CASEY L. 

Hatching Heroes 
Wii-exclusive Spectrobes: Origins ponders the question of 
which came first: the fossil or the egg? 

Most longstanding fictional 

series eventually get around to 

an origin story. The first pair of 

Spectrobes titles dropped you 

straight into the world of test-tube 

monsters fighting alongside 

planetary patrol officers for the 

betterment of humankind. As the 

franchise jumps from DS to Wii, 

however, the story rewinds (via 

flashbacks) to reveal secrets about 

the Spectrobes universe. Though 

Disney Interactive has not yet 

offered story details, those flash- 

backs presumably explain where 

the Spectrobes came from and 

how they ended up as fossilized 

remains. The move from handheld 

to console allows new developer 

Genki to utilize Wii's motion-based 

controls as you excavate fossils 

in large-scale 3-D environments, 

use Spectrobe DNA to breed new 

creatures, and engage in real-time 

battles versus the Krawl or 

whatever threat officers Rallen and 

Jenna face. Battle mechanics in the 

DS titles were somewhat limited, 

but Wii may offer more direct 

control over fighting techniques. 

More details will likely surface as 

the game's fall release approaches. 

—GEORGE s. 

Blue Skies 
for Sakurai 
The father of Kirby and 
Super Smash Bros. is 
back at work, crafting a 
game "unlike anything 
you've ever experi- 
enced before." 

Masahiro Sakurai had 

astoried career at HAL 

Laboratory: he designed the 

Kirby character at age 19, 

and then created the wildly 

successful Super Smash Bros. 

series and directed its first 

two installments. Sakurai left 

HAL in 2003 to start his own 

company, Sora Ltd., with the 

goal of creating original titles. 

Nintendo President Satoru 

Iwata-who worked alongside 

Sakurai at HAL-asked him 

back to helm Super Smash 

Bros. Brawl, but that team 

was disbanded after the 

game's record-breaking 

release, leaving Sakurai's 

future unclear. 

Now Sakurai has emerged 

again, announcing Project 

Sora (Japanese for "sky"), 

anew studio co-owned by 

Nintendo and Sakurai's own 

company. Project Sora is 

developing a new game that 

Sakurai promises is a wholly 

original experience that has 

nothing to do with Super 

Smash Bros. Don't expect 

details about the forthcoming 

title anytime soon, though; 

the development team has 

only just been formed, so the 

game probably won't be far 

enough along to show (let 

alone release) for at least a 

year or two. We'll be sure to 

keep you updated. -CASEY L. 
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Evil Rises Again 
Capcom welcomes Wii owners back to the world of survival-hor- 
ror with light-gun shooter Resident Evil: The Darkside Chronicles, 
as well as rereleases of Resident Evil and Resident Evil Zero. 

After the critical and financial 

success of 2007's Resident Evil: 

The umbrella Chronicles, it's 

natural that Capcom would develop 

asequel. After all, that game 

covered only the events of Resident 

Evil Zero, Resident Evil, and 

Resident Evil 3: Nemesis. Light-gun 

shooter Resident Evil: The Darkside 

Chronicles tackles Resident Evil 2. 

12 NINTENDO POWER 

One of the most popular 

iterations in the M-rated Resident 

Evil franchise, RE2 introduced 

fan-favorite characters Claire 

Redfield and Leon S. Kennedy 

(both of whom reappeared in last 

year’s Resident Evil: Degeneration 

CG movie). In Darkside Chronicles, 

you'll assume the role of one 

character and fight alongside the 

either an Al-controlled ally, 

ога human buddy if you're playing 

cooperatively—blasting your way 

through the zombie-infested 

Raccoon City and reliving Resident 

Evil 2’s most memorable moments. 

In addition, Darkside Chronicles 

features an entirely new story 

about Leon's missions in South 

America earlier in his life. There’s 

[Below] Hopefully you can shoot zombie Brad 
Vickers on your way to the police stat 



no word on who your companions are for 

this adventure, but Capcom revealed that 

Darkside Chronicles will have multiple 

characters to choose from. 

Gameplay seems to remain mostly 

unchanged from that of umbrella 

Chronicles: you point the Wii Remote at 

your TV screen like a gun and blast your 

way through interactive paths. However, 

one new gameplay addition is the Evade 

system; Capcom isn't revealing any 

details about it yet, except to say that it 

uses the Wii Remote in some way for “a 

more intense experience when fighting 

enemies." 

But wait-there's even more survival- 

horror goodness on the way! If you missed 

out on tne GameCube-exclusive Resident 

Evil Zero or the remake of the first 

Resident Evil, you're in luck: Capcom's re- 

releasing both games for Wii as part of its 

new Resident Evil "Classics" line. The only 

real differences between these new Wii 

versions and the original GameCube edi- 

tions are the price ($29.99 MSRP) and the 

controls, which have been reconfigured 

to support the Wii Remote and Nunchuk. 

Both the rereleases and Resident Evil: The 

Darkside Chronicles will hit store shelves 

later this year. -JUSTIN c. 
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Inspired by contemporary 

prime-time crime dramas, Miami 

Law, developed and published by 

Hudson, puts you in the shoes of 

police officer Law Martin and FBI 

agent Sara Starling as you save the 

city of Miami from terrorists. Using 

the Nintendo DS's touch screen or 

traditional controls, players will 

face deadly shoot-outs, engage in 

high-speed pursuits, investigate 

Found in Translation 
Miami Law isn't just a TV-show-inspired crime-fighting DS 
game; it’s the long-awaited first project from Gaijinworks. 

puzzlelike crime scenes, and more. 

In this case, however, words may 

speak louder than actions—Miami 

Lawis the first localization 

project from Gaijinworks, the studio 

founded by Victor Ireland, former 

president of Working Designs (the 

company responsible for bringing 

beloved games such as Lunar: The 

Silver Star to North America). 

According to Ireland, gamers can 

Miami Law is like a hit 
prime-time drama—but 
with less David Caruso. 

expect Miami Law to feature the 

same type of quality writing that 

made Working Designs arguably 

the premiere name in localization in 

the 1990s. “The philosophy is very 

similar, but the tone of this game 

demanded a much harder edge,” he 

states. “There is definitely comedy 

and some fun wordplay, but it's a 

police drama, so the localization 

reflects that... The tone of the game 

would be similar to something like 

what we did for Arc the Lad, with. 

maybe a little harder edge." 

In addition to writing the game's 

text, Ireland worked to secure the 

authentic Miami-scene musical 

talents of Miami Beat Wave and took 

the Japanese development team 

onan extensive research trip to the 

real-life city. The result is a game 

that should be a unique fusion of 

Eastern and Western cultures. “I 

think the research trip helped the 

team set the place and tone," com- 

ments Ireland, "but the characters 

are definitely drawn and act with an 

anime influence." 

Although Miami Law isn't an 

RPG-the genre that Working 

Designs was best known for-Ireland 

hopes it will resonate with gamers 

familiar with his projects. "It's 

definitely a style of game І haven't 

worked in before personally, but I’ve 

always been a fan of the adventure 

game, from the old point-and-click 

adventures right up through stuff 

like Phoenix Wright," he remarks. “I 

think longtime fans of what we did 

at Working Designs will definitely 

get the flavor of our style in the 

game. But | promise, there are no 

Clinton jokes." 

Look for Miami Law in stores this 

Јипе. –снвиѕ н. 

Fifth Try's the Charm 
It's official: Nintendo is bringing The Legendary Starfy's newest DS 
adventure to western shores. 

Starfy may not be well known to US audiences, but in Japan, he's headlined five portable 

adventures since his 2002 Game Boy Advance debut. The diminutive hero's only appear- 

ance on this side of the Pacific was as an Assist Trophy in Super Smash Bros. Brawl (then 

written as "Stafy"). That brief cameo must have whetted some appetites somewhere, 

as Nintendo has decided to localize the character's fifth adventure with the title The 

Legendary Starfy, due for release on June 8th. 

We've yet to see the North American edition of the game, but we can tell you that the 

Japanese version is a colorful and fast-paced platformer from the developer of Super 

Princess Peach. Starfy is joined on his adventure by a bunny-eared visitor from space, who 

can transform Starfy into anything from a frost-breathing seal to a chicken with a room- 

clearing cock-a-doodle-do. The adventure spans eight worlds and well over fifty levels, 

and a second player can control Starfy's sister for wireless co-op action. -CASEY L. 
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Flip the Heck Out! 
One of the first DSiWare titles, Mighty Flip 
Champs, puts a new spin on puzzle-platforming. 
By thetime you hold this issue in your 

hands, the Nintendo DSi will be out (or 

very close to it) in stores across North 

America. Coinciding with its debut, the first 

Nintendo DSiWare titles will be available 

for download in the Nintendo DSi Shop, 

providing an all-new outlet for imaginative 

portable gaming. Mighty Flip Champs, 

a puzzle-platformer from WayForward 

Technologies (the developer of games 

00-2511 

such as LIT and the upcoming Wii remake 

of A Boy and His Blob), will be one of the 

early Nintendo DSiWare offerings, and it 
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promises to bend your brain like it's never 

been bent before. 

Mighty Flip Champs is built around 

asimple but unique core concept: the 

ability to “flip” the environment from the 

system's lower screen to the upper one. 

The game's spunky pink-haired heroine, 

Alta, can walk and climb, but that's about it 

for her innate skills; fortunately, she's also 

got a Magical Warp Wand that lets her flip 

through the environments as if they were 

the pages of a book. As you control Alta on 
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the upper screen, you'll be able 

to seethe next environment-and 

Alta's position in it-on the bottom 

screen. When you can't proceed 

any further in your current envi- 

ronment, it takes only the press of 

a button to flip to the next room. 

By cleverly maneuvering your 

character and flipping from room 

to room, you'll be able to reach the 

goal in each stage. 

“[My brother] Mark and I came 

up with a list of ingredients that we 

felt players would want in a launch 

game and designed around that," 

explains designer/director Matt 

Bozon. "Things on the list were to 

keep it small in scope, huge bang 

for the buck, inspired exclusively by 

the DS hardware, gameplay on both 

Screens, bite-sized play you'll want 

to keep on your SD card forever, 

and a way to hook players and not 

let go. We landed on this idea of 

navigating a mazethat was printed 

on a stack of index cards, flipping 

one to the next while a character 

tries to survive the transitions." 

Though Mighty Flip Champs 

starts off fairly simple, allowing 

you to flip back and forth between 

two rather basic rooms, it quickly 

becomes complex. Eventually 

you'll flip through sequences of six 

or more "pages," encounter NPCs 

that you must reach before activat- 

ing the exit, interact with level 

elements (such as switches that 

make blocks appear or disappear), 

and face intense challenge stages 

where the rooms flip automati- 

cally. There are no enemies (and no 

Story for that matter), but there's 

plenty to keep players occupied. 

“The game grows by adding new 

mechanics like warps that move 

you from one point to another on 

the current page," lead program- 

mer Chris Losorelli reveals. "There 

are also several colors of switch 

blocks fed by multiple switches, 

so paths will open and close as 

you progress through a stage. 

Once you hit a switch, a row of 

blocks that once covered a pit of 

spikes is no longer there, which 

can really mess you up. We've also 

got cracked blocks that can only 

be crushed by page-flipping into 

them to break them. We had a 

lot of other ideas as well, but we 

decided not to add too many layers 

of complexity." 

According to Bozon, Mighty Flip 

Champs is the kind of game that's 

ideal for download. "Honestly, I'd 

rather not pursue retail for this kind 

of game," he admits. ^We've been 
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developing on Nintendo handhelds 

since Game Boy monochrome and 

found that many of our best efforts 

still sell very low numbers, even 

when there's a 9.0 score and rabid 

fans singing praise. High-quality 

DS games that exist purely for 

their own sake have difficulty 

surviving at retail in the current 

climate. So Nintendo DSiWare is 

incredibly appealing to us. We can 

create the games that players have 

been asking us to make without 

worrying about being steamrolled 

by popular, trendy games that fill 

the shelf. Better still, there will be 

an infinite supply for the players 

who want them.” 

If you consider yourself among 

that group, boot up your Nintendo 

Dsi and head to the Nintendo 

DSi Shop to download one of the 

most innovative portable games 

in recent memory. If Mighty Flip 

Champs isn’t available as you read 

this, it will be soon. -CHRIS н. 
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The leader of the rab: Theamnesiac hero of 
Cave Story. He's tough- 

erthan he looks. of Mimiga Village. 

Your basic weapon. -AUNCHER 

Power it up for better Missiles are very 

range. powerful, but ammo 

is quite limited. 
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It Came from the Cave 
What will you encounter when you play WiiWare 
action-adventure Cave Story? Plenty. 
When Cave Story begins, you don't know who your player character is, you don't know where you are, and 

you don't even have a way to fight enemies. Cut-scenes tell you that some guy is looking for a person named 

Sue, but that's about all the background you'll get. Fortunately, it takes only about a second to figure out 

that Cave Story is a retro-style 2-D action-adventure in the vein of NES classics such as Metroid, and if you 

have any interest in that type of game you're going to be in old-school heaven. Cave Story is packed with 

interesting characters, varied weaponry, and a diverse selection of items and environments. Read on for a 

small sample of what's in store for you in this very promising WiiWare game from Nicalis. -CHRIS н. 
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Bats are among the 

first enemies you 

encounter. 

4 

Collect these crystals 

to level up your 

weapons. 

The hub of Cave Story. A teleporter will take you 

to new areas. 

Mushrooms are made 
to be defeated, not 

These containers per- 
manently increase 
your life meter. 
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It's big and strong, 

but slow and vulner- 
able to your attacks. 

You'll need a map 

system unless you 
want to get lost. 

If you attack it, it 
will retaliate with a 
projectile. 

Arthur's house is an 
important location, 
but you'll need a key 

to get in. 

The mushrooms have come to life here, but 
there's an important item to find. 

around in the desert 

Strangely, Jellyfish 

Juice is the only thing 

that can put out fires. 

He might look like a 

suitcase, but he's actu- 
ally a powerful boss. 

Yes, you'll need to 

acquire puppies. Go 
figure. 

The giant eggs in this area may be the key to 

Kazuma is trapped here. You must gather 

several items to set him free. 
Sand crocs and skeletal foes are among the 
hazards you'll face. 

After a pivotal plot point, the bad guys will 

banish you to the labyrinth. 
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The Adventure Continues 
Hudson's venerable Adventure Island series has long been rumored to 
be heading for WiiWare, but now it's official-the classic platforming 
franchise is back and getting a 2.5-D makeover. Titled Adventure Island: 
The Beginning, the game features the grass-skirt-wearing Master Higgins 
once again running, jumping, and tossing hammers as he traverses 
hazard-filled tropical environments, collects fruit, and avoids deadly 
indigenous fauna. The game retains its predecessors' side-scrolling 
gameplay, but the visuals have been upgraded to 3-D and the title has 
been beefed up with multiple minigames (both single-player and multi- 
player), including skateboarding and shooting challenges. -curis н. 

In Darkest Night 
Night Game brings a puzzling physics experiment to the 
WiiWare scene. 

Night Game will likely not be 

called Night Game forever. 

According to the folks at devel- 

oper/publisher Nicalis, the “Night” 

half of the title will probably stay, 

though-appropriate, given the 

grim and shadowy graphics. On 

the whole, it looks awfully fore- 

boding for a game about scooting 

a little ball back and forth. 

Of course, it's not as simple 

as that. Night Game is a physics- 

driven puzzle-platformer along 

the lines of LocoRoco or Marble 

Madness. The goal is to move a 

featureless black ball, controlled 

20 NINTENDO POWER 

with the Wii Remote's Control Pad, 

from one end of each 2-D level to 

the other. That ball isn't the only 

thing under your control, though. 

Night Game expects its players to 

fiddle with the basic rules of the 

game world itself. 

The maximum possible speed 

of the ball is one variable (which 

is intuitive enough), but another is 

what eggheads call mu, the coef- 

ficient of friction. That determines 

how much speed the ball loses as 

it rolls along and how likely it is to 

lose its grip on a surface-handy 

when the ball needs to roll down 

ahill, build a good head of steam, 

and throw itself off a ski jump. You 

can also choose to tackle a level 

upside down by inverting the pull 

of gravity. 

Clearing a level isn't just a mat- 

ter of carefully tapping the Control 

Pad. The real trick is sizing up each 

stage in advance and figuring out 

how to tweak the physics to gain 

Something about this game looks a bit shady. 
Get it? Shady? Yes, folks, I'll be here all week. 

an advantage. The level designs 

serve up some meaty food for 

thought. Simple obstacles-ramps 

to fly off, gaps to leap-give way to 

head-spinning constructions such 

asan elaborate rotating maze. 

The finished game will have 

13 expansive stages (some of 

them built around vehicles that 

have their own unique behavior), 

plus a few secret bonus levels 

to challenge dedicated players. 

With its blend of simple controls 

and complex challenge, Night 

Game looks like the kind of game 

that's perfect for WiiWare—-no 

matter what title it winds up with. 

—DAVID S. 



Soldier On 
Three cultures collide in Swords & Soldiers, a real-time 
strategy WiiWare game from the creators of de Blob. 

If you've played THQ's de Blob for 

Wii, you know that it's colorful, cre- 

ative, and imaginative—qualities 

you don’t see in many games these 

days. But you might not know 

that de Blob was the brainchild of 

Dutch studio Ronimo Games. And 

the developers haven’t been rest- 

ing on their laurels since coming 

up with the original concept for 

de Blob; the company’s website 

(http://ronimo.hku.nl) says the 

staff is “striving to create new, 

innovative and exciting games.” 

The latest fruit of their labors is 

a2-D, side-scrolling, real-time 

strategy title for WiiWare: Swords 

& Soldiers. 

Swords & Soldiers gives you 

three factions to play with: Vikings, 

Aztecs, and a yet-to-be-revealed 

Asian culture. Each is portrayed 

in a charming cartoony style that 

gives the game a light, fun feel that 

is further emphasized by the story 

and dialogue. For example, the 

Vikings want nothing more than to 

have a barbeque, but the nefarious 

Viking Blackbeard crashes the 

party, so they chase him across 

the globe, meeting the other 

factions along the way. But these 

are Vikings we're talking about, so 

the encounters often turn violent; 

fortunately, the game eases you 

into things. After assigning units 

to gather gold (by pointing and 

pressing A at the appropriate. 

icon on your HUD; everything 

is controlled by the Wii Remote 

alone), you can spend your money 

on axe-swinging or -throwing sol- 

diers. They'll start moving across 

the field and attacking any threats 

automatically, but you can assist. 

DOWNLOAD 

them with magic, either using a 

defensive spell (Heal, for instance) 

on your units or casting an offen- 

sive spell (such as Lightning) on 

your enemies. (Using the Remote 

asa pointer, you select a spell then 

press A while pointing at the unit 

you want to affect.) Depending 

on how much fog of war there is, 

you may be able to strike lightning 

down on your foes before your 

soldiers even reach them (simply 

press left or right on the Control 

Pad to move the camera to your 

target), making the battles go by 

quicker. Of course, spells require 

Mana, but it replenishes constantly 

and you can spend gold to increase 

the regeneration rate. 

Obviously, we're just scratching 

the surface; there's a lot of 

strategy involved, especially as 

other units and magic are added 

tothe equation. Thankfully, you 

can practice in the player-versus- 

computer Skirmish mode or in the 

player-versus-player split-screen 

Versus mode, as all of your units 

and spells are unlocked from the 

start in both modes. -JUSTIN с. 

[Left] The Vikings’ Lightning is very powerful against individual soldiers. 
[Below] Yep, those guys are really crushing those gold mines. 



Grumble Grumble 

Console Crasher 
The Commodore 64 has debuted on Virtual Console in 
North America. Here’s why you should care. 

A quick glance at this month's 

Virtual Console reviews will reveal 

anew addition to the platforms 

represented—Commodore 64. If 

you're not familiar with the vener- 

able machine, here’s the skinny: 

The Commodore 64 became the 

best-selling computer in the United 

States within months of its 1982 

release, steamrolling the video 

game industry on its way to the 

top. A 1983 advertising campaign 

took aim at the game consoles of 

the day, offering a $100 rebate 

to anyone who mailed ina game 

machine, and consumers were only 

too happy to swap their Atari 2600s 

and ColecoVisions for the superior 

graphics and expanded capabilities 

of a true personal computer. Thus 

the Commodore 64 helped cause 

the video game-industry crash of 

'83-and claimed most of the spoils. 
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The surviving software 

publishers flocked to the C64, 

first with ports of popular arcade 

and Atari 2600 games, and then 

with more-advanced fare that 

took advantage of the computer's 

keyboard and the increased capac- 

ity of its optional floppy-disc drive. 

The Commodore 64 stood at the 

cutting edge of gaming until the 

1985 release of the NES marked 

the resurgence of home consoles 

and gave the Commodore 64 a 

comparably powered rival. While 

the slower C64 had trouble catch- 

ing up with the NES's fast-scrolling 

action and shooting games, it 

could still boast of trumping the 

new console in many fields, such 

as offering superior versions of 

most Western-developed 8-bit 

games (including Maniac Mansion 

and Pirates!), wowing players with 

digitized speech in Impossible 

Mission years earlier than the 

NES's Blades of Steel, and offering 

deep role-playing from The Bard's 

Tale, Ultima, and Dungeons & 

Dragons "Gold Box" series long 

before the debuts of Dragon Quest 

and Final Fantasy. 

Now the Commodore 64 has 

joined its former nemesis on 

Virtual Console, giving Wii owners 

the best of both worlds. C64 

games sell for the same 500 Wii 

Points as NES games, and the 

emulator features a full onscreen 

keyboard that players can bring 

up with a tap of the B Button. 

The launch titles—Pit Stop II, 

International Karate, and The Last 

Ninja—are hardly the platform's 

brightest stars. But an additional 

16 Commodore 64 games are 

already available on Virtual 

Console in Europe. Highlights of 

the foreign library include the clas- 

sic puzzle adventure Impossible 

Mission and its sequel, the shooter 

Uridium (a port of which was 

released as The Last Starfighter 

on the NES), puzzle-platformer 

Nebulus, and the Commodore 

64's most technically impressive 

title, the Mario-esque Mayhem in 

Monsterland. -CASEY L. 
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Grumble Grumble 

WANTED! 
Will Ness ever get his 

chance to shine on Virtual 

Console? The readers 

certainly hope so, as 

they’ve once again voted 

Earthbound their number- 

one most wanted game. 

Meanwhile, the editors 

continue to hope for the 

Virtual Console release of 

some rare foreign gems. 

READERS’ MOST WANTED: 
ALL SYSTEMS 
Earthbound (Super NES) 
The Legend of Zelda: 

Majora’s Mask (N64) 

Mother (NES/Japan only) 

Super Smash Bros. (N64) 
Donkey Kong 64 (N64) 

NP STAFF'S MOST 
WANTED: ALL SYSTEMS 
Mega Man: The Wily Wars 

(Sega Genesis/Europe & 
Japan) 

Castlevania: Rondo of 

Blood (TurboGrafx CD/ 
Japan only) 

Super Punch-Out!! 

(Super NES) 

Terranigma (Super NES/ 

Europe & Japan) 

Contra (NES) 

How do you role? We'll find 

out next issue with our list 

of most-wanted RPGs on 

Virtual Console. After that, 

we want to know what 

shooters (side-scrolling, 

FPS, or otherwise) you 

want to see. Send your 

top five most-wanted 

shooters to vcpoll@ 

nintendopower.com and 

we'll print the results in 

the near future. Note: This 

is for polling purposes 

only and will in no way 

determine future Virtual 

Console releases. 
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$ MONTI VIEWS 

BOOM BLOX BASH PARTY PG. 30 

THE CONDUIT PG. 24 

GHOSTBUSTERS: THE VIDEO GAME PG. 26 

GO PLAY: LUMBERJACKS PG. 33 

HELP WANTED РС. 33 

JAKE HUNTER DETECTIVE 
MEMORIES OF THE PAST 

Trust Issues 
>THE CONDUIT 
PLATFORM: Wii › PUBLISHER: SEGA 

DEVELOPER: HIGH VOLTAGE SOFTWARE 

RELEASE: JUNE 2009 

Now that The House of the Dead: Overkill and 

MadWorld have shipped to rave reviews (including an 

8.0 and a 9.0, respectively, from Nintendo Power), 

we fix our anticipatory gaze on the final piece of 

Sega's hardcore Wii trifecta: The Conduit. Billed as 

the definitive first-person shooter for Nintendo’s 

console, the game inches closer to that lofty goal 

every time we see it. 

The latest build showcases a world that feels much 

more alive than in earlier versions. You really get the 

impression that you’re in the middle of a massive 

alien invasion; helicopters zoom by and are occasion- 

ally shot down by the extraterrestrial aggressors, 

while frantic news reports blare from the televisions 

on display in shop windows. At the conclusion of 

the opening level, which finds protagonist Mr. Ford 

already in the thick of things, the game jumps back 

five days and takes you through the events leading 

up to the attack. Our hero starts as a Secret Service 

agent, but he’s soon recruited into a clandestine 

organization known as The Trust. (The story defi- 

nitely has a bit of an X-Files vibe going for it.) In one 

of the levels we saw, The Trust dispatches Mr. Ford 

to Reagan National Airport to track down a terrorist 

called Prometheus (named for the Greek Titan who 

stole fire from Zeus and gave it to mortals). At this 

point the aliens haven’t shown up yet, so your adver- 

saries are “puppet” agents whose wills are no longer 

their own. The enemy Al is another element that's 

been significantly tweaked since we last saw The 

Conduit, and to counter their wily ways, you can now 

crouch behind objects to take cover. The firefights 

offer a bit more depth as a result, but don't expect 

anything too tactical. The focus remains firmly on 

fast-paced, blast-them-before-they-blast-you action. 

As mentioned in our previous coverage, one of The 

Conduit's coolest features is that you can modify the 

HUD as you see fit, snagging each element and drag- 

ging it anywhere on the screen. We've since learned 

that you can get rid of the HUD entirely for a more 

cinematic presentation, and alternative indicators 

are built into the game so you're not flying blind. If 

Ford's health gets dangerously low, for instance, 

you'll hear him start to breathe heavily, and your 

surroundings will gradually lose their color. Such 

Clever ideas give us optimism that Sega's about to go 

three for three. -STEVE T. 
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LITTLE KING’S STORY PG. 25 

MAGICIAN’S QUEST MYSTERIOUS TIMES PG. 28 

THE MUNCHABLES PG. 31 

ROCKIN’ PRETTY PG. 28 

UP PG. 31 

[Above] If you search carefully, you'll 

uncover secret chambers like this one, 
which contain special armaments. 



This, | 
Command! 
PLATFORM: Wii • PUBLISHER: MARVELOUS USA/XSEED 

DEVELOPER: CING/TOWN FACTORY 

RELEASE: SUMMER 2009 

After chasing some rats through а hole in а wall, 

the young protagonist of Little King’s Story is 

transported to a fantastical world in which he dons 

a magical crown and becomes ruler of the shabby 

Alpoko Kingdom. The coffers are empty and the 

citizens are too shiftless to do anything to rectify the 

situation. Yet your three advisors—particularly the 

bull-riding knight Howser, who claims to have been 

searching for 35 years for the true king-urge you to 

expand your kingdom to unify the world. 

To achieve this goal, you must command your 

subjects, Pikmin-style, to get off their lazy butts anc 

get their hands dirty—quite literally, as it turns gut; 

since the only way to make money early in the game 

is to dig up treasures such as bars of gold. Simply 

walk up to whomever you want to recruit and press P. 

to add the person to your entourage. To set someone 

onatask, point him at the target by using the Controla] 

Stick (pressing Z to bring up a targeting line helps) 

and press A to have your subject automatically get 

to work; since they have no specific skills at this 

point, however, the workers are pretty much only 

ableto dig holes. As you gain more cash, you can 

build new structures such as a Farmhouse or a Guard 

House to train your citizens to become Hardworking 

Farmers (who excel at digging) or Grunt Soldiers 

(who specialize in swordfighting), respectively. 

Grunt Soldiers become especially important when 

you step out into the wild world beyond your 

borders; there are dangerous UMAs (unidentified 

mysterious animals) wandering around, and, more 

importantly, boss monsters called Guardian UMAs. 

They take many forms (a skull-headed cow, a giant 

frog), and defeating them clears the surrounding 

area of UMAs and adds land to your territory. There’s 

a lot of world to conquer, though—seven kingdoms, 

in fact, each with a number of Guardian UMAs—and 

you must overthrow seven other kings to become the 

undisputed ruler of the world. 

The first monarch you face is the enormous 

King Onii, which means you have to traverse the 

appropriately named Dark Valley, a rocky canyon 

that’s blanketed in dark fog and filled with smaller 

Onii (who resemble Nibbler from Futurama). Some 

of these creatures stand on higher ground, lobbing 

rocks at you. Close-combat-centric Grunt Soldiers 

are useless in this situation, so it behooves you to 

train an army of arrow-slinging Animal Hunters 

(assuming you’ve built the required Hunter Hut and 

have the funds to train citizens). Even with this tacti- 

cal advantage, many of your subjects may lose their 

lives while battling King Onii, but being a king means 

making tough decisions. -JUSTIN с. 
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Cross the 
Streams 
GHOSTBUSTERS: 
THE VIDEO GAME 

PLATFORM: Wii (ALSO ON DS) + PUBLISHER: ATARI 

DEVELOPER: RED FLY STUDIO › RELEASE: JUNE 2009 

Once again, something strange is going on in New 

York City—paranormal activity is increasing at an 

alarming rate, and ghosts are running wild—and it's up 

to you as a rookie Ghostbuster to take care of it. You’ve 

got some help, of course. There’s some new equipment 

in addition to your standard-issue proton pack, and 

all four of the original Ghostbusters return (voiced by 

their original actors) to help you bust ghosts, give you 

helpful tips, and entertain you with witty banter. 

Some of your old foes return as well. You have to 

return to the Sedgewick Hotel to recapture Slimer, for 

instance. (He can’t get enough of the food, we guess.) 

It’s not a difficult task—this is the opening level, after 

all-but it gets you acquainted with the controls. The 

control scheme has changed since the last time we saw 

the game; you no longer have to shake the Nunchuk 

to activate the blast stream’s wrangle cage when 

catching a ghost, and you can simply press Z to seta 

trap instead of performing a bowling motion with the 

Nunchuk. 

Don't think you'll be doing the same tasks over 

and over again; there are some variations among the 

all-new and returning-favorite specters—some of 

which you use to solve puzzles. When the Stay Puft 

Marshmallow Man returns, you have to reach the 

roof of a skyscraper in Times Square so you can fight 

the enormous mascot face-to-face. Obviously it’s 

easiest to take an elevator, but the power’s out and 

you have to charge up the generator’s battery to get 

it working again. Fortunately, there is an electrified 

construction-worker ghost floating around; using the 

blast stream on him directly will instantly overheat 

your proton pack, but you can cage the uncharged 

generator battery (as you can any object covered 

in ectoplasm) and touch the ghost with it. That 

immediately de-electrifies the spirit-making him 

bustable—while powering the battery. You can then 

place it into its slot, allowing you to progress to your 

showdown with Mr. Stay Puft. 

To fight the gigantic sailor (after battling your way 

through several floors of nasty apparitions), you 

rappel along the side of the building, looking down at 

the ascending monster. Don’t worry—you don’t have to 

cross the streams to defeat him (in fact, you couldn't 

even if you wanted to; Egon fixed the problem). You 

can, however, pepper him with Boson Darts by press- 

ing A, and you can grab the ectoplasm-covered chunks 

of building he throws at you, then blast them back 

at him with a Boson Dart to deal even more damage. 

Once you've sufficiently charred Mr. Stay Puft, one last 

Boson Dart to the mouth is enough to turn him into 

marshmallow goo. S'mores, anyone? —susTIN с. 



[Left] Since you're the new guy, you get to MINI 

test all the new ghostbusting equipment. ty" 

[Below] You'd think you would avoid fire if 

you were made of marshmallow. 



Tricky Sim 

PLATFORM: NINTENDO DS + PUBLISHER: KONAMI 

DEVELOPER: KONAMI - RELEASE: МАУ 2009 

Formerly known as Little Magician’s Magic 

Adventure, Konami’s Animal Crossing-inspired 

wizarding-world sim is far from small. Magician’s 1 

Quest Mysterious Times offers a year’s worth of j Ca ] etc. 
weekly mysteries that unfold in real time, and 1,500 № item staffs & wands broom 

items to collect for your magic-school dorm room. | \ 

The name change is an indication that Konami sees 

the potential for wide appeal in the game; it’s not 

just magic antics for the younger set. By swirling 

your stylus around your customizable character, you 

become a magic user, ready to call out magic spells 

and incantations with a symbol-based language. 

If you want to invoke Treasure Hunt magic, for 

example, you tap the symbols for Magic, Secret, 

and Seek, then hidden items show themselves by 

sparkling. Your status as a magician increases as 

you take classes and solve mysteries. You can also 

find and catalog fish and insects, do odd jobs for 

cash, and “study abroad” at the schools of other 

Magician’s Quest players by way of Nintendo Wi-Fi Well, that fair herd 

Connection. -GEORGE $. question, but you understood 
it well. Now keep working hard! 

Truly, Truly 
Outrageous 
PLATFORM: NINTENDO DS • PUBLISHER: AKSYS GAMES 

DEVELOPER: ARC SYSTEM WORKS * RELEASE: JUNE 2009 

In rhythm game Rockin’ Pretty, you can try your 

hand at four instruments—guitar, bass, keyboard, 

and drums-as you travel to eight tour events, 

earning currency that can be used to purchase new 

equipment, clothes, and hairstyles. So Rockin’ Pretty 

is not all that different from titles such as Rock Band 

or Guitar Hero—except that it has an unfamiliar song 

selection (no Top 40 hits here) and a story centered 

ona quartet of cutesy anime-style girls who have big 

dreams of becoming rock stars. (The latter is little 

surprise; the game was developed by the creators of 

last year’s equally cutesy Princess on Ice.) Rocking 

out is as easy as tapping or swiping on the cascading 

notes at the correct time; each of the four instru- 

ments uses only these two stylus motions, making it 

easy to switch to, say, drums whenever you're sick of 

playing guitar. -зи5тим c. 

Play well and you'll get more stars, allowing you to buy new 

stuff. (Note: All screens are of the Japanese version.) 
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Chip Off the 
Old Blox 
BOOM BLOX BASH PARTY 

PLATFORM: Wii + PUBLISHER: ELECTRONIC ARTS 

DEVELOPER: EA CASUAL - RELEASE: MAY 2009 

Boom Blox Bash Party—another collaboration 

between EA and Steven Spielberg—builds upon the 

foundation laid by last year’s Boom Blox and takes 

it to the next level. It has the same pick-up-and-play 

accessibility, the same physics-based gameplay, 

and the same type of chaotic motion-controlled 

object-tossing puzzles, but there’s a lot more to it 

this time around. 

New block types (such as Fireworks Blox, which 

shoot projectiles when you hit them, and Slot Blox, 

which cycle through a variety of effects), block 

shapes (cylinders and wedges), and tools (including 

Chemical Balls that stay onscreen after you throw 

them and explode when two of them touch) are just 

the beginning. If you caught our Bash Party feature 

article in Vol. 239, you already know about the 

promising Space and Pirate Worlds, which add zero- 

gravity and underwater physics (respectively) to the 

Boom Blox concept. The recently revealed Showtime 

and Heroic Worlds don't attempt anything nearly as 

radical, but they offer thrills all their own. In single- 

player mode, Showtime World (which has a circus/ 7 E 

stage-show theme) challenges players with three | i 

types of games: Color Combos (in which you attempt 

to make three blocks of the same color touch, 

causing them to disappear ala Bejeweled), Sling 

Alley (where you'll put the slingshot to good use), 

and Bull's Eye (in which you'll race the clock as you 

topple towers of Point Blox into a bonus multiplier). 

Heroic World, meanwhile, revolves around the tale of 

the heroic Super Pig battling an evil space monkey. 

In the Metropolis section you'll defend sheep from 

impending danger, then in the Refinery area you'll 

use a slingshot on Super Pig to earn points before 

venturing to the Secret Lair, where you'll throw 

bowling balls to smash the enemy base. 

As you can tell by the game's title, Bash Party also 

has a strong multiplayer emphasis, and when you go 

head-to-head with up to three friends, each world 

offers a completely different type of fun. The multi- 

player Showtime stages all emphasize color-based 

competition (such as attempting to knock down all 

the appropriately colored blocks in Color Topple or 

yanking out colored blocks, Jenga-style, in Color 

Dismantle), while the multiplayer Heroic modes are 

all point-oriented; Point Jackpot, for example, tasks. 

you with discovering each level's gimmick to earn a 

huge point payoff. 

With more than 400 levels, Boom Blox Bash Party 

should keep players busy for a long time, but thanks 

to a robust stage editor and the ability to download 

player-created extra content, the game could be 

nearly infinite. If that’s not a concept worthy of 

Steven Spielberg, we don't know what is. -CHRIS н. 

am 

[Above] The fate of a city full of mild-mannered gorillas is in your 

hands in the superhero-themed Heroic World. 
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each other in one of the separate multiplayer modes, 

but the main game is all about cooperation. 

> THE MUNCHABLES 
PLATFORM: Wii » PUBLISHER: NAMCO BANDAI 

DEVELOPER: NAMCO BANDAI * RELEASE: MAY 2009 

Your goal in The Munchables is to eat, eat, and 

eat some more. The more you eat, the bigger you 

get, which allows you to eat even bigger things. (If 

anything, it’s similar to another Namco Bandai game, 

Katamari Damacy for PlayStation 2.) Specifically, 

your goal as one of the two Munchables—Chomper 

or Munchy-is to dine on the fruit- and vegetable- 

esque Tabemon monsters, space pirates who have 

invaded your home planet of Star Ving to steal your 

Legendary Orbs. Devouring your enemies is fairly 

simple: move around with the Control Stick, jump by 

lifting the Wii Remote, lock onto enemies with Z, and 

gobble stuff up with A. Sometimes you'll come across 

alarger, higher-level opponent; you can consume 

more space pirates to level yourself up (evolving 

as you do so) or you can try attacking your foe and 

breaking him up into smaller, easier-to-eat chunks 

by pressing B. This latter approach proves especially 

important when facing the game's many bosses, 

such as the not-so-jolly green Brocco-Lee. -JUSTIN с. 

Up and at'Em 
»uP 
PLATFORM: Wii (ALSO ON DS) • PUBLISHER: THQ 

DEVELOPER: HEAVY IRON STUDIOS 

RELEASE: SPRING 2009 

There’s aheavy stigma attached 

to licensed games, but Up—the 

game based on the upcoming 

Disney/Pixar film of the same name—shows some 

promise with its variety and its emphasis on 

cooperative gameplay. The former is best illustrated 

by the first level we played, in which you assume 

the role of Doug the talking dog (thanks to his 

collar that translates his thoughts), who’s flying 

a biplane to protect old man Carl's floating house 

from incoming biplane-flying enemies. The second 

level is quite different, focusing on Carl and Russell 

(a boy) venturing through a jungle. Each character 

has his own advantages: for example, Carl can grab 

onto vines with his cane, allowing him to boost up 

to higher platforms, whereas Russell can shimmy 

along ledges. The pair has to work together to solve 

the many puzzles throughout the level; but while you 

can swap between them by pressing Z when playing 

solo, it’s much more enjoyable for you and a buddy to 

assume the roles of the two characters. -JUSTIN c. 
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She disappe fter 
| told her what I'd learned 
about the robbery. 

Thanks for the 
Memories 

three intimidating men | wonder if there was chinbed oit ori ESI 
anything that's odd. 

d i [Left, Below] The cute Jake Hunter Unleashed 
PLATFORM: NINTENDO DS = PUBLISHER: AKSYS GAMES A 4 stories are far from typical detective fare. 

DEVELOPER: WORKJAM - RELEASE: MAY 2009 - 
: А 1 Mna d 

А detective's work is never done. That's certainly -. E 

true for hard-boiled private eye Jake Hunter, who's 

tasked with solving more than six mysterious cases 

in Jake Hunter Detective Story: Memories of the 

Past. Usinga text-based interface, you'll put your 

sleuthing skills to the test to dig up clues, talk to 

suspects, visit various locales, and answer the occa- 

sional riddle in three cases repurposed from the first 

Jake Hunter game (now with significantly enhanced 

localizations that add extra layers of personality), 

plus three new investigations. In the As Time Goes By 

and The Red-Eyed Tiger episodes, Jake will deal with 

art theft, dysfunctional families, casino heists, and 

more; in the Memories of the Past episode, you'll find 

yourself in the middle of a massive conspiracy that 

ties the other five investigations together and puts 

you in the shoes of multiple playable characters, 

including a hapless slacker who’s in the wrong place 

at the wrong time. Additionally, the game features 

numerous unlockable bonuses and five bite-sized 

Jake Hunter Unleashed stories, which offer a change 

of pace with chibi-style graphics, zany music, anda 

lighthearted attitude. —curis н. 
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[Above] Who needs a college educa- 
tion when you can get a job being 

almost crushed by sumo wrestlers? 

Got Wood? 
PLATFORM: Wii + PUBLISHER: MAJESCO 

DEVELOPER: PANIC BUTTON • RELEASE: МАУ 2009 

Have you ever wanted to be a burly lumberjack? 

No? Regardless, you'll get a chance in Go Play: 

Lumberjacks, the first game in Majesco’s uniquely 

themed, motion-controlled, minigame-based Go 

Play product line. Go Play: Lumberjacks challenges 

you to compete against friends or CPU-controlled 

opponents in 16 manly minigames across five 

categories: sawing, chopping, climbing, axe throw- 

ing, and water events. The minigames test your 

woodcutting prowess in a variety of different ways. 

In Solo Cross, for example, you simply move the Wii 

Remote back and forth like a saw as fast as you can; 

in Pole Climb you shake the Remote to climb while 

pushing the Control Pad to dodge falling obstacles; 

and in Limb Cut you press the correct buttons to saw 

off branches as they pass you, similar toarhythm 

game. Lumberjacks also features a variety of wacky 

characters, ranging from traditional lumberjacks 

to pirates to ninjas (yes, pirates vs. ninjas), and you 

can unlock your Miis as playable characters as well. 

Sadly, there’s no caber-tossing minigame, but you 

can’t have everything. -CHRIS H. 

AllPlay б< 

PLATFORM: МИ + PUBLISHER: HUDSON Yd [| 

DEVELOPER: HUDSON + RELEASE: MAY 2009 

When Nintendo began its storied Game Counselor 

service, the company’s want ad asked, “How 

would you like to play video games for a living?” In 

Hudson’s Help Wanted, the question is something 

like, “How would you like to play video games to save 

the world?” Help Wanted amounts to 50 job-related 

minigames. One occupation is (fittingly) game 

master. The others run the employment gamut. As 

a supermarket clerk, you rotate and scan grocery 

items. In the role of a pit-crew member, you twist 

the Wii Remote to tighten tire bolts on a race car. If 

you'd rather be behind the wheel, the stunt-person 

job is for you; it lets you tilt the Remote to steer 

as you avoid obstacles on the way to a harrowing 

jump. Other jobs include art restorer, astronaut, 

newscaster, and infomercial assistant. Sadly, you 

don't get to sell shammies, but you do get to keep a 

meteor from annihilating humankind by purchasing 

defensive items with your earnings. -GEORGE 5. 

By] Never before has a game promoted such 

] senseless brutality against innocent logs. 
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THE SCARIEST GAME OF ALL TIME GETS EVEN scarier WITH SILENT HILL: SHATTERED MEMORIES. 

m 
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S we sit down for an exclusive first look at Silent 
Hill's Wii debut, we're not quite sure what to 
expect. Previous discussions with Konami sug- 
gested a brand-new game, but then we heard 
rumblings of a return to the original, with players 
once again leading protagonist Harry Mason 
оп a search for his missing daughter. As it turns 
out, both are true. "This is a reimagining of the 
first Silent Hill,” explains producer Tomm Hulett. 
"It's not a remake or a port. That's an important 
distinction. It Фау feels like a new game. Think 
of it like what they did with Battlestar Galactica. 

The characters play different roles, things don't necessarily 
happen in the same order, and the story is taken in lots of 
new directions. You still play as Harry Mason, you're still 
looking for your daughter, and you'll see familiar elements, 
but they're all twisted to betray your expectations." 

Hulett's point is apparent right off 

the bat. Our demo begins much 

like the original game: Harry 

crashes his car and awakens to find 

that his young daughter, Cheryl, 

has disappeared. But the accident 

takes place on one of Silent Hill's 

residential streets rather than 

onthe highway outside of town. 

Plus, there's no sign of Cybil, the 

police officer who assists Harry at 

the beginning of the PlayStation 

version. Those are the sorts of 

changes that only diehard fans will 

recognize, though. What follows is 

a dramatic departure that signifies 

just how radically developer 

Climax (who previously worked on 

Silent Hill: Origins for PSP) hopes 

to evolve this survival-horror 

Classic. Cut to a psychiatric office, 

where a new character named Dr. 

K asks us to fill out a personality 

profile. Topics include our ability 

to make friends easily, whether 

we prefer abstract ideas, and 

additional inquiries of a more adult 

nature. (The game will be rated 

Mature, obviously.) This exercise 

sets the groundwork for one of 

Shattered Memories’ most signifi- 

cant and intriguing additions—your 

answers actually affect how the 

game unfolds. And it doesn't end 

there. The game "watches" you 

constantly, and your behavior 

throughout can determine when 

you'll meet certain characters, 

which scenes you'll witness, and a 

variety of other factors that we'll 

get to momentarily. “In Silent Hill 

games, the town always gets inside 

the protagonist's head,” says 

Hulett. “But now, it’s getting inside 

your head.” 

MAN ABOUT TOWN 
Back to Harry, and our first taste of 

what it will be like to explore Silent 

Hill on Wii. You steer the hero's 

movements the old-fashioned 

way, via the Control Stick, but 

you use the Wii Remote to aim his 

flashlight. This is one of the things 

we dreamed about when the Wii 

controller was first unveiled, and 

it's every bit as effective as we 

imagined. What's more, the devel- 

opers are making a concerted 

effortto keep you as immersed in 

the experience as possible. When 

you want to check on something in 
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the environment, for example, you 

simply fix your view on it rather 

than press a button, and instead 

of text appearing onscreen, Harry 

comments vocally. "Something we 

talk about a lot, obviously, is how 

to make things scary," explains 

Hulett. “And one way is to remove 

the idea that you're connected to a 

game. We want people to feel like 

they're interacting directly with 

Silent Hill." Further contributing to 

that cause are streaming environ- 

ments that completely eliminate 

load times. 

As we stroll through Silent 

Hill's eerily quiet streets, we soon 

come to a pair of shops: Teresa's 

used-clothing store and the Clear 

Picture video store. We choose to 

investigate the latter, which Hulett 

notes is one of the decisions that 

could influence future events. 

Before heading inside, we're able 

to crack the door open a little bit 

and peer into the room with our 

flashlight. Since you never know 

what may lurk beyond any given 

door in Silent Hill, this new feature 

is certainly welcome (and provides 

an extra layer of tension). Aside 

from looking like they haven't 

been cleaned in about five years, 

Clear Picture's confines don't 

seem to harbor any danger. Once 

inside, our search of the establish- 

ment doesn't turn up anything 

particularly noteworthy, but we do 

take a moment to appreciate the 

stunning light and shadow effects 

produced by Harry's flashlight. 

Shattered Memories is one fine- 

looking game; screenshots don't 

entirely do it justice. 

After departing Clear Picture 

through the rear exit, we come 

to a padlocked gate and a 

rudimentary example of the 

game's puzzles. In the bed of 

a nearby truck are three cans, 

each of which we can pick up and 

shake via the Wii Remote. One of 

them produces a rattling sound 
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from the controller’s speaker, 

and when we turn the can upside 

down, a key falls out. "We're using 

the Wii Remote to interact directly 

with the environment, so the 

puzzles are all based around that 

idea,” says Hulett. "You're not just 

hitting buttons to choose things.” 

He also notes that the solution to 

a puzzle is always in the immedi- 

ate vicinity, and assures us there's 

alot less backtracking than in 

previous games. “We haven't 

placed keys five rooms back that 

[Above] Silent Hill's 
titular burg begins its 

transition to a night- 
mare world completely 

encased in ice. That's 
your cue to run. 

you may have missed," promises 

the producer. (Longtime fans of 

the series will also be delighted to 

learn that there's a way through 

every locked door; no more 

checking dozens of entrances 

only to find that 9096 of them are 

permanently barred shut.) 

Beyond the gate lies a diner 

that will look familiar to anyone 

who's played the original Silent 

Hill. The eatery is closed for the 

evening, however, and according 

to Hulett, that's a result of the 

choices we've made thus far. Had 

we perhaps taken an alternate 

route or given different answers 

on the personality profile, we 

could have entered the diner 

and met Cybil. (We take it back! 

Abstract ideas are the bee's 

knees!) At least we'll be able to 

drown our sorrows; the decisions 

we've made means the watering 

hole across the street is open for 

business. 

Inside, Harry asks the friendly 

barkeep—another brand-new 

character-if she's seen Cheryl. Up 

until now, we'd assumed this was 

our hero's first visit to Silent Hill, as 

it was in the original version. But 

as hetakes out his wallet to Show 

the pub's owner a photograph of 

Cheryl, the eagle-eyed woman 

notices Harry's address on his 

driver's license. It turns out the 

Masons live just a few blocks down 

the road. Consider our expectations 

officially betrayed. This comes as 

asurprise to Harry, as well, who 



| INTERVIEW | AKIRA YAMAOKA 

MAD MAESTRO 
Two critical elements of Silent Hill's potent atmosphere have always been its 
haunting music and discordant audio effects. The man responsible for the series’ 
unique sound is Akira Yamaoka, and he'll be contributing his talents to Shattered 
Memories. We had the opportunity to chat with Yamaoka about how he approaches 
his work, his sources of inspiration, and what keeps him up at night. 

NINTENDO POWER The Silent Hill series 

has always had a very distinctive sound. How 

did you arrive at that? What were some of 

your sources of inspiration? 

AKIRA YAMAOKA 1амауѕ wanted to propose 

a new music style that did not exist anywhere in 

the world of game music. | wanted to deconstruct 

game music, see what remained, and create 

something different. The music for any form 

of entertainment should not have set formats, 

but creators tend to stick to those 

anyway. It's just because it's easier 

that way. Based on the scenes [in 

Silent Hill, for example], picking an 

existing style of music like classic, 

kind of sad music, would have been 

much easier. Game music was like 

that in the past. It usually starts 

with lots of little bitsounds, and 

therefore a lot of it sounds similar 

and could all be categorized into 

the *game music" genre. Therefore, 

with Silent Hill, | wanted to deny and 

forget about the genre and recreate 

game music. | thought about what 

would be a new, different style of 

game music. That's how Silent Hill's 

music was created. 

Are you trying anything new or different with 

the music for Shattered Memories? 

Гат still in the process of trial and error. Since we 

are making a Wii version for the first time in the 

series, | would like to try something different. 

How did the scenario or characters of the 

Wii title influence your compositions for the 

game? 

The scenario and characters do influence my 

compositions. The Silent Hill titles dig down deep 

into people’s psyche. You might not notice the dif- 

ferences in the music at first, but as you continue 

to play the game and listen to the music closely, 

you will feel the differences. | want everyone to 

feel the deep psyche of the sound. 

How do you get yourself in the right mood or 

frame of mind to write a piece of music for 

Silent Hill? 

| Чоп’ really get into any sort of mood before writ- 

ing music for Silent Hill. | just try to stay calm and 

think normally. Writing music for this series is very 

special to me because it just comes naturally, and 

1 don't need to get into some special mindset to 

write. For other works, | usually need to get some 

sort of inspiration before I can start writing. 

What do you think the music brings to the 

Silent Hill experience? What do you try to 

accomplish with your soundtracks? 

Music is an essential element to all kinds of 

entertainment, not just horror. When viewing 

entertainment, we are influenced by both what 

we see and what we hear. This combination of 

sight and sound is what makes entertainment 

fun, and | wanted to pursue this with the Silent Hill 

franchise. What you see and what you hear should 

portray the mood we are trying to relay during 

gameplay, and that's what I’m trying to accom- 

plish. | want this combination of sight and sound 

to give the user a powerful emotional experience. 

Therefore, | don’t try to create Silent Hill music 

with just sounds. | carefully study the visuals of 

the game when writing my music. 

What’s the secret behind using music or sound 

to create a heightened sense of fear? 

Actually, there are many secrets for that. First 

and foremost is “irregularity.” People are analog 

creatures, but at the same time, they like and feel 

comfortable with the digital sense. In our daily 

lives, we wake up in the morning, work, eat, and 

sleep. Everybody has a routine. When something 

irregular like an accident happens, the routine 

breaks and the sense of rhythm starts to change. 

People live every day with expectations of what's 

going to happen next. When things don't happen 

as we expected, or when the rhythm breaks, we 

start to get very nervous. One of the horrors in 

Silent Hill, “anxiety,” is often created by such 

irregularity. For example, the sound the player is 

listening to suddenly changes, the noise starts all 

of a sudden, and the rhythm starts to get irregu- 

lar. | often break the regular rhythm and create 

the sound that players don't expect to hear. In 

short, | betray the users’ expectations. This is one 

of the most important methods of creating sound 

for Silent Hill. 

For some of the earlier Silent Hill titles, you 

were actually involved in the game design. 

Why have you decided to step back from tak- 

ing a larger creative role? 

There are various reasons for that. [Laughs] | am 

thinking about taking a creative role again some 

day. | would like to contribute to the creative side 

as a master of horror or Japanese horror. 

Which Silent Hill title is your personal favorite 

thus far? And which is your favorite just in 

terms of the music? 

My favorite is Silent Hill 2. Its theme was “Crime 

and Punishment,” and the feel was completely 

different from that of other games. It was a 

special title to me because it was 

unique. Originality is very impor- 

tant to me. Even just as far as the 

music is concerned, my favorite is 

Silent Hill 2. | like the first Silent Hill, 
but | think | was too free to make 

anything in that one. | feel that | 

was able to fully demonstrate my 

creativity and narrow my focus in 

Silent Hill 2. 

Generally speaking, what are 

some of your personal musical 

influences? 

'80s European music. It was a move- 

ment when I was a junior-high stu- 

dent. New wave and punk rock were 

very powerful at that time. | loved 

the mellifluous, aesthetic feel of the European 

music. | was strongly influenced by not only the 

music, but the culture and entertainment of that 

time. The whole thing, including the music and the 

visual images, influenced me. If I were influenced 

just by the music, | would not be making Silent 

Hill-type music. | would probably be fixated on 

music genres and be making very boring music. 

I think every kind of entertainment should stimu- 

late not only one sense, but all the senses. | was 

influenced by the '80s European culture and 

entertainment because it was exactly like that. 

What songs are getting the most play on your 

MP3 player lately? 

| have my iPod with me now. Let me check. 

[Laughs] It seems | have been listening to The 

Rasmus, Museo Rosenbach, Mogwai, Last Laugh, 

Ignition Technician, HIM, and Goldfrapp. 

What is your greatest fear? 

Nothing. [Laughs] | am not afraid of anything. | 

just make my way no matter what happens in my 

life. Or maybe | should say that I'm too busy to 

fear anything. I'm not just saying this to be cool! 

[Laughs] 
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A HISTORY OF 
VIOLENCE | 

Silent Hill 
PLAYSTATION, 1999 

Before the original Silent Hill, 
most horror titles relied on 
visceral scares: startling you 
with things jumping through 

windows and the like. But 
Konami's title was more about 
the psychological side of fear, 

creating an unsettling atmo- 

sphere that gradually crawled 

under your skin. It starred 
Harry Mason, whose daughter 

disappears after a car crash on 

their way to the sleepy resort 
town. While searching for her, 
Harry discovers that his little 

girl is in fact the reincarna- 
tion of Alessa Gillespie, a girl 

with strange powers who 

was sacrificed by her mother 
some years ago in an effort 

to resurrect a dark god. If you 

finish with the good ending, 

Harry escapes the town with 
a newborn incarnation of his 
daughter. 
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Silent Hill 2 
PLAYSTATION 2/XBOX, 2001 

The second installment of the 
series delved even deeper 
into the psychological aspect; 

namely the connection 

between the town and the 
protagonist's psyche. It begins 

when James Sunderland 
receives a letter from his 

deceased wife asking him to 

come to Silent Hill, where the 
couple enjoyed a memorable 

vacation before her untimely 

death. As he desperately 

searches the town for clues 
regarding the letter's origin, 

James repeatedly encounters 
a lumbering demon known as 

Pyramid Head, widely consid- 

ered the franchise's most ter- 
rifying creation. It's eventually 

revealed that Pyramid Head is 

asymbol of James's own guilt. 

PlayStation. 

seems to be suffering a bit of amne- 

Sia since the accident. (Perhaps his 

"shattered memories" are meant to 

reflect what returning players will 

feel with this skewed version of a 

familiar experience?) 

Just as we're starting to feel 

sufficiently uncomfortable, the Wii 

Remote rings and nearly scares 

us out of our seats. That's our 

introduction to Harry's cell phone, 

the one and only tool at your 

disposal. You can use it to take 

pictures, access a map (on which 

you can scribble notes), and, of 

course, make phone calls. There's 

no response when we answer 

this particular call, so we hang up 

and try the first thing that comes 

to mind: dial 911. An emergency 

dispatcher actually picks up, her 

voice emanating from the Wii 

Remote speaker, but she can't 

hear Harry and eventually hangs 

up. Looks like we're on our own. 

The shortest route to the 

Mason residence is back the way 

we came, so we retrace our steps 

tothe video store. When we pass 

through Clear Picture this time, 

Shattered Memories marks the franchise's Nintendo-platform debut out- 
side of Japan. (A bizarre Game Boy Advance text adventure called Silent Hill 
Play Novel was released only in that country.) Here's a brief history of the 
series in case you've yet to get acquainted with gaming's most disturbing 
township. Warning: spoilers ahead. 

Silent Hill 3 
PLAYSTATION 2, 2003 

Voted the best game in the 

series by the majority of the 

NP staff, Silent Hill 3 not 
only continued to scare the 

bejeezus out of us, but also 

looked amazing and told an 

immensely satisfying story. 

While hanging out at the 
mall, 17-year-old protagonist 

Heather is confronted by a 

cultist from Silent Hill named 
Claudia. Heather manages to 
escape her stalker, but when 

she returns home she finds 
her father murdered. In one 
ofthe most memorable sur- 
prises in video game history, 

the deceased man turns out 
to be none other than Harry 

Mason, which means Heather 
is the reincarnation of Alessa 
Gillespie. Claudia was friends 

with Alessa growing up, and is 
determined to extract her old 
playmate from our heroine. 

The two face off in Silent Hill, 
where Heather expels Alessa's 

influence and defeats Claudia. 

PlayStation. 

ILENT HILL 3 

KONAMI 

Silent Hill 4: The Room 
PLAYSTATION 2/XBOX, 2004 

Originally conceived as a new 

roperty unrelated to Silent 

Hill, The Room was a radical 
departure for the franchise 

hat ultimately proved disap- 

ointing. A large portion of the 

game was set in protagonist 

enry Townshend's apart- 

ment, viewed from a first- 
erson perspective. Henry 

wakes up one day to discover 

that the door to his apartment 
has been chained shut from 
he inside, and that his only 

escape is through a hole in the 

bathroom, which leads him to 
various locations throughout 
Silent Hill (where the game 
Switches to a traditional third- 
person perspective). It was a 

novel idea, but poor pacing 

and too much emphasis on 

combat dragged things down. 

PlayStation. 
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SILENT HILL4 
THE ROOM 

KONAMI 

Silent Hill Origins 
PSP, 2007 

The Climax team cur- 
rently working on Shattered 
Memories is the same group 

responsible for Origins, the 

first Silent Hill title ever devel- 
oped outside Konami's internal 

studios. It explores the events 
leading up to the sacrifice of 

Alessa Gillespie through the 

eyes of Travis Grady, a lonely 

trucker who gets stranded in 

Silent Hill. Throughout the 

game, Travis battles the per- 

sonal demons surrounding his 

parents’ death while avoiding 

a hulking terror known as The 

Butcher. By and large, Origins 

did the series proud, which 

is part of the reason we're 
optimistic about Shattered 

Memories. 

SILENT Het 
ORIGINS.: 



Harry's phone starts making 

that disquieting static sound that 

usually portends less-than-cheery 

developments in the Silent Hill 

universe. (And it's even more 

unnerving when it comes from the 

palm of your hand rather than the 

television.) The noise gets louder 

as we head deeper into the store, 

until suddenly a monitor flickers 

on by itself and displays some 

sort of creepy wedding video. 

"This sort of takes the place of 

the notes you'd find in previous 

games," chimes in Hulett. Yes, in 

a particularly fiendish move, the 

developers are actually goading 

you into following the static to its 

source. Only by doing so will you 

discover certain clues, as well as 

revelations regarding the story 

and background of Silent Hill. 

These demonic memoranda won't 

always simply appear in front of 

you, however; sometimes you'll 

need to take a photo to unveil a 

message invisible to the naked 

eye, or your hint may come in the 

form of a voicemail. Whatever the 

case, “You'll never have to stop 

and read a text box,” says Hulett. 

“Like I said, we want everything to 

be more organic so you're always 

inthe game." 

Before leaving the video store, 

we notice that the answering 

machine is blinking. We hit the play 

button, and a male voice launches 

into a furious tirade about how 

Clear Picture's mánagement will 

pay with their lives for accidentally 

[А] Drop Flare 

deleting his wedding video. (They 

were supposed to transfer it from 

VHS to DVD.) Afterward, Konami 

public relations manager Jay Boor 

comments that when he went 

through the demo yesterday, 

he heard a completely different 

message from a female voice. 

"The game changes in all kinds of 

ways," confirms Hulett. "It's not 

just choosing the good path or 

the bad path, or seeing different 

Scenes when you come to a certain 

Crossroads. It's a lot of tiny, minute 

things." Another example is that 

certain characters might dress 

differently. As Hulett explains, 

"The psychology profile stuff really 

is integrated wholly into the game. 

It creates a unique experience 

for each player. You can have 10 

people play, and all of them will 

see different things." 

RUNNING FROM 
YOUR FEARS 
Back outside the world's shadiest 

video store, we get another phone 

call. It's Cheryl, panic in her voice 

as she cries, "You can't fight 

them, daddy. Run!" At that point, 

air-raid sirens begin to blare as our 

surroundings undergo a disturbing 

metamorphosis. Streetlights go 

dark and begin to twist unnaturally, 

while a thick sheet of ice envelops 

the entire town. As readers who 

have visited Silent Hill previously 

well know, the supernatural burg 

can transform into a nightmare 

world that manifests its protago- 

nist's most deep-seated fears. The 

reason for the ice theme remains 

amystery for now, but we have 

more pressing matters to attend 

to: namely some fast-approaching 

monstrosities. 

Cheryl was right-we liter- 

ally cannot fight these creatures, 

because combat has been 

completely stripped away from 

Shattered Memories (no big loss 

considering how clunky it's been in 

previous installments). Instead, you 

have no choice but to flee, which 

proves considerably more terrify- 

ing. “For the nightmare world, the 

focus is on escape and evasion," 

describes Hulett. “We don't want 

the player to feel empowered; we 

want them to feel helpless. Your 

only weapons are your mind and 

your cell phone.” A waypoint is 

highlighted on the map, and you 

have to figure out how to get there 

while the monsters hunt you down. 

Once they spot you, the chase is on. 

Holding the Z Button makes Harry 

get the lead out, and during the get- 

away, you can barge through doors, 

climb over fences, jump through 
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windows, and so on. You can even 

barricade doors behind you with a 

bookshelf or whatever else might 

be handy. The static gets louder as 

the monsters close in, and while 

Harry is running, you can look back 

over his shoulder. Watching these 

abominations leap over cars and 

crawl along the rooftops as they 

relentlessly pursue our hero had us 

onthe edge of our seats. 

To be clear, these chase 

sequences aren't quick-time events; 

you have full control over Harry and 

can choose whichever path you see 

fit to his destination. For their part, 

don’t expect the monsters to simply 

follow behind you. They'll take 

alternate routes to try to cut you 

off, and they'll use their numbers 

to flank you whenever possible. If 

they manage to grab Harry, you 

have to vigorously shake the Wii 

Remote and Nunchuk to break free 

before they freeze him to death. 

The guise of your adversaries, we 

should note, is another element 

that depends on your personality 

profile. The ones chasing us are 

blue, with freaky square heads 

that have a big hole where the face 

should be. “In all of the Silent Hill 

games, the main character’s mind 

determines what he has to face,” 

remarks Hulett. “In Shattered 

Memories, the same thing happens, 

but it’s your mind." No matter what 

form they take, the creatures are 

not terribly fond of heat, and you'll 

occasionally come across flares 

that you can pick up to temporarily 

keep your pursuers at bay. You can 

carry the flare until it burns out, 

but in certain instances—like when 

you're running down a narrow 

corridor-the better strategy may 

beto drop the flare behind you. 

By the time we reach our 

ДО seno power 

objective and Silent Hill returns to 

normal, we realize we haven't done 

awhole lot of breathing the last 

few minutes. That level of tension 

far outstrips what you get from 

bludgeoning a monster with a 2x4. 

Hulett concurs. "The reason we 

went with this system of escape and 

evade is that we really wanted to go 

back to the roots of survival-horror. 

Silent Hill is one of the genre's 

flagship titles, and we really think 

horror games as a whole right now 

focus a lot on action. Take Resident 

Evil 4. It's a great game, but it's 

primarily about shooting monsters 

with big guns. You're really 

empowered, which means you're 

not afraid. So we really see those as 

action-horror games, and we want 

Silent Hill to be survival-horror. 

It’s about surviving. You're never 

truly safe." 

Shattered Memories is about 

as far removed from a typical 

remake as you can imagine. It takes 

inspiration from the original as the 

foundation for something that feels 

like a true evolution of the series. 

When dealing with a title of such 

legendary stature, the team would 

settle for nothing less. “We didn't 

go into this saying, 'Let's just make 

a good Silent Hill game," recalls 

Hulett. "Because the original Silent 

Hill really brought something new 

tothe genre. And we want to do 

the same thing with Shattered 

Memories." We'll find out if they can 

pull it off later this year, but we're 

highly encouraged by what we've 

seen thus far. Now if you'll excuse 

us, we need to change our trousers. 



Our greatest fear? Leaving any stone unturned when it comes 
to this promising new vision for survival-horror. Fortunately, 
lead designer Sam Barlow and game director Mark Simmons 
from Climax, along with producer Tomm Hulett from Konami, 
were kind enough to answer our questions. 

What do you feel are 

the defining characteristics of the Silent 

Hill series, and how are those reflected in 

Shattered Memories? 

Silent Hill has a distinct 

atmosphere that makes you feel really alone. 

And an art style where you can place an image 

from the game in front of someone and they'll 

say straight away, "that's from a Silent Hill 

game." You could do the same with the music, 

too. Akira's style is instantly recognizable in 

every game in the series. Above all, you can't call 

it a Silent Hill game unless its story 

delivers an emotional feeling that Tm 

you just don't get in other games. 

It’s a series that 

stands apart as being artistically 

ambitious in a way that most video- 

games aren't. Silent Hill games want 

to leave players changed after play- 

ing them; it's not just about short- 

term thrills. Thanks to this, the series 

has always appealed to an audience 

outside of just core gamers because 

it told emotionally engaging stories 

about characters struggling with the 

scary stuff of human life rather than 

alien invasions or fantasy kingdoms. 

For Shattered Memories we 

wanted to reenergize the template, 

focusing on these aspects. How to 

use the Wii controls to enhance that 

atmosphere? How could we be more 

ambitious with the storytelling? How 

could we pull in a wider audience, an 

audience who would love to vacation 

in Silent Hill but might have been put 

off by some of the niche aspects of 

the survival-horror genre? 

What was the motivation for a 

reimagining of the original game? 

We had some pretty big 

ideas about how to shake up the idea 

of a horror game. Wii seemed like 

the ideal place to do this—there’s 

а large percentage of the audience there who 

don't have preconceptions of what a horror 

game should be, so they're not bogged down in 

genre expectations. And the Wii controls give us 

agreat way to push the immersion and rework a 

lot of core mechanics. 

The series has never had a 

major release on a Nintendo platform, so even 

though Wii is a perfect fit, a lot of its audience 

has never experienced Silent Hill before. At the 

same time, returning 

fans have seen the 

original storyline a 

number of times: the 

third game is heavily 

influenced by the first, the movie sort of retold 

the original story, and Climax most recently 

developed Origins-a prequel to the original 

game. So we had a conundrum: how do we make 

the game friendly to newcomers but interesting 

to longtime Silent Hill natives? 

The more we thought about it, the 

more it made sense to take the opportunity to 

start again, to reimagine the first game—hang 

our new ideas onthe core story of Harry and his 

emotional quest for his daughter. For fans of 

the original, we could push a whole extra layer 

atop the game-playing off of their memories 

of the game. So this idea of a remake ended 

up being a great way of going back to first 

principles and rethinking the core tenets of a 

horror game. If someone were making Silent 
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TOMM HULETT 

Hill 1 for the first time now, and if they didn't 

know what was expected of a horror game, 

what would they make? 

The obvious thing was to use the 

Wii Remote in a way that put a flashlight in your 

hand, but other discussions about combat, the 

puzzles, the character control, and the storytell- 

ing devices led Sam and the design 

team to come up with some extreme- 

ly innovative and brave ideas for the 

series. In fact, they were so brave 

that we had to step back and ask our- 

selves, “Do we have enough courage 

to push the series this far?” The more 

we thought about it, the more we 

were convinced that the ideas had 

the potential to reposition Silent Hill 

at the top of the genre. 

What can video games bring to 

the horror genre that no other 

medium can, and how are you 

trying to tap into that with this 

game? 

Games have more time 

to build atmosphere, to draw the 

player in before they start to play 

their tricks. We let the player drive, 

so the suspense becomes calibrated 

to that specific person. Horror mov- 

ies really draw on a huge amount of 

emotional empathy and projection 

from the audience, and games let us 

take that to the next step. You don’t 

have to empathize because it’s really 

you on screen. The terror is directly 

felt because it’s you having to run for 

your life, it's you peeking through 

the doorway into darkness. A movie 

is like a roller coaster—you can close 

your eyes and it will be over sooner 

or later. You can’t do that in a game. You have 

to move the game on; you have to push forward 

into the dark. 

Then there’s the thing that games can do, but 

which very few do: personalize the experience. 

This game will do that in a unique way. It doesn’t 

ask you to make choices, it doesn’t let you define 

your route through the game. /t makes those 

choices—many choices—and it makes them in 

order to freak you out. It is trying to unsettle 
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you-specifically you. A movie has to address a 

Single, broad audience, but we can be dynamic 

and change in response to the player. We really 

want to get inside your head, then break it. 

What lessons did the team learn from the 

development of Silent Hill: Origins, and 

how are those being applied to Shattered 

Memories? 

BARLOW Ithinkthat game confirmed our love 

of the horror genre. We relished 

the opportunity to tell that kind of. 

a story, despite the limitations of it 

being an origin title and our coming 

in on the project after development 

had started under a different team. 

It's a genre we all have a great pas- 

sion for. We proved you can deliver 

atmosphere and that psychological 

tone on a platform nobody believed 

could do it. People said handhelds 

couldn't do horror, but Origins was 

scary. Technically we did things peo- 

ple had never seen before, or since, 

on a handheld. 

SIMMONS Silent Hill fans find out 

that you're making a game for the 

series and worry that you're going 

to do it wrong if you're not *Team 

Silent." With Origins, we had to earn 

our wings, so to speak, and show we 

wouldn't screw it up-and now it's 

widely accepted as a true addition 

to the series. 

BARLOW Then! think having done 

a faithful, straight Silent Hill game 

gave us the confidence to push 

things as far as we're doing in 

Shattered Memories. You've got to 

learn to paint properly before you 

do a Picasso, and making Origins let 

us grapple with the genre staples so 

that we could come away confident 

about which bits could be rethought 

and which ought to stay. 

Can you talk a little bit about why 

you chose the ice aesthetic for the 

nightmare version of the town in 

this game? 

HULETT One aspect of Silent Hill, 

revealed in the second game, is that 

everyone sees a different "other 

world" based on their psychology. 

Alessa's nightmare in the first game 

was a rusted, hellish world. In the sequel, 

Angela's nightmare is engulfed in flames. 

James's is a bit more about decay, and so on. I 

think later games forgot or ignored this detail, 

but it's an important one. Silent Hill ceases to 

be scary or interesting as soon as players know 

what to expect. When Silent Hill transitions to 

the nightmare, we want people to think, “What 

the heck is going on?!" every time—not “Here 

comes the rust again." I knew that if I worked on 

ДД incenso rower 

a Silent Hill game, ! wanted to further develop 

this concept from Silent Hill 2. 

BARLOW Itallcame together when we recalled 

one of Dr. Kaufmann ’s lines in the original, some- 

thing like, “and it's snowing, at this time of year.” 

We loved the strangeness of this, of the weather 

being out of whack in the town. Soon after, it 

became a key part of our story and imagery. 

It was a natural progression to push from this 

weird blizzard to something more severe-a 

“| think some fans are song to flip out, but 
people [who] love Silent Hill because it's 
different and surprising are going to really 
enjoy the head trip.” -sam earrow 

town fossilized in ice, a desolate world in stasis. 

Rusty brown corridors were a perfect fit for the 

PlayStation back in 1999, but we wanted to push 

the visuals much further. 

SIMMONS A funny part of the story here is a 

conversation I had with James, our lead render 

programmer. We were looking at the original 

game and admiring how this PlayStation game 

from 10 years ago had snowflakes that fell and 

landed realistically on the environment. James 

is the sort of person who, if he hears someone 

say, “That effect looks cool," will respond, “I 

bet | could do a better one.” So | challenged 

him. Sure enough, he came back with an amaz- 

ing snow effect with thousands and thousands 

of flakes falling realistically from the sky 

with each individual flake illuminated by the 

flashlight and every flake casting an individual 

shadow onto the environment. The first time 

you see the world freeze over into the night- 

mare, you will be amazed at what 

else he accomplished. 

What were the key elements from 

the original game that you wanted 

to retain for Shattered Memories? 

SIMMONS SHI's atmosphere was 

one of the strongest in the series. 

Even on the PlayStation, Konami's 

team executed an amazing feeling 

of loneliness and desolation, the 

fog, the dark, the flashlight, those 

amazing postindustrial tones from 

Yamaoka-san, and those long peri- 

ods of the game where you where 

constantly on edge, never sure what 

horror was going to meet you round 

the next corner. That anticipation 

of what could happen was what 

made it a truly scary experience. 

We're putting a lot of effort into 

re-creating that sense of desperate 

loneliness and constant anticipation 

of what might happen next. In early 

focus tests, some players have got 

a little way into the game and there 

have been occasions where they 

just didn't want to go any further 

for fear of what might be round the 

next corner. 
BARLOW We really wanted to re- 

create the "wow" factor that the 

flashlight had in 1999. | believe we've 

given Shattered Memories the best 

in-game flashlight ever. 

HULETT The Silent Hill games are 

filled with a lot of horrific themes, 

but one very touching element is 

that this guy, Harry Mason, loves 

his daughter so much that he's will- 

ing to plunge repeatedly into this 

nightmare world to reach her and 

make sure she's safe. Obviously the 

gameplay is about escaping these 

nightmare segments, but it's also 

about a man repeatedly subjecting himself to 

hell in order to protect a loved one. That's one 

key theme of the original we definitely want to 

realize in Shattered Memories. 

Can you give us an example of something 

from the original game that fans will recog- 

nize, but that has been altered or twisted in 

some new, unexpected way (a character, a 

particular event, etc.)? 



SIMMONS Cybil. 

HULETT The Balkan. 

BARLOW I think some fans are going to flip 

out, but people [who] love Silent Hill because it's 

different and surprising are going to really enjoy 

the head-trip. 

What was the inspiration for eschewing 

combat entirely in favor of the escape and 

evasion sequences? 

SIMMONS When you look back at 

the survival-horror genre, it's pretty 

Clear that the monster scares were 

built upon awkward controls, clumsy 

combat, and constantly being kept in 

a state of low health. Other genres 

had moved on [by] leaps and bounds, 

but the survival-horror genre contin- 

ued to fall back on these unrefined 

elements of the gameplay because 

they "added to the fear." Recent 

attempts fix the controls, but only to 

focus entirely on action. 

BARLOW We don't try to fix it; we 

pretend those "rules" never exist- 

ed. If there were no horror games; if 

you sat down, watched a ton of hor- 

ror movies, and then asked, "What 

isthe action mechanic here?" you'd 

come up with what we did—the 

"action" is the chase. It's the clas- 

sic nightmare. As a child you don't 

dream about beating on zombies 

with pipes. You dream of being 

chased, of being unable to escape. 

We wanted to make our nightmare 

Sequences just that-nightmares. 

You are chased. You run, you try to 

put distance between you and the 

creatures, try to find your way out 

of the labyrinth. 

SIMMONS We wanted to retain 

the sense that the protagonist is 

not superpowerful. He's a guy like 

you or me, and he's in a real hor- 

rifying situation. What would you 

do in that situation? Well, you'd run 

for your life. 

We love the psychological profile 

and how you're using that to 

really draw the player into Silent 

Hill. Where did that idea come 

from, and can you give a couple 

of examples of just how deeply it 

might affect each player’s experience? 

SIMMONS The original idea for the psycho- 

logical profiling was Sam’s, but it’s taken an 

enormous organizational effort to bring it from 

its conception to get it working within the 

game. I’ve pulled in academics from universities, 

including professors and students of cyberpsy- 

chology to help us with the science. I've even 

sentsome of the team for therapy to be analyzed 

themselves by professional psychologists. 

BARLOW It's about trying to change the narra- 

tive in a way that isn't causal, isn't so pedestrian 

as being about a few isolated choices the player 

has consciously made. It’s not about coming to 

a fork іп the road and choosing the “good path" 

or the “evil path." The psychology stuff affects 

everything. Every piece of voice in the game 

changes. Every location changes in small or 

large ways. Story events pan out differently. The 

player gets their own tailored monster. Everyone 

“As a child, you don't have dreams about 
beating on zombies with APP You dream of 
being chased, of being una 
wanted to make our nightmare sequences 
just that-nightmares.” -sam ван:ом 

will see a different game. And a lot of these dif- 

ferences are interesting differences. It's not, “I 

got the ice planet instead of the fire planet." It's, 

“That character was a real jerk" or “Why was she 

so nice to me?" or “Was she coming on to me?" 

SIMMONS First-time players will likely go 

through completely unaware of the hundreds 

of changes being made all around them. They 

may just be more immersed in the story than 

they normally are and have an uncanny feeling 

le to escape. We 

that the game somehow seems to be in tune 

with them. As the story twists and turns, and 

when it concludes, they should get some real 

“wow” moments when they look back and think 

about the details. The characters they met, their 

personalities, their appearance, the places they 

visited, the atmosphere, the narrative, the many 

tiny details...all somehow in tune with what type 

of person they are. 

Akira Yamaoka is composing the 

soundtrack for the game, but have 

you consulted with him or other 

members of the original develop- 

ment team on any other aspect of 

Shattered Memories? 

SIMMONS Yes, we've been in con- 

sultation with Yamaoka-san and some 

of the members of the original team 

on the bold plans for the game and 

our retelling of their original story. 

BARLOW In return, they shared 

a lot of exclusive information, like 

stuff that wasn't in the game—what 

their original intentions were. 

HULETT When | told Akira about 

some of the twists to our story, he 

was genuinely surprised. | think it 

took a moment for him to wrap his 

head around it. 

BARLOW He's been a good litmus 

test. If we're freaking him out, then 

we're on to something! 

SIMMONS We've also been work- 

ing closely with him on the develop- 

ment of a new superdynamic music 

system that seamlessly introduces 

melodies, beats, atmosphere and 

instruments in and out to dynami- 

cally control the ebb and flow of 

the atmosphere within the music, 

feeding off your actions within the 

game to help create the desired level 

of tension within the user. 

As fans of the series, we're 

hugely excited about Shattered 

Memories. If we ask really nicely, 

though, would you be willing to 

tease us with one additional tid- 

bit that might whet our appetites 

even more? 

SIMMONS We've thrown in a little 

something for fans of the dog from 

the basketball court in the original. 

HULETT If anyone thinks they know what to 

expect, they're wrong. 

BARLOW Silent Hill fans love puzzles, right? 

Here's one to think about: What do Elvis, Willie 

Nelson, the Pet Shop Boys, Sheryl Crow, and 

Brenda Lee have in common? 
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Little Mac is back in Punch-Out!!, a new take on the NES 
classic for Wii-and he's brought plenty of old friends. 

If you think the folks at 
Nintendo have gone soft 
with their brain-training, 
puppy-petting, and fitness 
games, they have something 
for you: a punch in the gut. 
The classic Punch-Out!! 
series is finally ready to go 
another round, this time on 
Wii, and the new version is 
every bit as awesome and 
brain-bashingly challenging 
as its predecessors. Trust us; 
by the time you reach the 
last few opponents, you'll 
be begging for some cuddly 
puppy time. 
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e're not complaining-we love our 

Punch-Out!! hard. It's that gotta- 

try-just-one-more-time quality 

that hooked us back in 1987 when 

Mike Tyson's Punch-Out!! first 

rocked the NES. And if you're 

old enough to remember that 

version—or have played Punch- 

Out!! on Virtual Console—you're in 

Every good strategy in Punch-Out!! 
starts with defense—you won't get 
anywhere just by throwing random 
punches. The key is to find the best 
evasive move for each attack that your 
opponent throws at you, then follow it 
up with a flurry of your own punches 
before he can recover from his miss. 

(Press Left 
on the Control Stick) The 
most basic technique in 
Punch-Out! is dodging 
a punch and quickly 

responding with blows of 

your own. 

50 steno rower 

for a fun trip down memory lane. 

The Wii installment brings back 

almost everything from the 8-bit 

classic, from its dodge-and-punch 

action to its outlandish opponents 

to Little Mac and his trainer, Doc 

Louis. The game mostly ignores 

the '94 Super NES sequel, Super 

Punch-Out!!, and focuses instead 

vulnerable. 

on replicating the magic that 

launched the series. 

Before we go any further, 

| have a confession: | was 

concerned when | first heard that 

Nintendo had tapped Vancouver's 

Next Level Games to bring Punch- 

Out!! to Wii. Nothing against the 

developers at Next Level-1 had a 

Punch-Out!! introduces motion con- 
trols to the series, and they couldn't 
be easier to use. If you'd still rather 
go old-school, however, the Wii 
Remote can be held sideways like an 
NES pad so you can punch away like 
it's 1987. But since motion control is 
the hot newness, let's take a look at 
how they are used to make Mac float 
like a butterfly and sting like a bee. 

(Press Up on 
the Control Stick) 
Lighter punches can 

be blocked by raising 

your gloves, which (Press Right on 

will temporarily stun the Control Stick) 

your opponent and Most attacks can 
leave him open and be dodged by going 

either left or right, 

but some require 
you to move ina 

specific direction. 

(Press Down 
on the Control Stick) 
Most punches that 

can be dodged can 

also be ducked, but 
some of the more 
powerful ones—such 

as certain hooks-can 
only be ducked. 



lot of fun with their Mario Strikers title gets. The fighting strategies but they are brought to life like doubted you, Next Level. Please 

Charged—but when someone are just as involving, the controls never before with constantly make another one of these. 

new takes the reins of a series are just as sharp, the timing of changing facial expressions. It's 

that's near and dear to my heart, punches and evasive moves is incredibly satisfying to see your 

it's hard not to worry. But these just as precise as in the original, foe's eyes bulge out in terror If you who haven't played a 

guys nailed it. I’ve just beaten the and the top-notch character when he misses a punch and previous Punch-Out!!, here’s 

game and | can tell you without animation blows the old games realizes that he's left himself wide what you need to know: You're in 

a shadow of a doubt that this is out of the water. Not only do your open to а counterattack. for an all-out arcade-style game 

as Punch-Out!! as a Punch-Out!! opponents move very smoothly, So, er, sorry to have ever that’s as far away from a sim as 

After dodging, ducking, or blocking an incoming 
attack, you've got a few different ways to hit back. 
Often times, your foe will only be open to either 

high or low punches, and you can get in more hits by 
alternating between your left and right fists. 

(Hold up on (Hold Up on 

the Control the Control 
Stick while Stick while 

swinging the swinging the 
Nunchuk) Wii Remote) 

(Swing the (Swing the 
Nunchuk Wii Remote 
without without 
pressing pressing 

the Control the Control 
Stick) Stick) 

Star Punch 
Punching an opponent at key moments 

will earn you a star, which enables Mac's 
devastating Star Punch uppercut. You 

can add even more power to the punch 
by collecting multiple stars (up to three), 

but you lose them all if you take a hit. 
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you can get. But it's not like other 

cartoony boxing games, such 

as last year's FaceBreaker. Both 

your character (Little Mac) and 

your opponent stand in place and 

never move around the ring. You 

can throw left or right punches 

high or low, dodge left or right, 

duck and block, and that's pretty 

much it. The action is so simple 

Punch-Out!! isn't about long lists 

of complex moves, but learning 

the patterns and timing used in 

each opponent's unique set of 

attacks and devising strategies 

to counter them. You need both 

quick reflexes and a sharp mind to 

be a serious contender. 

WVBA (World Video Boxing 

Association) bouts are just three 

rounds, and you win or lose by 

either a knockout (KO) or techni- 

cal knockout (TKO, going to the 

mat three times in a single round). 

Your opponents are grouped into 

circuits of varying difficulty levels, 

and beating the champ in each 

wins you a title belt. By the way, 

unlike in the past games, losing 

never sends you back to the start 

that you can hold the Wii Remote 

sideways and play the game 

just as you did the NES original 

(more on that, and the new 

motion-controls option, below). 

of a circuit, so you can always 

[Left] Glass Joe only throws a couple of punches, 

which are slow and easy to dodge. [Above] Joe 

makes it easy to earn stars and throw Star Punches. 

[Below] Before Little 
Mac. [Above] After Little 
Mac. Stay down, Joe! 

MINOR-CIRCUIT PROFILE 

GLASS JOE 
As his 1-99 record shows, Glass Joe is little more than a punching bag. 
For the first minute or so of the fight he won’t even throw any punches, and MEM 
he'll take whatever you dish out. When he finally does go on the offensive, 
the wind-ups to his punches are so slow that—with a little practice—you AGE 

can counterpunch him at will and 38 
easily earn stars. Even better, , , FROM 
you can KO Joe for good with Paris, France 
only five hits if you know RECORD 
the right combination of 1-99 (1 K0) 
punches. Although he HEIGHT 
doesn't put up much f 510 
of a fight, Glass Joe f WEIGHT 
provides both new 110 Ibs. 
and old Punch-Out!! 
players with the 
chance to warm up 
their boxing skills. 

Glass Joe back in the day. 

52 seo power 



getan instant rematch against 

the guy who just clobbered you. 

And you now sometimes get a 

chance to catch yourself and 

remain standing after a blow that 

would normally put you on your 

back, which results in very cool, 

dramatic, cheer-worthy moments. 

Alas, Mario doesn't return as the 

ref (a princess must be missing 

somewhere). 

Von Kaiser back in the day. 

MOVE IT, MAC 

As | mentioned before, the 

game can be played with 

motion controls using the Wii 

Remote and Nunchuk. It works 

really well because, thankfully, 

the developers didn’t take the Wii 

Sports Boxing approach and try to 

m 

MINOR-CIRCUIT PROFILE 

replicate one-to-one movement- 

that just wouldn’t have been crisp 

enough for Punch-Out!!’s fast- 

paced action. Next Level's solution 

is beautifully simple: swing the 

Nunchuk for a left body blow, and 

swing the Remote for a right body 

blow. Holding up on the Nunchuk's 

VON KAISER 
Von Kaiser is much more active than Glass Joe and 
requires you to react a little quicker, but he's still a 
pushover for anyone with a little Punch-Out!! experi- 
ence. He throws only two kinds of punches—a jab (which 
he telegraphs by shaking his head) and a crouching 
uppercut—and he can easily be counterpunched out 
of them both to earn easy stars. As only your second 
opponent in the game, that's Kaiser's value: you can 
use him to learn how to counterpunch effectively. 

COMEBACK KID 

trol Stick as you swing switches 

the punches to headshots, and 

you use the Control Stick without 

swings to dodge left or right, 

duck, and block. To stand up 

after getting knocked down or to 

build stamina back up while your 

opponent is on the mat, you simply 

TALE OF 
THE TAPE 

AGE 
42 

FROM 

Berlin, 
Germany 

RECORD 
23-13 (10 KOs) 

HEIGHT 
6'0” 

WEIGHT 

144 Ibs. 
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shake the Remote and Nunchuk. 

The A Button triggers Star 

Punches, which are superpowerful 

uppercuts that require a star— 

earned by hitting an opponent at a 

key moment-to use. 

The other control option, 

in which the Remote is held 

sideways, is just as simple: the 

evasive maneuvers are mapped 

to the Control Pad, and the 1 

and 2 Buttons throw left and 

right body blows, respectively; 

simultaneously holding Up on the 

Control Pad aims your punches 

high. Getting up from the mat and 

rebuilding stamina require rapid 

taps ofthe 1 and 2 Buttons. In 

both control schemes the Remote 

enhances the onscreen hits with a 

satisfying buzz. 

Thanks to the new 3-D graphical 

MINOR-CIRCUIT PROFILE 

overhaul, this Punch-Out!! is much 

more cinematic than any before 

it; the camera zooms in and out 

to follow the action, and swings 

around to more dramatic angles 

during key moments, such as 

when a fighter is knocked down. 

The game's 13 opponents have 

also been improved with new 

attacks, and changes to their old 

[Above] Disco Kid dances 

ones. Classic strategies will help, 

but often won't work exactly as 

you remember, resulting in an 

experience that should feel both 

very familiar and brand-new to 

Punch-Out!! veterans. The game 

features revamped versions of the 

original NES tunes, and even slips 

in some of the classic 8-bit sound 

effects. While playing the game, it 

[Above] Disco Kid may not 

look especially tough, but 

his hook packs a wallop; 

you've got to duck fast. 

around а bit too much and 
often drops his guard. 

comes through loud and clear that 

the developers are big fans of the 

series and have worked hard to do 

it justice. 

Thank goodness this series 

returned when it did; after Little 

Mac appeared as an Assist Trophy 

in Super Smash Bros. Brawl, we'd 

just about run out of patience wait- 

ing for a full-on sequel. Here at the 

Nintendo Power offices, the game 

brought work to a halt as everyone 

crowded around the TV to take 

turns slugging it out and working 

together at crafting the strategies 

needed to win each bout; it took us 

straight back to our 8-bit pugilistic 

youth. The game really makes you 

20 The flamboyant Disco Kid is a new addition to the series, but his fight patterns fit right 
in with the classic styles of the series' regulars. Whereas his right jab is pretty easy 
to counter for a star, his left hook will slaughter you unless you duck or dodge to the Brooklyn; NY 
right. The odd pauses in the timing of Disco Kid's punches can throw you off, and his 
hits pack more power than those of Glass Joe and Von Kaiser, but he spends as much 4-12 (2K05) 
time goofing around as he does taking swings at you. He’s got two different taunt Ы 
poses that offer easy stars, so you're able to deal him Star Punch after Star Punch. Ge 

210 Ibs. 
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"Don't you "Lead with your 

worry, son-we fists, not with 
all know his your face!" 

brain age!" 

"Hey, Mac baby, 
wait here-I'm gonna 
get you a chocolate 

bar. Ha, ha, ha, ha! Just 
kidding; | think РИ get 

one for me." 

Then and now: 
Doc's aged well 
over the past 22 

years. He even 
has more hair! 

Anew montage 

When your opponent is worn down and you deliver a powerful 

punch, you may be treated to a slow-motion cinema of a monstrous 

KO. How monstrous? Joe got the croissants knocked out of him! 

The very first Punch-Out!! was a 1984 arcade game, followed in 
1985 by its arcade sequel Super Punch-Out!! In 1987 Nintendo 
released Mike Tyson's Punch-Out!! for the NES. Tyson was later 
replaced with a fictional champ called Mr. Dream in a 1990 re- 
release. The series’ only other home-console installment came 
in 1994 with Super Punch-Out!! for the Super NES. Fans have 
waited 15 years for another shot at the title with Little Mac, and 
we're happy to say the Wii edition was worth the wait. 
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COMEBACK KID 

feel like a champ when you finally more severe beatings. and features, that we can't talk 

learn how to beat an opponent, There are many more about just yet (check back next 

and subsequent rematches often characters, plus extra new modes issue), but we can tell you that this 

reveal depth that you didn't notice 

before, such as extra opportuni- 

ties to earn stars and lay down 

MINOR-CIRCUIT PROFILE 

KING HIPPO 
The Minor Circuit champ throws monster punches, 
but he isn't hard to predict. He will mainly jab 
and try to club you with an unorthodox overhead 
smash, both of which he can deliver with either arm. 
His third, and rarest, attack is a kind of double hook 
where he swings his arms around to crush you between his 
gloves; this can't be dodged or blocked—it must be ducked. 
Stars are hard to come by, but as any Punch-Out! fan 
knows, the key to beating King Hippo is to get him to drop 

his shorts. Punching 
his big mouth when- 
ever it’s open (usually 
right after he whiffs a 
punch) causes his shorts 
to fall down, and while 2 
he's busy pulling them up 
you can land several body 
blows to his big belly. It 
takes a while to wear him 
out, but once you knock 
him down he's out for 
good. 

King Hippo back in the day. 

56 NINTENDO POWER 

Punch-Out! has a bit more to chew 

on than the series’ past titles and 

will keep you playing for a good 

while. This is a true killer app for 

old-school players, and is proof 

positive that Nintendo still knows 

how to deliver a knockout punch to 

hardcore gamers. 

[Far left] Getting 
hit depletes your 

hearts; when 
they reach 0, 
you tire out and 

can’t punch. 

TALE OF 
THE TAPE 

E AGE 

2 
FROM 

Hippo Island, 

South Pacific 

RECORD 
18-9 (18 KO) 

HEIGHT m" 

WEIGHT 
??? Ibs. 
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THERE 
For more than 25 years, the G.I. Joe team-the world's most elite group of soldiers—has been 
defending the peace against the ruthless Cobra organization. Before that, G.I. Joe was an 
army of one, earning his stripes as America's first action figure. This August, the Joe team 
embarks on its biggest mission yet as it hits the silver screen for the first time with Paramount 
Pictures's G./. Joe: The Rise of Cobra. And to complement the film, Electronic Arts is putting the 
fate of the Joes in your hands in an action-packed shoot-'em-up for Wii and DS. 

Even though the G.I. Joe game 

shares its title with the movie, the 

game is set after the film, and it 

incorporates numerous elements 

from throughout the Hasbro- 

created property's expansive 

mythos. "It's inspired by the film, 

but we're also taking a lot of inspira- 

tion and influence from the last 45 

years of G.I. Joe history,” says senior 

producer Matt Marsala. "There are 

alot of elements that you're going 

tosee inthe game that you're not 

necessarily going to see directly 

in the film.... The toys, the comic 

books, cartoons-a lot of them are 

represented in here." Anyone who 

hasn't been living under a rock for 

the past few decades knows what 

that means: lots of fast-paced 

shooting action, a diverse team 

of heroes, and plenty of battles 

against the forces of Cobra. 

THE I IN TEAM 
Among the reasons G.I. Joe has 

been going strong for such a long 

time are its colorful cast of charac- 

ters and the way the team comes 

together to overcome the odds. 

The Wii game emphasizes both 

points by building its third-person 

shooting action around cooperative 

gameplay. If you're playing solo 

you can select two Joes and switch 

between them at any time, with the 

other character controlled by Al; in 

the single-screen two-player mode, 

each player will control a different 

Joe. More than 12 playable charac- 

ters will be featured, including G.I. 

Joe field commander Duke, silent 

ninja Snake Eyes, weapons special- 

ist Heavy Duty, female covert-ops 

agent Scarlett, pilot Ripcord, and 

sailor Shipwreck. 

All of the characters who appear 

in the game will resemble their big- 

screen counterparts, and those who 

aren't in the movie will get similarly 

styled makeovers. “If you look at 

Shipwreck іп the ’80s, he looked 

more like a Village Person thana 

modern-day 6.1. Joe guy," jokes 

Marsala, “so we've taken him and 

updated him greatly to match the 

rest of the Joe characters. There's 

a bunch of characters in there that 

people will be pretty excited about 

that they may not have seen for 

many, many years." 

Most of the playable Joes fall 

into one of three classes: com- 

mando, heavy, or combat soldier. 

Commandos such as Snake Eyes 

and Scarlett are faster, more skilled 

at melee attacks, and better able 

to bound over obstacles; heavy 

characters such as Heavy Duty excel 

atlong-range, intense-firepower 

attacks but are able to execute 

only single-strike melee blows; 

and combat soldiers like Duke fall 



somewhere in the middle. Certain 

bonus areas are accessible only by 

certain character classes, and some 

enemies are vulnerable to only 

particular types of attacks, so it's 

best to select your heroes based on 

thetask at hand. 

If you have a favorite character 

who isn't on the playable roster, 

take heart: he or she might still be 

inthe game. Notable Joes such as 

General Hawk, Breaker, Snow Job, 

and Stalker appear as part of the 

team's Integrated Force, which 

offers radio intel and other support 

during your missions. 

ABLAST FROM THE PAST 
When it comes to the action, EA is 

following in the footsteps of the 

6.1. Joe property itself by taking an 

established idea from the past and 

bringing it roaring into the present. 

"We really want the player to feel 

like he's in an arcade action game," 

Marsala states. “Ме want] an 

old-school '805 type of arcade-style 

feel, where it's a lot of pattern 

recognition and a lot of evasive 

maneuvers so you can kind of aim to 

get the best score possible." 
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Product manager Jason Enos 

adds, “I think when all of us...grew 

up playing with G.I. Joe, the types 

of games we were actually playing 

were more like your classic retro 

shooters, and so it's kind of a nice 

merger of the nostalgia appeal of 

G.I. Joe and the nostalgia appeal of 

that type of game—kind of marrying 

those two but bringing them to 

modern day.” 

The basic concept couldn't be 

simpler: charge through 20-plus lev- 

els (each made up of multiple parts) 

spread across four campaigns, and 

blow up everything that gets in 

your way. As you battle the armies 

of Cobra and MARS Industries 

(the military-armaments research 

syndicate that supplies the Joes 

with their hi-tech weapons but later 

sides with Cobra), you'll face a wide 

variety of enemy types, ranging 

from turrets and battle bunkers to 

foot soldiers such as Vipers, Neo- 

Vipers, MARS Troopers, BATs (Battle 

Android Troopers), Red Ninjas, and 

Night Creepers to vehicles such as 

HISS tanks, Crimson Attack Tanks, 

Flight Pods, Serpent Battle Armor, 

and Cobra Gunships. And yes, unlike 

the bad guys in the '805 cartoon, 

they can hit their targets. 

“The goal was to pay tribute to 

the classic С.І. Joe game made by 

Taxan іп the early 90s as well as 

other games that were popular 

when the Joes were last in their 

prime,” explains Dax Berg, lead 

designer at developer Double Helix. 

“When | go out and demo this, | 

often get people telling me that this 

feels like a modern-day Contra, to 

which | reply, ‘thank you,’ because 

that is the exact compliment we are 

looking for. Our goal was to take a 

popular gaming style from 15-plus 

years ago and add all of the design 

knowledge and tech advances from 

that age till now, put it in a pot, and 

stir up some great modern arcade- 

style action." 

SPECIAL WEAPONS 
AND TACTICS 
Though you could play through 

most of the game with nothing more 

than the Nunchuk’s Control Stick 

for movement and the Wii Remote's 

B Button for firing your primary 

weapon, additional depth resides 

beneath the straightforward 

run-and-gun veneer. Each character 

has а melee attack that you unleash 

by swinging the Remote, as well 

asa special combat skill (activated 

by pressing the C Button) such as 

Snake Eyes's katana blast, Scarlett's 

explosive homing bolt, Duke's rapid 

grenade attack, and Ripcord's PAC- 

RAT turret. (Note that the control 

scheme is not final.) You'll be 

encouraged to act defensively, too; 

numerous cover points allow you 

to protect yourself from incoming 

fire, and you can perform evasive 

maneuvers by gesturing with the 

Nunchuk-which will likely come 

in handy as you learn each enemy 

type's unique firing pattern. 

There are plenty of effective 

co-op tactics to take advantage of, 

as well, such as juggling an enemy 



in the air with a powered-up melee 

attack while your partner blasts it 

out of the sky. Co-op attacks aren't 

just for show, either; when you 

both focus on the same enemy, 

you'll inflict extra damage and 

earn additional points. The game's 

co-op component also factors into 

the controllable vehicles you'll 

encounter, such as the MOBAT 

tank, the Snowcat arctic-assault 

half-track, or an abandoned Cobra 

vehicle—one player steers while the 

other mans the turret. 

Another twist to the action 

comes in the form of the Satellite 

Strike minigame, in which one of 

your Integrated Force teammates 

helps you defend a Joe outpost. 

“We shift from the third-person 

perspective here...[to] more of a 

top-down, and it starts feeling a 

little bit like Missile Command,” 

states Marsala. "You're protecting 

aJoe base, and we spawn wave 

after wave of enemies. It’s up to the 

players to work towards individually 

fending off the enemies coming 

from every direction, and then 

cooperatively take care of some 

of the heavy armor. The goal is to 

survive five waves and keep your 

hardware intact.” 

Less interactive but just as 

satisfying is the ability to contact 

Joe pilot Wild Bill from specific 

hotspots and have him bombard the 

enemy with an air strike. 

HE NEVER GIVES UP, 
HE’S ALWAYS THERE 
Of course, there are moments when 

there are no satellites or air strikes 

available and you're about to be 

overwhelmed by enemy forces— 

that’s when it's time to let loose with 

your Accelerator Suit (which is a 

key part of the film). The points you 

earn aren't just for bragging rights; 

as your score rises, a meter fills 

that lets you suit up at the press of a 

button. Your character will raise his 

fist in the air and yell, “Yo Joe!” and 

as a rendition of the classic cartoon 

theme plays in the background, 

you'll be temporarily invulnerable, 

superfast, and able to pound your 

foes with your suit’s Gatling gun and 

rocket launcher. The developers are 

considering implementing gesture 

controls that would allow you to 

actually raise your fist in the air to 

activate the suit. 

The so-called “Yo Joe moment” 

isn’t the only cartoon influence 

in the game. The story is heavily 

grounded in the lore of the early 

'80s animated С.І. Joe miniseries. 

“You would always have the Joes 

off in one part of the world fighting 

it out for a piece of the current 

‘Cobra puzzle,’ then in the next 

[Below] These barriers aren't just for show. You'll 

want to use them as cover from incoming attacks. 

episode they would be over in 

another part of the world gaining 

an additional piece of the pie. The 

episodes would be mini chapters in 

alarger story,” explains Berg. “The 

game takes the same story format. 

Each environment or area of the 

world ends with the Joes gaining a 

victory in one part of the battle that 

eventually leads them to the final 

confrontation that helps them wina 

larger part of the war.” 

EA is keeping a lot of the story 

info under wraps, but it appears 

that the Joes and Cobra will be 

traveling the globe to gather the 

The DS version of 6.1. Joe: 
The Rise of Cobra features 

top-down action, both on foot 

[above] and in vehicles [right]. 

necessary components of the 

matter-teleporting MASS Device. A 

mysterious green substance (which 

you may have seen destroy the 

Eiffel Tower in the movie ad that ran 

during Super Bowl XLIII) plays a part 

as well. The race against Cobra will 

take you to jungles, desert canyons, 

the arctic, and beyond, and there 

will be both interior and exterior 

environments. The development 

team estimates that even on the 

easiest difficulty setting, it will 

take 8 to 10 hours to finish the Wii 

game, and that doesn’t count time 

spent tackling bonus missions or 

unlocking hidden goodies (of which 

there will be plenty, including four 

vintage animated public-service 

announcements). 

AMERICA’S MOVABLE 
FIGHTING MAN 
The DS version of С.І. Joe: The Rise 

of Cobra, meanwhile, offers its 

own unique gameplay experience. 

It shares many elements with its 

console cousin, but the developers 

at Backbone Entertainment are 
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specifically designing the DS game 

to be conducive to the portable 

format. 

“Fundamentally the Nintendo 

DS is different than all the other 

platforms. If we tried to port the 

game to the DS, sacrifices would 

have to be made everywhere: 

content, graphics, gameplay, 

audio, etc.," comments associate 

producer Nick Pavlich. ^This would 

lead to a watered-down product, 

so instead we opted to build the 

game from the ground up for the 

DS while leveraging much of the 

console's content. The DS shares 

the console [version]'s storyline, 

roster, music, and play style. The 

levels are completely different from 

its console counterpart-different 

layouts, different objectives, props, 

scenery, everything. This gives the 

fans the opportunity to experience 

both С.І. Joe offerings and have a 

unique experience with each.” 

Since the levels in the DS version 

are less linear than in the Wii 

game, the lower screen frequently 

functions as a map; the lower 

screen is also where you'll receive 

incoming data transmissions. More 

significantly, the DS game contains 

light RPG elements that allow 

characters to level up and increase 

in power as they defeat foes. 

Another difference is that the DS 

version’s story mode is built around 

controlling a single character at a 

time (although you can select your 

Joe at the start of each mission and 

when you continue). 

[Above] Heavy Duty's 

land mine can take _ 
out lots of enemies 

at once. 
[Left] The Baroness, 
one of Cobra’s top 

agents, plans to make 

short work of Ripcord. 

You'll rely primarily on the 

Control Pad and buttons to move, 

shoot, dodge, and execute melee 

strikes; there are no touch-screen 

controls. Like in the Wii version, 

however, each character has unique 

secondary attacks. Duke can throw 

grenades, Snake Eyes has a sword 

attack, Heavy Duty drops land 

mines, and Shipwreck can send 

out his parrot to drop bombs on 

foes (seriously). When you fill up a 

special meter, you'll also be able to 

activate a character-specific special 

Skill. Heavy Duty, for example, 

unleashes a massive explosion 

that wipes out all nearby enemies; 

Scarlett has a Combat Focus ability 

thatlets her take out any enemy 

in one hit; and Ripcord can go into 

atemporary overdrive mode that 

gives him increased firepower, 

infinite ammo, and faster attacks. 

You'll be able to acquire vehicles 

(even enemy vehicles, such as HISS 

tanks) and Accelerator Suits during 

missions, too. 

The DS version also has a 

separate gameplay type that the 

console version doesn’t: competi- 

tive multiplayer. Up to four players 

can battle it out (in one-on-one, 

one-on-two, or two-on-two con- 

figurations), with one side assuming 

the role of С.І. Joe and the other 

side controlling Cobra characters 

such as Destro, the Baroness, and 

Storm Shadow. Three competitive 

modes are included: Team Battle (a 

traditional deathmatch-style versus 

fight), Warhead (in which each team 

will attempt to capture the MARS 

briefcase and plant it in the oppos- 

ing team’s base), and Defend the 

Base (in which, as the name implies, 

oneteam is tasked with defending 

its base from the opposing team's 

attacks). 

The Warhead and Defend 

the Base modes are specifically 

designed for coordinated two-on- 

two action. "Success is due to team- 

work,” says Pavlich. “[Warhead] 

requires close coordination with 

your teammate, as one person 

has to carry the case while the 

other person is the escort to the 

detonation zone. In Defend the Base 

you and your team member will 

have to either coordinate an assault 

or defend the base. An example: 

one way to help defend the base is 

to launch an air strike against the 

attacking team. To do so will require 

one person to act as a scout while 

the other person is back at the base 

coordinating the strike." 

COMMENCE OPERATION 
Electronic Arts is working 

closely with the folks at Paramount 

Pictures and Hasbro to ensure that 

no matter whether you're playing 

the game on Wii or DS, it will deliver 

intense action and be true to the 

G.I. Joe name. Hasbro has given 

EA wide-open access to the G.I. 

Joe universe (they even allowed 

EA to include an unproduced G.I. 

Joe toy as one of the vehicles in the 

Wii game), and in turn, Hasbro is 

incorporating some game elements 

into the upcoming G.I. Joe toy line. 

EAis also giving G.I. Joe: The 

Rise of Cobra a longer development 

cycle than a typical movie tie-in 

(including an extended tuning and 

polishing period) to ensure that it 

ends up being superior to the usual 

licensed fare. When the game hits 

this July, we'll know how it pays 

off-and as you may have heard, 

knowing is half the battle. 
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ll hen the Rabbids first made their appearance in the hit party game Rayman Raving Rabbids, no one knew what 
to think. Here were some (aptly named) rabbitlike creatures that mocked other Ubisoft properties, appeared to 
have Tourette's syndrome, and stole the limelight from the French company's mascot and the game's named 
character, Rayman. Though the three party games the Rabbids have now appeared in give some vague context to 

their existence, the upcom- 
ing Rabbids Go Home is 
the one that truly expands 
upon their story and gives 
the fuzzy little creatures a 
twisted and unforgettable 
adventure to take on. 

Rabbids Go Home is billed as 

acomedy adventure, and our 

hands-on time with the game 

bears out that description. The 

game looks, feels, and plays like 

across between a Saturday- 

morning cartoon and a tradi- 

tional video game—and that was 

definitely the intention. *Today, 

there are very few games on the 
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market that would qualify as 

comedies," says Jacques Exertier, 

creative director at Ubisoft's 

Montpellier studio. “Conker on 

N64 was a comedy, maybe the 

LucasArts adventures for PC 

in the '90s. We got most of our 

inspiration for the comedy ele- 

ments of the game from the likes 

of Tex Avery and classic Warner 

Bros. cartoons, recent animated 

sitcoms like The Simpsons, Pixar's 

CGI features, and live-action 

comedies like Borat and the 

Monty Python series. Like Hardy 

and Laurel, Pinky and the Brain, 

and so many other hilarious 

comic duos, the Rabbids play 

the ‘funny men’ to the uptight, 

human ‘straight men.” 
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we knew that these characters 

could play a leading gig,” says 

Exertier. “So after exploring new 

weird and wonderful Wii moves 

with the Rabbid party games, we 

now wanted to go further and give 

Having been in development for 

roughly three years and with over 

80 people contributing, Rabbids Go 

Home is clearly much more thana 

party game. “By the time the first 

opus hit Wii [at the] end of 2006, 

core and casual players a deeper 

and more varied experience, and 

tell a story from the Rabbids’ 

side-splitting point of view." 

So what's the story behind this 

Rabbids adventure? The Rabbids 

want to go home. Where's home? 

Not even the Rabbids know for 

sure, but the moon has caught their 

attention-and become “home” in 

the process. Now the Rabbids must 

collect and build a pile of junk high 

Rabbids can literally scare the pants off of humans, and then 

add their clothes the junk pile. 



enough that they can reach the 

moon. It's an odd setup, and from 

what we can tell, the story is the 

sanest part of the game. 

BOSOM BUNNIES 
When playing the game, you con- 

trol two Rabbids at once: one who 

sits inside a shopping cart, and 

another who pushes it. Collecting 

junk is as easy as touching it to 

make it fly into your cart, though 

some pieces require an extra step. 

For instance, if you want to collect 

the clothes off one of the many 

human citizens in the world, you 

use your “Bwah!” attack to scare 

the clothes right off of their bod- 

ies, leaving them shivering in their 

underwear. (It's all done in a very 

family-friendly way, of course.) 

Items aren't just for building a 

mountain to the moon. "Lots of the 

stuff the Rabbids snag throughout 

Expect over 50 
missions in 20 different 
environments. 

the adventure will give players new 

abilities for moving or attacking 

with the shopping cart,” explains 

Exertier. “A jet engine strapped 

to your cart will suddenly propel 

you at three times your normal 

speed. With a big tire attached, 

you can bounce off surfaces and 

off enemies like a bumper car. [You 

can also] float and glide with the 

Bubble Bed onboard, and upgrade 

your caddy with a jet ski to power- 

slide through water!” 

More than simple power-ups, 

these temporary cart upgrades 

are essential to the game. In our 

demo, the aforementioned Bubble 

Bed gave us the power to not only 

jump, but triple-jump. This ability 

was absolutely necessary to sail 

high above city rooftops and reach 

the end of the level. We got to play 

through only the game's tutorial 

and first level, but the seamless 

inclusion of the cart upgrades 

holds a lot of potential. Ubisoft 

DOWN THE RABBID HOLE 

compares it to how Mario can gain 

new abilities through different 

costumes in Super Mario Galaxy. 

The Rabbids themselves are 

customizable as well. We didn’t see 

this in action, but we were shown 

some art of potential costumes, 

including a pair of boxer shorts, 

ajockstrap, and—by far our 

favorite—the “Adam,” a fig leaf 

covering the Rabbid’s groin. Is this 

obsession with undergarments 

intentional? You bet. “I can only 

say that customizing the Rabbids 

is one of the most hilarious 

elements of Rabbids Go Home, and 

a full-blown part of the comedy- 

adventure,” says Exertier. “The 

Wii Remote will never be the same 

again. And beware: the Rabbids 

are very into chic undies and 

campy accessories, but let’s leave 

it at that for now.” 

FRIGHTENED RABBID 
The main opposition in Rabbids 

Go Home is humans. Besides 

being complete germophobes, 
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humans are absolutely terrified 

of the Rabbids. Most will simply 

run away, though a number of 

them fight back and take a stand. 

Exertier explains: "Humans 

will start defending their fries, 

Siccing mean pooches on the 

Rabbids, designing surveillance 

robots, and generally equipping 

themselves with anti-Rabbid kits 

and traps, until they become 

Verminators! Anti-Rabbid 

propaganda explodes, and with it 

the Verminator craze, anything to 

sell more stuff and get us back to 

the quiet, boring, and stuff-laden 

existence we led before those 

heinous Rabbids showed up!" 

Combat early in the game is 

very simple: by shaking the Wii 

Remote, your Rabbids will shout 

"Bwah!" atthe enemies, causing a 

radiating wave of damage. That's 

about it. (But don't let the simplic- 
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ity scare you off. Rabbids Go Home 

isn't primarily an action game; 

the gameplay involves as much 

navigation as it does combat and 

collection.) Humans aren't the only 

cause of fights. There are also time 

attack missions, and boss fights. 

Even in the first stage, taking place 

in a hospital wing, you come across 

alarge bomb-throwing turret. To 

defeat it you must grab the bombs 

itthrows and toss them back 

before they explode. 

Even with the variety of 

gameplay, the controls in Rabbids 

Go Home are insanely simple. 

You use the Control Stick for 

movement, and the evolution 

of your cart will add a few more 

controls, like simple button 

presses for jumping. There are no 

camera controls, so once you've 
mastered moving the cart around 

and attacking (which takes all of 

about 30 seconds to do), you're 

set to go. This simplicity in the 

controls makes it incredibly easy 

to get into, right from the start, 

whether you're a seasoned gamer 

or completely new to games. 

But that doesn’t mean this is a 

kiddie game or that it won't appeal 

to fans of franchises like Metroid 

and Zelda. In fact, Ubisoft is aiming 

to give the game the feel of a clas- 

sic Nintendo adventure. “We aim to 

vary the pleasures and challenges 

of driving, enemy battles, mission 

formats, and the shopping-cart 

controls, and try to introduce a 

new ingredient every five minutes 

of play in order to constantly 

surprise the player with either a 

gag, a story event, or a gameplay 
mechanic," shares Exertier. He 

continues, “Core Nintendo gamers 

should enjoy the controls and 

the gameplay variety...as well as 

the ‘open progressive’ structure 

of the game, whereby players 

unlock multiple missions to choose 

from as they move through the 

game. We are working to make 

Rabbids Go Home ‘easy to learn, 

hard to master’ in the finest 

Nintendo tradition.” 

PULLED OUT OF AHAT 
Powering the game is a brand-new 

graphics engine called LyN. The 

engine was made to be very 

efficient on both older and newer 

consoles, and at the same time be 

very easy to use and expand upon. 

LyN has properties that make it 

good for specific consoles, as well. 

“For Wii in particular, the engine 

maximizes the capacity of the 

console by managing the totality 



ofthe graphical pipeline within the 

engine itself," Exertier explains. 

"The advantage of this engine 

compared with earlier generations 

is its capacity to optimize graphi- 

cal resources without limiting 

the imaginations of the teams of 

artists and designers who use it." 

The results, even at this early 

stage, are quite impressive. 

Rabbids Go Home has a unique 

look that’s very simple but 

also striking. The top-notch art 

direction is a huge part of that, 

and the game exudes a 3-D-ness 

that’s almost surreal. The clever 

use of visual gags, such as the 

grainy security camera view used 

when riding in elevators, only 

emphasizes the use of LyNasa 

tool that doesn’t limit the artists. 

The development team was 

going for a “Pixar look and feel,” 

Exertier tells us. “Pixar designs 

spare environments that give their 

characters space to breathe and 

shine, without ever feeling lifeless,” 

he says. “Ours is not the same 

medium or the same technology, 

but we strive to find a similar bal- 

т 
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ance between simplistic yet varied 

playing worlds and rich characters 

in Rabbids Go Home. Also, we 

do our best to create the kind of 

two-tiered humor and memorable 

characters that keep both kids and 

parents of all ages laughing and 

coming back for more.” 

HOME IS WHERE THE MOON IS 
We got only a taste of Rabbids Go 

Home, but that was more than 

enough to get us hooked. There's 

Still a ton of stuff we haven't had 

achance to talk about, including 

the two-player co-op functional- 

ity, the online features, and the 

wildly addictive music. Expect 

much more on this game in the 

coming months. 
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Let's Tap 

GOOD 
There’s no shortage of minigame col- 
lections on Wii, but Let's Tap stands 
out from the pack. For starters, it's 
the debut effort from Prope, the new 
independent studio founded by Sonic 
the Hedgehog cocreator Yuji Naka. 
It's also the first game that you can 
play without touching a controller. 
Instead you place the Wii Remote 
facedown on a box or other flat 
surface, then simply tap with your 
fingertips, and the controller picks 
up on the vibrations. It's a completely 
alien experience, but it's immediately 
fun and feels surprisingly intuitive. 
The package, due this June for a mere 
$30, consists of five distinct activities. 
We recently visited Prope's Tokyo 
offices, where we got to try out all 
five minigames with Naka himself 
before sitting down with the legend- 
ary designer for a rare chat. 
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Judging by what we've played thus 

far, Tap Runner seems like the high- 

light of the collection. The goal is to 

guide your matchstick man through a side-scrolling, platform-style obstacle 

Course, crossing the finish line before the competition (up to three other play- 

ers or the CPU). Light taps govern your runner's speed, and a steady rhythm 

will give him a temporary speed boost. A firm tap causes him to jump. On the 

surface, it's every bit as accessible and straightforward as it sounds. Anyone 

can play, but the cleverly designed levels are rife with alternate routes and 

devious trap placement, rewarding those who demonstrate skillful timing and 

а Кееп eye. There are 16 courses in all, and new obstacles are introduced on a 

regular basis to keep you on your toes (or fingertips, we should say). You'll leap 

over hurdles, swing from ropes, avoid falling blocks, inflate balloons, and even 

make like Kool-Aid Man by crashing through walls. Oh yeah! 

[Left] The escalators let you give your 

ingers a rest. 

for the GameCube. It's sort of a no-brainer, then, that Let's Tap includes an activity similar 

to Nintendo's ape-centric rhythm game. Unlike Donkey Konga and most other music titles, 

however, Rhythm Tap is less about timing (it's quite forgiving in that regard) and more about 

adjustingthe strength of your beats to the onscreen prompts. It shows off just how precise the 

game is at picking up the force behind each tap. (You can even adjust it to your personal tap 

strength in the Options menu.) There are 16 songs 

to unlock, consisting primarily of original synth 

tunes. Some of the tracks are catchier than others, 

butthere's no doubt "Let'stap, let'stap...futuretap- 

ping game!" will crawl into your head and live there 

for the rest of your days. In multiplayer mode, each 

person is assigned a different layer of the song, and 

the result is somewhat akin to aural chaos. 

If the experience of playing Let's Tap can be 

compared to anything, it's rapping on the Bongo 

Controller that was introduced with Donkey Konga 

Еакын а> A 
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Though the meaning behind its name 

SILENT BLOCKS eludes us, Silent Blocks is easy to 

explain: it’s Jenga meets Bejeweled. 

The core concept involves pulling blocks from a stack without bringing the whole 

thing tumbling down. As each block is highlighted in turn, you tap once to select 

your target. A cursor then begins to revolve around the block, and you tap again to 

indicate the direction you wish to pull. After that, it's a matter of tapping with just 

the right amount of pressure to excavate the block while avoiding catastrophe. In 

Unlimited mode, that's all there is to it. Players take turns pulling blocks until some- 

one (aka the loser) causes the tower to collapse. Alchemist mode requires a bit more 

strategy-each piece is either red 

or blue, and if you manage to stack 

three of the same color, they'll create 

a bronze. Three contiguous bronze 

blocks beget a silver, three silvers 

beget a gold, and so forth. With mul- 

tiple players, it's a race to create a predetermined type of block first. The mode's 

single-player offering, on the other hand, is simply about racking up points and 

establishing a high score. The tower grows larger as you progress, though, and 

wrinkles such as bomb blocks are mixed in to wreak havoc with your designs. 

Silent Blocks is 

definitely the most 

cerebral of Let’s Tap’s 
activities. 

== KBB BAA 
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BUBBLE VOYAGER 
Bubble Voyager comes in two distinct flavors. The 

single-player Endless Voyage looks a bit like a clas- 

Sic shoot-em-up at first blush, but as you progress 

through the mazelike array of floating mines and 

other dangers, you'll find the primary focus is on 

steering your craft rather than blasting everything 

in sight. Gentle taps propel the ship forward and 

upward, while letting up causes it to slowly lose 

altitude. A firm tap fires a missile. Like in an old-school arcade game, the goal is simply to last as long as you 

can and rack up as many points as possible before your ship's health is depleted. (Checkpoints along the way 

refill your energy and award bonus points for a smooth landing.) The game pushes you through some pretty 

tight spots, so you'll need lots of tapping finesse if you hope to get very far. 

On the other end of the spectrum, the multiplayer Battlefield is an all-out blast-a-thon to be the last voy- 

ager standing. Your ship rotates in place, and when it's pointing in the desired direction, you start tapping 

to get it moving. Firm taps again serve to launch missiles, but you can also snag power-ups to boost your 

offensive capabilities. 

VISUALIZER 
The final component of Let's Tap isn't 

so much a game as it is a peculiar art 

application. It consists of five settings, 

and each reacts to your taps in different 

ways. You can set off fireworks above a 

neon skyline, splash paint across a can- 

vas, and send ripples through the water 

of a beautifully rendered sea. Light, 

medium, and heavy taps all have dif- 

ferent effects, and as you might expect 

from a Yuji Naka title, you can unlock all 

sorts of Easter eggs by stringing together 

certain sequences. You might trigger an 

especially spectacular fireworks display, 

for instance, or summon a majestic blue 

whale. Visualizer certainly isn't as engag- 

ing as the other play modes, but it's 

meant to be a fun diversion that lets you 

just tap away, carefree. 
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INTERVIEW YUJI NAKA 

How did 

you come up with the idea for 

Let's Tap? 

When I started 

Prope, my first idea was to create 

a new character-action game like 

Sonic. I'm used to creating those 

types of games from my time 

at Sega. But while doing some 

tests with the Wii Remote, | was 

talking with my programmer 

and put the controller on a desk. 

When | accidentally bumped the 

desk with my arm, the remote 

responded. It actually picked up 

on that movement. So | thought 

it might be interesting to create a 

Out of 
the Blue 
role. Eager to return to the creative side of things, the veteran developer left the team 
he cofounded more than 15 years ago and started Prope. As we sat down to discuss his 
new company’s rookie effort and what he envisions for Prope’s future, Naka seemed 
rejuvenated, contemplative, and above all else, excited to be making games again. 

UNTIL A COUPLE Of years ago, Yuji Naka was the head 
of Sonic Team, one of the video game industry’s most 
successful development studios. While Naka was at 
the helm, Sonic Team produced an impressive body 
of work, including Sonic the Hedgehog, NiGHTS into 
Dreams, Phantasy Star Online, and Samba de Amigo. 
But as the group's size ballooned, Naka was forced to 
spend more and more of his time in a management 

game where you just tap the desk. 

Before that, | didn't realize just 

how sensitive the Wii Remote is. | 

wanted to take advantage of that, 

and | thought of it a bit like driving 

acar, where you have full control 

of how much you're pushing on 

the gas. 

How many other people worked 

on the game, and what are 

some of the other titles they've 

worked on previously? 

The main staff consisted of 

about 10 people, but eventually 

everyone at Prope participated in 

the game's development. They all 

came from different companies 

throughout the industry, so it's 

hard to single out just one or two 

titles that individuals have worked 

on previously. 

Which is your personal favorite 

ofthe five activities included in 

thegame? 

1 would say the Gem Game in 

Visualizer mode. When we 

announced the game in Japan, 

our catch phrase was "The game 

even penguins can play." I think 

the Gem Game best typifies that 

concept. Most of the activities 

require many different types of 

input from the player. But with 

the Gem Game, you can just sort 

of tap away without thinking too 

much. There's still an objective, 

but people of all ages can play it 

without any trouble. 

What drew you to the Wii plat- 

form for your studio's debut 

title? 

The name Prope comes from the 

Latin word for near; as in the near 

future. Wii is the platform that 

best fits our company's concept. 

| want to develop games on 

hardware that most gives us a 

sense of the future. There are so 

many sequels in the industry right 

now. I want to create games that 

explore the future. 

Does that mean we can expect 

more Wii support from Prope in 

the near future? 

Yes, | think so. [Laughs] It sort of 

depends on Sega, though, since we 

have a very close relationship with 

them. I've come up with several 

character-action game concepts, 

but none of them have been 

approved yet. We're still thinking 

about how to make a character- 

action game for Wii, though. 

You were one of the people who 

really popularized that genre 

back in its heyday. What's been 

your line of thinking for how to 

best update it? 

| have lots of things | would like to 

say about that, but we'll have to 

wait for Sega's decision! [Laughs] 

But it sounds like something 

you're eager to tackle. 

Yes indeed. Sonic is more than 15 

years old now, and | would really 

like to create a new character that 

grows to have the same impact. If 

1 have the opportunity to create 

alot of character-action games, 

ares to give NP's Steve 

Thomason a harsh lesson in tappi 
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maybe one of them will be as 

popular as Sonic some day. That 

was one of my main goals when 

starting Prope. Were | still at Sega, 

I'd have to work only with Sonic if 

1 wanted to make a new character- 

action game. 

Arethere any other particular 

types of games that you would 

like to see Prope work on? 

1 don't really set out to work on 

a particular genre. I just try to 

come up with new ideas and go 

from there. | typically don't have a 

predetermined genre in mind. 

How big isthe studio at the 

moment? Do you want to 

expand it further or do you 

think it's a good size right now? 

We currently have 44 employees, 

including myself. In the future, I'd 

like to have about 50 people. But I 

want to keep it at a size where the 

entire studio can fit on one floor 

like we have currently. When I was 

the head of Sonic Team, we had 

about 140 employees, and I just 

wasn't able to talk with each of 

the developers individually. | don't 

think that's a good thing. I like to 

work with each developer more 

closely. So | want to keep our team 

here relatively small. 

74 snrenoo rower 

What creative role did you play 

personally in the development 

of Let’s Tap? 

1 did a little bit of everything. My 

title is producer, but I did a lot 

of directing. | even did some QA 

[quality assurance] work, checking 

the game's balance and whatnot. 

[Laughs] | never could have done 

that at Sonic Team. 

Ata big publisher, when a 

developer gets promoted to a 

certain point, he can't even play 

his own games anymore. He has to 

spend all of his time on manage- 

ment rather than actual develop- 

ment. But | used to be involved in 

lots of different aspects of game 

creation-programming, debug, 

etc. | wanted to get back to that 

with Prope. Here, | can be involved 

in every process of a game's 
development. 

You mentioned that Prope’s 

main focus is on new proper- 

ties, but since the studio is 

working closely with Sega, is 

there any chance you might 

return to some of your previous 

works? The main reason we ask 

is because a new ChuChu Rocket 

would be perfect for WiiWare. 

[Laughs] If | wanted to continue 

working on my old properties, | 

should have stayed at Sega, you 

know? Like you said, I want to 

create new things. But if the new 

idea I'm thinking about right now 

doesn't get approved by Sega, 

[Left] Thomason, Naka, Sega of Japai 

ctor Shunsuke Kawarazuka poised for a four-player tap-off. 

| might have to update an old 

franchise. 

What would you like to see 

become Prope's defining char- 

acteristic, or what it becomes 

known for? 

| want Prope to be the company 

that is always trying new things 

that people have never seen 

before. Recently, | heard someone 

who played Let's Tap for the 

first time say, "This game is 

really a Naka game." | was happy 

about that, because | want to be 

Someone who's always identified 

with creating new experiences. 

That's a characteristic | want to 

communicate to gamers. 

=e 

Yuka Yoshi and Let’s Tap 
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January 1, 1972 

North West River, 
Labrador, Canada 

Actress/voice actress 

Providing voices for 

characters in dozens 
of hit video games, 
being the first female 
subject of Power 

Profiles 

Chocolate, ice cream, 
and vegetables 

(but not all of them 
together) 

Agame featuring 

Jack Black written 
by Tim Schafer, 
and projects 
for LucasArts 
and Blizzard 

Entertainment 

Jennifer Hale 
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Grey from the X-Men, Galadriel from The Lord of 

ven if you don't know he name Jennifer Hale, 
you've probably heard her voice. The Canadian- 
born actress is one of he most prolific talents 
in video games and animation, having pro- 
vided voices for literally 
including Samus Aran 
trilogy. Hale caught 
gamers thanks to her $] 

hundreds of characters, 
in the Metroid Prime 
e attention of many 

andout portrayal of the 
duplicitous Dr. Naomi Hunter in Konami's Metal 
Gear Solid series (in which she was credited 
under the pseudonym 
she's also lent her voice 
of entertainment icons, 

Carren Learning), but 
o a veritable who's-who 
such as Rogue and Jean 
he Rings, Aayla Secura 

from Star Wars, and the title character in Disney's Cinderella sequels. From 
bounty hunters to ninjas to Jedi knights, Hale has done it all. 

NINTENDO POWER 

How did you become 

interested in being an 

actor and then a voice 

actor? 

JENNIFER HALE | went 

toa fine arts high school in 

Alabama (Alabama School 

of Fine Arts) and it was 

either that or singing, and 

acting just took off for me. 

How did that evolve into 

acareer for you? 

I was working at a video 

studio next to an audio 

studio and they asked me 

to come next door and doa 

quick commercial, and that 

was pretty much it. They 

were generous enough to 

show me the ropes and I 

worked it pretty hard to 

getthings going. 

When you werea kid, 

what did you want to be 

when you grew up? 

Anything with animals or 

an architect or a singer. | 

still can't decide. 

What kind of acting 

experiences did you have 

early in your career? 

1did a bit more film and TV 

stuff, then when І moved 

to LA, voiceover just took 

off for me. 

Do you prefer doing 

voice acting or tradi- 

tional acting? 

I love them both, but | 

have to say voice has such 

amazing possibilities and 

has given me so much. It 

has a special place in my 

heart, and in voiceover 

you can be almost 

anything, which I love. 

How did you first become 

involved with the video 

game industry? 

| was working on a cartoon 

series, Where on Earth is 

Carmen Sandiego?, and we 

did a game for that 

series-that was my first 

big role in a game. I 

remember being com- 

pletely overwhelmed by 

the crazy number of lines. 

How did it feel to give 

avoice to Samus Aran, 

often considered the 

"first lady of video 

games"? 

Awesome. She's been very 

popular and I'm honored 

to have played her. 

Was there anything 

particularly memorable 

about the recording 

sessions for the Metroid 

Prime games? 

Like all games, it had 

its own world, its own 

reality, and I really liked 

the production team. 

Was there anything you 

were told about Samus 

that shaped how you 

played her? 

Samus really came from 

the writing and the vision 

of the director and, behind 

that, the producers. 

Are there any other 

Nintendo characters 

you'd be interested in 

playing? 

Ha! As many as | can! 

Another one of our 

favorite roles you 

performed was Naomi 

Hunter in Metal Gear 

Solid. What was your 

approach to that char- 

acter? 

Naomi has the ability to 

pursue a goal no matter 

what it takes and to find 

the justification behind 

whatever she has to do. 

| like how smart she is. 1 

don't always agree with 

her choices, but she’s 

got an incredibly strong 

mind and | like that. As 

far as approaching the 

character, | always start 

with the writing: where do 

| fit in the writer’s vision, 

how can | bring the most 

to the project, how can I 

give the production team 

what they need? 

When Naomi Hunter 

first appeared, she had 

aBritish accent. Was 

it weird to revisit the 

character without an 

accent for Metal Gear 

Solid: The Twin Snakes? 

Do you prefer the accent 

or nonaccent version? 
| like the unity in Twin 

Snakes; to me the MGS 

series just got stronger 

and stronger with each 

volume. The accent works 

for me either way. 

What do you like about 

the Naomi character? 

She’s smart, she’s mentally 

tough, she sees the big 

picture. On the other hand, 

I'm not entirely sure I'd 

trust her. 

You've playeda lot 

of iconic characters. 

What does it mean to 

contribute to the mythos 

of properties like Star 

Wars, X-Men, Spider- 

Man, etc.? 
Fantastic. I feel really, 

really lucky. Working with 

these people is working 

with the best of the best, 

and you can't beat that. 

What's the process like 

for recording video game 

dialogue? 

Long. We typically work 

one actor at a time, though 

some projects, like MGS, 

allow us to work together. 

Do you generally get 

toseethe full script in 

advance, or just your 

lines? 

It varies. Some projects 

come as a full script, 

others a cut of just our 

lines. The scripts tend to 

be massive. 

You've probably read a 

lot of game scripts. What 

scripts have really stood 

outto you? 
One for a confidential 

project I just worked on 

for EA was amazing. Don't 

know if we'll see it, but 

the whole experience was 

fantastic. One I just 

worked on written by Tim 

Schafer (don't know if I’m 

free to say the name of 

the game yet): fantastic, 

funny and so cool. All the 

MGS stuff is great; the 

LucasArts scripts are 
great too. I don't often 

come up against a bad 

one. Some | can't talk 

about because they're not 

out yet. 

Is therea difference 

The games shown below barely scratch the surface of Jennifer Hale's impressive résumé. Other notable works include Baldur's Gate 
and EverQuest II for PC, as well as GameCube titles Eternal Darkness: Sanity's Requiem, Killer 7, and Р.М. 03. 

METROID PRIME 
2002, GAMECUBE 
VOICE OF SAMUS ARAN 

STAR WARS: KNIGHTS 
OF THE OLD REPUBLIC 
2003, XBOX 
VOICE OF BASTILA SHAN 
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CARMEN SANDIEGO: 
JUNIOR DETECTIVE EDITION 
1995, PC 
VOICE OF IVY 

METAL GEAR SOLID 
1998, PLAYSTATION 
VOICE OF NAOMI HUNTER 

QUEST FOR GLORY IV: 
SHADOWS OF DARKNESS 
1994, PC 
VOICE OF KATRINA 
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between voice acting for 

agame and for other 

projects? 

There's a different kind of 

concentration involved 

because so much of the 

game is added later-the 

environment, the other 

actors—all of which you 

have to create in your 

mind so the scenes are as 

accurate as possible and 

so you don't miss the little 

details those elements 

bring toa game. 

What's the strangest 

thing you've had to do as 

avoice actor for a game? 

Aside from fight aliens, 

morph into other life 

forms, and inject nano 

GAMEOGRAPHY 

METAL GEAR SOLID: THE TWIN SNAKES 
2004, GAMECUBE 
VOICE OF NAOMI HUNTER 

TALES OF SYMPHONIA 
2004, GAMECUBE 
VOICE OF SHEENA FUJIBAYASHI 
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weapons into people? 

[Laughs] Hmmm, I'll have 

to think about it. On 

EverQuest II we all had to 

doa crazy number of voic- 

es because of the huge 

number of characters in 

the game. I think | had to 

come up with over a dozen 

different characters. 

Istherea particular 

type of character you 

like playing more than 

others? 

I like action characters, 

the ones who kick ass and 

get stuff done. | like “bad” 

characters; they usually 

live and act really far out- 

side the box. 

The requisite question— 

do you have an all-time 

favorite role that you’ve 

performed? 

I like different roles for 

different reasons. Some 1 

love because they're char- 

acters that are so iconic, 

some because the style of 

the project lets me go with 

astyle of acting that is 

really close to the hip and 

extremely honest, some 

because the character was 

so over-the-top and a 

blast to play. The team 

behind the project has a 

lot to do with it as well. So, 

the short answer is there 

isn't a single role. I've 

been lucky enough to have 

several | love. 

What do you bring with 

you when you go to a 

recording session—your 

tools of the trade, so to 

speak? 

My mental game, cell 

phone off, other distrac- 

tions outside the door, a 

clear sense of where | fit 

into the whole storyline, 

and lots of water-hot 

water and room-temp. 

And a sweater. Some of 

those rooms are like 

refrigerators. 

Do you often get recog- 

nized by fans? What are 

your interactions with 

them like? 

That really only happens 

at conventions, which | do 

rarely. | find the fans are 

really nice and some 

know more about my 

work than I do. 

How do you think you've 

evolved as a performer 

over your career? 
Wow-1 haven't thought 

about that much. 

Hopefully I've gotten bet- 

ter and I definitely have 

more and more fun as 

time goes on. 

Is there any advice you 

can give to aspiring 

voice actors? 

Two words: work ethic. 

That and never, never for- 

get that you are just a part 

ofthe equation. The pro- 

METROID PRIME 3: CORRUPTION 
2007, Wii 
VOICE OF SAMUS ARAN 

ducers, writers, etc. will 

work on a project for 

months or years and you 

come in for a fraction of 

that time. Your job is to be 

excellent, easy to work 

with, do an awesome job, 

then let them do the huge 

mountain of work they 

have to do. Never forget 

the big picture, both of the 

story and the production. 

That and keep your acting 

skills supersharp. 

Do you play video 

games? Do you play 

through the games 

you're involved with? 

[Sighs] I'm really, really 

bad at it. I'd much rather 

be in them. Sooo not capa- 

ble. [Laughs] 

Whose works in other 

forms of media, such as 

film, music, or litera- 

ture, do you most 

admire or enjoy? 

| read all kinds of stuff: 

fiction, nonfiction, you 

name it. | watch some 

sci-fi, currently addicted 

to Battlestar Galactica. I'm 

looking forward to seeing 

Watchmen. Love a good 

epic like Crouching Tiger, 

Hidden Dragon or the new 

Batman series. I definitely 

get hooked into anything 

Science-y like the Planet 

Earth series. That was 

unbelievable. Especially 

ona huge HDTV. I don't 

MASS EFFECT 
2007, XBOX 360 
VOICE OF COMMANDER SHEPARD (FEMALE) 

get as much time for that 

stuff, though; I'm outside 

alot, but I do like to travel 

and get to catch up with it 

on planes. | got hooked on 

Battlestar when | had the 

flu and had to sit still for a 

couple of days. 

What аге your favorite 

hobbies or pastimes? 

Rock climbing, horseback 

riding, and traveling 

abroad. One of my 

favorite things | ever did 

was go to Thailand ona 

whim and volunteer for 

a couple of weeks in a 

village way far away from 

the beaten path. 

If you could have one 

superpower, what would 

it be and why? 

The power to make people 

understand each other 

instantly and completely, 

because when you really 

understand why someone 

does what they do you go 

from anger or disdain to 

compassion and hopefully 

straight to solutions. At 

least you go away from 

judgment and violence. It 

works on all levels, from 

your family to the other 

side of the world. We're 

all pretty much alike deep 

down. Anyway, I think 

we'd get a lot more done 

and have a lot more fun. 

METAL GEAR SOLID 4: GUNS OF THE PATRIOTS 
2008, PLAYSTATION 3 
VOICES OF NAOMI HUNTER AND LITTLE JOHN 
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EVERYONE 

Comic Mischief 

SECOND 
PRIZE 

OFFICIAL RULES 

1, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. A PURCHASE WILL 
NOT IMPROVE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING. The. 
sponsor of this contest is Future US, Inc., 1000 Marina 
Blvd., STE 510 Brisbane, CA 94005 (“Sponsor”). 

2, ELIGIBILITY: Sweepstakes open to legal residents 
of the United States (excluding residents of Rhode. 
island and Puerto Rico). Void where prohibited by lv. 
Entrants must beat least 13 years of age. If a winner is 
‘aminor, the prize will be awarded in the name of the 
winner's parent or legal guardian, whois solely respon- 
sible forall applicable federal, state and local taxes, 
and thatwinner must also provide signed parental 
or guardian consent form, provided by the sponsor, 
within 7 days of notification attempt. Failure of the 
minor toreturn the guardian consent form will result in 
the forfeiture of the prize and selection of an alternate 
winner, who will be chosen through a random drawing 
from theremaining eligible entries. Employees of 
Sponsor and employees household or immediate fam- 
ily members are NOT eligible to enter Sweepstakes. 

3. TIMING: Sweepstakes begins at 12:01 a.m. POT on 
April 8th, 2009 and continues until 11:59 p.m. PDT on 
July 1, 2009. Mailed entries must be postmarked by 
1:59 p.m. PDT on july 1,2009 to be eligible. Incomplete 
or late entries will not be accepted. 

4. HOW TO ENTER: A contestant may enter by printing 
their name, address, daytime telephone number 
and e-mail address (if they have one) and the name 
ofthe prize drawing on a 3x5 card and mailing it to: 
Nintendo Power Sweepstakes Vol. 241, c/o Future US, 
1000 Marina Blvd., STE 510, Brisbane, CA 94005. Only 
oneentry per person will be accepted. Sponsor is not 
responsible for lost, late, misdirected, or incomplete 
entries. 

5, PRIZES AND ODDS: One Grand Prize will be awarded. 
The Grand Prize will include 1 (one) Nintendo DSi™ sys- 
tem (color chosen at sponsor's discretion) and 1 (опе) 
copy of the Rhythm Heaven™ video game, The Grand 
Prize has an estimated total retail value of $199.98, 
Five (5) Second Prize winners will each receive 1 (one) 
copy of the Rhythm Heaven" video game, with a retail 
value of $29.99. Odds of winning shall be determined 
by the number of eligible entries received. Prizes are 
nontransferable and must be accepted as awarded. 
Winner will be responsible for all taxes (federal, state, 
and local) and all expenses not listed herein related to 
acceptance and use of any prize. 

6. DRAWING: Winners will be determined by a single 
random drawing of all valid entries held on or about 
July 10, 2009. The decision of Sponsors shall be final 
and binding and within their sole discretion. Winners 
will be notified by phone or email within ten (10) 
days of the drawing. You may obtain the name of the 
winner, within six months of the drawing, by sending 
a stamped, self-addressed envelope tothe address 
above (residents of Vermont may omit return postage). 
Sponsor reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to 
cancel or suspend this drawing should causes beyond. 
its control corrupt the administration, security, ог 
proper play of the drawing, 

7. PRIVACY POLICY: Submissions are subject to stan- 
dard privacy policy, the terms of which can be found at 
http://worw futureus.com/privacy.php, which terms. 
and conditions entrants accept and agree to by submis- 
sion of entries pursuant to these official rules, 

8. AFFIDAVIT: The winners will be required о sign 
anaffidavit of eligibility/release of liablity/prize 
acceptance within seven days of receipt; failure to do 
soupon request will result in forfeiture of the prize. By 
acceptance of the prize, the winners agree to the use of 
their name and/or likeness for purposes of advertising, 
trade, or promotion without further compensation, 
unless prohibited by law. Winners are responsible 
for paying any income taxes on the value of the prize 
received. Return of any prize or prize notification as 
undeliverable will result in disqualification and an 
alternate winner will be selected. 

9. RELEASE: Sponsor is not responsible for any dam. 
ages or expenses that winners might incur asa result 
of this contest or the receipt of any prize. In addition, 
contestants release and hold Sponsor and its employ- 
ees harmless from any and all damages and claims 
of any kind in connection with the contest. Sponsor 
reservesthe right to confirm all winners for eligibility 
and compliance with the rules and regulations. 

10. LAW: This sweepstakes is governed by the laws of. 
the United States and is subject to ll federal, state, 
and local laws and regulations. Void where prohibited 
or restricted. M issues and questions concerning the 
construction, validity, interpretation, and enforceabil- 
ity of these Official Rules, or the rights and obligations 
of entrants or Sponsor in connection with any drawing 
or award, shall be governed by, and construed in accor- 
dance withthe laws of, the State of California, without 
regard to conflict of law principles. Any cause of action 
by you with respect to the offer (and/or any informa- 
tion, products or services related thereto) must be 
instituted within one (1) year after the cause of action 
arose or be forever waived and barred. all actions shall 
be subject to the limitations set forth in above. All egal 
proceedings arising out of or in connection with the 
offer of these official rules shall be brought solely in 
San Mateo County, California. You expressly submit to 
the exclusive jurisdiction of said courtsand consent to 
extraterritorial service of process, 
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REVISITING THE CLASSICS 

«PLAY 

PLATFORM: GAME BOY 

DEVELOPER: CAPCOM 

PUBLISHER: CAPCOM 

RELEASE DATE: JULY 1990 

COVERED IN ISSUE: 12 

NUMBER OF RED CHARACTERS 

COLORED GREEN ON THE BOX ART: 1 

It takes a special kind of bad guy 

to get his own spin-off video game. 

Wario was able to take his role 

asthe main antagonist of Super 

Mario Land 2 and turn it into his 

own long-running series, but such 

things don't happen often. That's 

why the world was stunned when 

Capcom gave Firebrand his own 

game, Gargoyle's Quest. 

What's that? You don't 

know who Firebrand is? That's 

understandable. After all, he's not 

even the main villain of the series 

in which he appears. You probably 

know him as “that annoying red 

demon in Ghosts 'п Goblins that's 

guaranteed to knock off your 

SIGHT. 

ADVICE. 

SEEK HIS 

and goblins 

It's a Capcom game, so there's gotta be spikes in there somewhere. At 

least these aren't Dr. Wily's patented Insta-Kill™ spikes 

armor 99 percent of the time." 

Yep-that guy. He got his own 

Game Boy title. 

Firebrand's adventure begins 

when the evil King Breager (er, 

evil-er than Firebrand, we sup- 

pose) and his army of Destroyers 

attack the Ghoul Realm. Even 

obnoxious gargoyles don't like 

their home turf invaded, so our 

antihero sets out to save the land. 

Surprisingly, Gargoyle's 

Quest isn't a pure 

platformer like the 

series that spawned 

it. Instead, it’s more 

like Zelda II: The 

Adventure of Link-an 

adventure game that 

combines RPG-style 

elements with side- 

scrolling action. 

Like in many 

RPGs, you journey 

around the world 

and through towns 

via overhead world 

maps. Triggering a random 

encounter takes you to a brief 

side-scrolling section where you 

must defeat all of the enemies to 

escape. Dungeons are complete 

(and sometimes quite large) 

platforming levels, where you may 

take on a boss at the end. 

Other than his upgradable fire 

breath, Firebrand relies mainly on 

two things to get him through the 

realm: his sharp talons that allow 

him to cling to walls, and his bat- 

like wings, which give him limited 

flight capabilities. As you progress 

through the game, power-ups 

allow for higher jumping and 

longer flight times. 

Despite the relative popularity 

ofthe Ghosts 'n Goblins series, 

Gargoyle's Quest remains fairly 

obscure—which is a shame since 

it's one of the more enjoyable 

adventures on the Game Boy. 

Track down a copy and spend a few 

hours exploring your dark side. 

—PHIL T. 

This is me 
when! puton 
my “serious 

WHO'S THAT 
GHOUL? 
Perhaps one of the 

reasons that Firebrand 

is a relative unknown is 

that he’s gone through 

nearly as many names as 

games he has appeared in. 

Depending on the title and 

translation, ol’ Firebrand 

has also been called Red 

Arremer, Red Reamer, and 

Red Devil. 

The ch: ter first 

appeared as one of 

Arthur’s most persistent 

foes іп 1985's Ghosts 'n 

Goblins, and has shown 

up in every sequel since. 

Additionally, Gargoyle’s 

Quest led to two sequels 

of its own—Gargoyle’s 

Quest II for the NES and 

the outstanding Demon's 

Crest for the Super NES. 

He even became a secret 

boss character in the 

fighting game SVC Chaos: 

SNK vs. Capcom. 

| HAVE A FAVORITE CLASSIC GAME YOU'D LIKE TO SEE REVISITED? 

Send us your requests—we’ll consider them for a future installment of Playback. nintendopower@futureus.com 
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IN-DEPTH REVIEWS OF ALL THE LATEST GAMES 

Nintendo 
gets into 
a funky 

groove with 
Rhythm 

Heaven, one 
of the year's 
best new DS 

games. 
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Goofy Groove 
RHYTHM HEAVEN 

PLATFORM: NINTENDO DS 
PUBLISHER: NINTENDO 
DEVELOPER: NINTENDO 
ESRB: EVERYONE 

Let's face it: people rarely read 

minigame collection and then rush 

outto place a preorder. But if you 
pass on Rhythm Heaven, not only 

Will you miss out on one of the few 
titles that does minigames right, 

but you'll be saying no to one of 

the best DS games of the year. 

Developers of lackluster mini- 

game compilations often squeeze 

in a wide variety of game types 

but rarely do any of them espe- 

cially well. But Rhythm Heaven 

takes a page from the WarioWare 

series' book and offers variations 
on a very strong theme. You're 

always tapping, holding, sliding, 

or flicking the stylus to the rhythm 
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of the music, no matter what 
charmingly ridiculous scenario 

a particular game puts you in. 

Unlike the “microgames” of the 

WarioWare titles, however-which 
are meant to last only a few sec- 

onds each-the games in Rhythm 
Heaven continue for the length 

of ashort song and are propor- 

ionately more polished and 

enjoyable. Not every entry is solid 

gold, but there aren't any duds, 

either. From dancing with frogs to 

building robots to blasting space 

aliens, the games provide rapid- 

fire fun with simple, addictive 

hooks that are a perfect match 
or a game system designed to be 
played in spurts. 

Of course, none of this would 
matter if the songs that the games 

are set to weren't any good, but 

these tunes are so catchy you'll 

be humming them for weeks. 

Whether it's a pop song with 

vocals or an on-stage guitar duet, 

the music infuses the offbeat 
scenarios with endearing person- 

alities. Rhythm Heaven also does 
afantastic job of using sound cues 

to communicate the required tim- 
ingfor each game, and the sound 

effects generated by the player's 

actions fit in perfectly with the 

music, as if they area part of the 

composition. The masterful use of 
sound results in minigames that— 
once you know what to do—can 

almost be played with your eyes 

Closed. That's very high praise for 

agame that's all about going with 

theflow of the music. 
It couldn't be easier to jump 

right into Rhythm Heaven; not 

only are the stylus controls very 

simple (you don't use any but- 

tons), but all of the minigames are 
played with the DS held sideways 

like a book, making it easy to 

kick back and relax while you tap 

away. But that’s not to say that 

the minigames aren't challenging. 
In fact, the more of them you 

unlock, the more difficult they 

get. So while anyone can pick 

up Rhythm Heaven and enjoy 

itona basic level, it still offers 
some of the toughest challenges 

around for skilled players. And 

you'll stay hooked for a long 

time—there are 50 minigames 

(half are harder versions of the 
initial set), and plenty of extras to 

unlock. Completing a minigame 

with no more than a couple of 

mistakes will earn you a gold 

medal, and the more of those 
you get, the more bonus content 

becomes available. The main 
unlockables are extra side 

games and digital knickknacks 

that aren't terribly exciting (you 

can flip a coin or dial a phone only 
so many times) but still provide a 

nice incentive to continue having 

fun with the main games. The ulti- 

mate, and longest-lasting, chal- 

enge is to earn a Perfect ranking 
on every minigame. It's annoying, 

hough, that only the randomly 

selected game of the moment 

gives you three chances at a 

Perfect—if you make a flawless 

run through a game that hasn't 

been selected, it won't count. My 

only other small complaint is that 

Rhythm Heaven doesn't include 
even one multiplayer game, which 

is a shame given how imaginative 

he developers were in creating 

so many excellent single-player 

experiences. 

Rhythm Heaven joins Elite 

Beat Agents, Nintendo's other 

DS rhythm game, as one of the 

publisher's finest titles for the 
handheld. Although the two titles 

are very different, fans of EBA’s 

fun, quirky charm and tap-slide- 

type stylus action should really 

dig Rhythm Heaven. Both now 

have a permanent spot in my DS 
travel case, and just like EBA, 

Rhythm Heaven will be a force to 
be reckoned with at awards time. 

—CHRIS SL. 
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Without my glasses I'm 

basically like Mr. Magoo, so. 

i if you break the lenses, I'm 

pretty much helpless. 

I'd wear a Mr. T t-shirt that 

would protect my body from 

attacks. On the other hand, 

га be wide open when Doc distracted 

me with a pecan pie. 

My fighting style wouldn't 

be fancy- just a solid peek-a- 

boo stance and a strong left 

hook. Oh, and I'd be composed entirely 

of flying piranhas with katanas for fins. 

My glasses would be my 

weakness. Whenever the 

light glinted off the lenses, 

I'd be momentarily blinded and open to 

any punch. 

Any longtime reader should 

know that I’m vulnerable 

to dart guns, baseball bats, 

Klondike bars, Pichu.... 

Ihave ќо admit that I'd make 

Glass Joe look like a champ— 

all anyone would have to do 

is punch me in the gut right after I've 

stuffed myself with fast food at lunch. 

1would look around, be 

struck with uncontrollable 

terror, flee the ring, and 

hide in the locker room. Little Mac, win- 

ner by default. 

My boxing career would 

likely be short-lived anyway, 

so l’d bet heavily on Little 

Mac, then take the fall. 

SUPER ROBOT TAISEN OG SAG. 
ENDLESS FRONTIER 

SUPER ROBOT TAISEN 
0G SAGA: ENDLESS 
FRONTIER 
RATING: 7.0 

PLATFORM: NINTENDO DS 
PUBLISHER: ATLUS 
DEVELOPER: MONOLITH SOFT 
RATING: TEEN 

Endless Frontier is kind of like what 

you'd get if the Xenosaga games 

quit taking themselves seriously. In 

case you never played them, that’s 

a compliment. Monolith Soft's first 

RPGs had their good points, but they 

badly needed to lighten up a bit. 

This game is light enough to drift 

away in a stiff breeze. On the game- 

play side of things, it's a traditional 

RPG with a flashy, combo-crazy 

action combat system. Battles play a 

little like a simple 2-D fighting game, 

where the goal is to string together 

the longest possible air-juggle 

chain. The story, meanwhile, is a 

self-aware thumb in the eye of the 

entire anime-inspired-RPG genre, 

an adventure full of ridiculously 

overdesigned cartoon characters 

bouncing through a plot that refuses 

to make any sense at all. 

Some RPG fans-the kind that 

really liked Xenosaga—might not find 

the underlying joke all that funny, 

and generally speaking, Endless 

Frontier has more charm on the 

surface than it has depth underneath 

it. Still, if you've played a lot of 

games in this genre, it’s refreshing to 

finally find one that’s willing to crack 

asmile. -DAVID s. 

Wild Ride 
EXCITEBOTS: 
TRICK RACING 
RATIN 

PLATFORM: Wii 
PUBLISHER: NINTENDO 
DEVELOPER: MONSTER GAMES 
ESRB: EVERYONE 

With vehicles designed to look 

ike a mouse, a bat, a centipede, 
etc., Excitebots: Trick Racing 

(the sequel to Excite Truck) 
wears its freakiness on its 
Sleeve. In a single lap you might 

nock a soccer ball into a net, 
bat a home run, go fishing, ram 

hrough bowling pins, throw a 

pie at a giant clown face, and 

speed along a zip line to collect 

ood to make a sandwich, all 
while rushing forward at F-Zero- 

ype speeds, performing stunts, 

and turbo-boosting into some of 
he biggest and most expletive- 

inducing jumps ever seen in a 

racing game. All of these crazy 

elements work together surpris- 

ingly well; once you get into 

he flow of things, you'll string 

ogether stunts and events into 

impressive-looking laps that are 

Vm 

almost as fun to watch as they 

are to play. 

The game's motion controls 

work great with either the Wii 
Remote or the Wii Wheel, and 

are a little more forgiving than 
in Excite Truck. And although 

the points needed to unlock 

new bots and other items are 
earned at an annoyingly slow 

pace, the variety and plenitude 

of unlockables provides a nice 
incentive to play for a long time. 

Most of the in-race minigames 

(like the aforementioned 

bowling) are also featured in 

extra modes that, like the main 
game, can be played with one 

or two players. Six-player Wi-Fi 

racing is also supported, but we 

weren't able to give it a go in 

timeforthis review. 
We rated Excite Truck an 

8.5asa Wii launch title, and 
although Excitebots is better in 

every way, it scores a tad lower 
due to today's stiffer competi- 

tion (namely Mario Kart Wii). 

Excitebots is a required title 

for Excite Truck fans, and if you 

missed out on the first game 

or afforded 
itonly a cur- 

Sory look, I 

Strongly urge 

you to give 

Excitebots 
more of 
achance. 

—CHRIS SL. 
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Dream Come True 

KLONOA 

PLATFORM: МИ 
PUBLISHER: NAMCO BANDAI 

DEVELOPER: PAON/KLONOA WORKS 
ESRB: EVERYONE 10+ 

If you like platformers, put 

this magazine down right now 

and rush out to preorder or buy 
Klonoa. Hurry up! OK, now that 

you've got that taken care of, 

you're going to find out why you 

just made one of the best pur- 

chases of your gaming life. 

First, Klonoa is one of the 
finest, most endearing platform- 

ers ever made. Second, this Wii 
version gives you the chance 

to play that platformer even if 

you missed the game's original 

release on PlayStation more than 
10 years ago (or its 2001 sequel). 

And third, publisher Namco 

Bandai isn't content to merely 

bring back the franchise on Wii; 

the game апа its titular, catlike, 

floppy-eared hero are arguably 

better than ever. 

Atthe heart of Klonoa's appeal 
is a purely satisfying core play 

mechanic: the ability to grab 

enemies with your Wind Bullet, 

then hurl them as projectiles 

or use them to double-jump. 1 

sounds simple—and it is-but 

the levels and enemy patterns 

built around the concept are 
brilliant, with foes and obstacles 
placed to provide maximum 

fun. Some mild nonlinearity and 
hints of puzzle elements add just 

enough depth to keep the 2.5-D. 

gameplay constantly exciting, yet 

the game never strays from the 

fulfilling run-jump-float-grab- 

throw action. 
The game is beautiful, as well, 

living up to its dreamworld prem- 

ise with vibrant, majestic visuals 

that are bursting with joyous 

imagination. The PS1 Klonoa used 

—— — 
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CG cut-scenes to tell its story, 

and it's no exaggeration to say 

that the real-time graphics found 
throughout the Wii game put its 

predecessor's CG to shame. The 

music is incredibly catchy, too, 

and even the new English voices 

aren't half bad. The Phantomilian 
language option better conveys 

the game's sense of whimsy, but 

at least there's a viable alterna- 
tivefor those who want it. 

The developers haven't 

skimped on control options 
either. Although | preferred 

playing the game with the Classic 
Controller or one of the other tra- 
ditional configurations, the Wii- 

Remote-and-Nunchuk method 
works well and lets you gesture 

to throw enemies. Klonoa’s 

new enemy-slowing whirlwind 

move-activated by shaking the 

Nunchuk back and forth (or via 
a button if you're not using the 

Nunchuk)—doesn’t seem like a 
necessary addition to your hero's 
repertoire, but it doesn't detract 
from the gameplay either. 

Of course, no evaluation 

of Klonoa would be complete 

without mentioning the game's 

story. Though it unfolds subtly, 

the touching tale of friendship. 

is surprisingly powerful, and 

the bittersweet ending (which 

hasn't changed from the PS1 

version, visuals notwithstand- 
ing) has brought a tear to many 

agamer's eye. 

If | have any complaints about 

Klonoa, it's that it's now much 
easier to see that ending; your 

health bar is nearly twice as long 

as it was in the original game, and 

despite earlier reports to the con- 

trary, there's no way to raise the 

ifficulty. Fortunately, it matters 
їе. Hardcore players will still be 

ble to test themselves by playing 

he Extra Vision bonus stage 

nd tackling the insanely tough 

hallenge rooms you'll encounter 

when you play the game in the 

unlockable mirror mode. 

Underappreciated games 

ike Klonoa rarely get a second 

chance at success, so take 
advantage of the opportunity 

and allow yourself to experience 

(or re-experience) a platforming 

classic. -CHRIS H. 
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STEAL PRINCESS 

STEAL PRINCESS 

PLATFORM: NINTENDO DS 
PUBLISHER: ATLUS 
DEVELOPER: CLIMAX ENTERTAINMENT 
RATING: EVERYONE 10+ 

Although Steal Princess comes 

billed as an action-adventure, in 

spirit it’s more like a puzzle game. 

Essentially it’s a series of the clever 

trap-laden rooms that show ир in a 

Legend of Zelda dungeon—use the 

right items, make the right jumps, 

kill all the bad guys, and move on to 

the next room. 

The trouble is, a lot of these 

puzzles are downright cruel. Many 

levels have to be solved in a very 

specific, scripted sequence, and if 

you take just one wrong step, the 

only option is to hit Retry and start 

over. That’s not quite as frustrating 

as it may sound—most of the levels 

are designed to be cleared in a 

couple of minutes—but it's frustrat- 

ing enough to make Steal Princess a 

lot less fun than it could have been. 

—DAVID S. 

MAJOR MINOR'S 
MAJESTIC MARCH 
RATIN o 

PLATFORM: Wii 
PUBLISHER: MAJESCO 
DEVELOPER: NANAON-SHA/DREAMS 
ESRB: EVERYONE 

From a gameplay perspective, 

Major Minor's Majestic March-the 

latest rhythm game from PaRappa 

the Rapper creators Masaya 

Matsuura and Rodney Alan 

Greenblat-doesn't have a whole lot 

going on. The action involves little 

MAJOR MINOR'S MAJESTIC MARCH 

more than moving the Wii Remote 

up and down at a consistent pace 

while waving left or right to grab 

power-ups and add new members to 

your marching troupe—not exactly 

gripping stuff. There are times when 

you must raise or lower the tempo, 

and you have to avoid detrimental 

pickups, but other than engaging 

in occasional Remote-waving 

intermissions, that's about as deep 

as MMMM gets. Fortunately, like 

most of Matsuura's and Greenblat's 

works, the game is loaded with. 

quirky charm, whimsical places, and 

lively, inspired visuals. Admittedly, 

the authentic marching tunes aren't 

as memorable as the music in some 

of Matsuura's other games, but the 

concept of a world that revolves 

around marching bands is weird 

enough to be intriguing, and the 

idea that you're stomping through 

Cities, factories, and parks while 

carrying a magic, ceaselessly nag- 

ging marching baton that evidently 

contains the reincarnated spirit of 

your great-great-grandmother is 

strangely endearing. That doesn't 

excuse the game's brevity, however; 

you can probably beat it in an hour 

Or so. Sure, you can play through 

it again in unlockable tougher 

difficulty settings (which feature 

more band members and additional 

story elements) and partake in some 

fun multiplayer modes, but getting 

access to the best stuff only after 

finishing the game once is an odd 

design choice. Major Minor's Majestic 

March certainly isn't the next coming 

of PaRappa, but young gamers—and 

the young at heart-should get a kick 

out of it. -CHRIS Н. 

BROKEN SWORD: SHADOW OF THE 
TEMPLARS-THE DIRECTOR'S CUT 

DON KING BOXING 

BROKEN SWORD: 
SHADOW OF THE 
TEMPLARS-THE 
DIRECTOR'S CUT 
RATING: 7.0 

PLATFORM: Wil 
PUBLISHER: UBISOFT 
DEVELOPER: REVOLUTION 
ESRB: TEEN 

Broken Sword may be old, but it's 

still good. The game's point-and-click 

adventuring is a perfect fit for the 

Wii Remote controls, and thanks 

to an updated look (featuring 

character designs by Dave Gibbons 

of Watchmen fame), Wii-specific 

challenges, and new story elements, 

it feels somewhat fresh, too. The new 

content, in which you play as female 

lead Nicole Collard, is plentiful early 

on, but unfortunately that arc doesn't 

get a satisfying conclusion before 

giving way to predominantly familiar 

territory. The item-based puzzles, 

however, are still great head- 

scratching stuff; there's even a handy 

in-game hint system for anyone who 

needs it. And though the game looks 

beautiful for the most part, it's oddly 

inconsistent; there are a few strange 

instances of low-res visuals and 

cheap animation. — cHRIS н. 

DON KING BOXING 

PLATFORM: Wii 
PUBLISHER: 2K SPORTS 
DEVELOPER: 2K CHINA 
ESRB: TEEN 

Given the titular promoter's 

penchant for hyperbolic flourish, 

it's a bit ironic that Don King Boxing 

is so splendiferously mediocre. | do 
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DOKAPON JOURNEY 

love the conceit behind the story 

mode; it’s presented like a docu- 

mentary, recounting your fighter’s 

rise to greatness with interview clips 

interspersed between bouts. The 

way it integrates classic situations 

from throughout boxing history is 

pretty cool, as well. But the core 

gameplay simply isn't main-event 

material. With so little technique 

required for success, flailing your 

arms gets old quickly. Wii Balance 

Board support only adds frustration 

to the tedium. Wait for Punch-Out! if 

you're hankering for some fisticuffs. 

-STEVE T. 

DOKAPON JOURNEY 

PLATFORM: NINTENDO DS 
PUBLISHER: ATLUS 
DEVELOPER: STING. 
ESRB: EVERYONE 10+ 

As you might expect, facing 

computer-controlled opponents in 

an RPG-themed board game is a 

dreadful bore. Dokapon Journey is 

fun only when you can get together 

a few friends, and even then, the 

novelty of the game’s cute mix of 

RPG and board-game concepts 

wears thin after an hour or two, 

when you'll tire of having nothing 

to do during other players’ turns, 

and of having your own plans ruined 

by aroll of the dice. There is some 

interesting strategy at the heart of 

Dokapon Journey, but being unable 

to enter the weapon shop because 

you rolled a 6 instead of 5 or having 

to spend three turns resting at the 

castle because you countered when 

you should have blocked simply isn’t 

fun. -CASEY L. 
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Crime Time 
GRAND THEFT AUTO: 
CHINATOWN WARS 
RATING: 9.0 

PLATFORM: NINTENDO DS 
PUBLISHER: ROCKSTAR GAMES 
DEVELOPER: ROCKSTAR LEEDS/ROCKSTAR NORTH 
ESRB: MATURE 

Controversial content, enjoy- 

able missions, and pushing 

boundaries are all things the 

Grand Theft Auto series is known 
for, and Chinatown Wars is no 
different in that regard; the game 

has everything you would expect 

from a GTA title, іп a convenient 
handheld package. It’s a stunning 

achievement: you've got almost 

the entirety of the bustling world 

of the New York-inspired Liberty 

City to play around in (sans the 

New Jersey-esque Alderney), with 
none of the technical limitations 
(such as draw-in or frame-rate 

Van one 

Van two. 
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issues) you might expect from 

cramming such a large sandbox 

onto a DS card. Sure, some 

compromises had to be made— 

the isometric perspective is 
reminiscent of the early, pre-GTA 

Ill days of the franchise, the radio 
stations are limited, and the voice 
acting is nonexistent—but the 

DS-exclusive features certainly 

help offset some of these issues. 

For example, the touch-screen- 

centric minigames you play when 

hot-wiring a car or assembling a 

sniper rifle are welcome additions 

and give the game more interac- 

tivity than any previous GTA. 

As Triad member Huang Lee, 

you carjack, drive, and shoot 

your way to the truth behind your 

debauched father’s murder in 
order to avenge his death and 

your own attempted murder 
and to reclaim the lost sword Yu 

Jian. Along the way, you meet a 

colorful cast of characters, such 
as Chan Jaoming, the hilariously 

delusional narcissistic son of 

Triad boss Hsin Jaoming. (The 
characters could have come alive 

even more—and the dialogue 
would probably seem slightly less 

over-the-top and in-your-face—if 

they were fully voiced instead of 

speaking only in text boxes, but 
it works as is.) These are all bad, 
bad people—yourself included, 

as Huang is not nearly as mor- 
ally ambiguous as, say, GTA IV 

pi 
e 
rotagonist Niko Bellic-but you 
xpect to get your hands dirty 

when you play GTA. (Of course, 
Chinatown Wars pushes the idea 
of being a bad guy a bit further 

with its illicit drug-buying and 

-selling side game; suffice it to 
say that this one is not for kids.) 

There is some punishment for 
committing crimes, of course; 

Cops are everywhere and are as 

overzealous as ever. Unlike in 

previous games, you have to slam 

cop cars into objects to disable 
them to lower your Wanted level. 
This is a blessing, as you can 

quickly lose the cops if you're 

good at ramming them. But the 

police are relentless otherwise. 
It can get a little frustrating, 

particularly when you're on a 

mission and have to restart from 
the very beginning, but thank- 

fully most missions are pretty 

short. (Though don't think you 

can simply breeze through them; 

some are tough, especially when 

you're tasked with protecting a 

not-so-intelligent Al-controlled 

character.) Another annoyance 

is the combat, which carries 
over the lock-on issue from the 
previous GTAs-that is to say, you 

don't always lock on to the clos- 

est, most pressing threat to your 

safety, and that can get you killed. 

But these are relatively small 

qualms when the rest of the game 

is so well developed. Although 

Chinatown Wars is shorter than 
the other GTA iterations (about 
sixto seven hours to get through 

the main story), the plentiful side 

activities (Unique Stunt Jumps, 

and Rampage and OddJob mis- 

sions—just as you'd expect from 

any other game in the series) and 

multiplayer modes, as well as 
the ability to replay completed 

story missions, will keep you 

occupied for a good while. Most 

of all, Chinatown Wars succeeds 
because, despite its aesthetic dif- 
ferences from the other games in 

the series, it captures that great 

GTA feel. -JUSTIN c. 



GUILTY GEAR ХХ 
ACCENT CORE PLUS 

GUILTY GEAR XX 
ACCENT CORE PLUS 

PUBLISHER: AKSYS GAMES 
DEVELOPER: ARC SYSTEM WORKS 
ESRB: TEEN 

If you're hankering for a 2-D fight- 

ing game on Wii, Aksys Games has 

justthe thing for you: Guilty Gear XX 

Accent Core Plus (a sort of revision to 

Guilty Gear XX). It's an easy-to-learn, 

hard-to-master game (very hard, 

actually; the fighting system is 

almost overwhelmingly deep) that 

looks and plays great. Of course, this 

is assuming you've got a Classic or 

GameCube controller on hand, as the 

Wii Remote-and-Nunchuk control 

scheme is frustratingly imprecise. 

The addition of the Story mode is 

welcome since it gives the single- 

player game some longevity, but | 

can’t help but feel that a true sequel 

to Guilty Gear XX is long overdue. 

—JUSTIN C. 

TOUCH MECHANIC 

PLATFORM: NINTENDO DS 
PUBLISHER: ASPYR 
DEVELOPER: KANDO GAMES 
ESRB: EVERYONE 

Itseems like a good idea to extend 

Trauma Center-style gameplay to 

other motifs; that is, until someone 

actually does it. In Touch Mechanic, 

you're a young grease monkey trying 

to learn the ropes to become a stud 

repair guy for aracing garage. The 

premise isn't bad, but the cars you 

repair have little to do with the 

storyline; the narrative elements in 

the Trauma Center games are what 

give weight to your actions. Touch 

Mechanic's controls work well, but 

you just can't do enough to the cars: 

replacing mufflers and changing 

brake pads just doesn't have the 

same cachet as transplanting a 

kidney. Further, the developers 

should have spent more time under 

the hood on the create-a-vehicle 

component and the side story about 

the illegal street race gone wrong. 

—CHRIS SH. 

THE DARK SPIRE 

PLATFORM: NINTENDO DS 
PUBLISHER: ATLUS 
DEVELOPER: SUCCESS 
ESRB: EVERYONE 10+ 

No-frills dungeon-crawling is 

on tap in Atlus’s The Dark Spire, 

which finds your four-man party 

battling fiendishly difficult enemies 

in turn-based skirmishes within а 

massive tower. Due to the extreme 

challenge, you'll likely inch through 

the labyrinth in brief spurts, often 

scurrying back to town amidst 

endless level-grinding to recover 

supplies or revive fallen comrades. 

Aside from decent Sin City-style 

pseudo-3D backdrops (viewed from 

a first-person perspective), The Dark 

Spire seems content to simply mimic 

the age-old games that inspired it, 

leaving a drab experience that takes 

little advantage of the DS hardware 

(menu issues annoy) and rarely 

rises above the level of sufficiency. 

Employ the optional 8-bit-esque 

wire-frame visual aesthetic and it'll 

really feel like a relic, for better or 

worse. -ANDREW Н. 
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Third Time’s 
a Charm 
POKEMON PLATINUM 
VERSION 
RATING: 9.0 

PLATFORM: NINTENDO DS 
PUBLISHER: NINTENDO 
DEVELOPER: GAME FREAK inc. 
ESRB: EVERYONE 

Like an old friend telling a new 

tale, much of a Pokémon game's 
magic derives from familiar 

things. The core activities— 
catching, training, and battling 

Pokémon-are tweaked and 
improved with each subsequent 

version, but the series' appeal 
remains unchanged. For me, 

the hook is the Pokémon them- 
selves. They are brimming with 

promise, and it's up to you to 

make the most of their potential 

and build a winning team. If 

Pokémon Platinum Version had 

done no more than be true to its 
legacy | would have counted it as 

asuccess, but happily for fans, 

Platinum offers lots more. 

Asthe third version set in the 

Sinnoh region, Platinum's story 

issimilar to the one revealed 

in Pokémon Diamond and 

Pokémon Pearl Versions. New 
characters smooth out some 
ofthe narrative wrinkles from 

Diamond and Pearl, and the cen- 
tral threads of Team Galactic's 

plot are more clear. Further 

refinements can be found 
throughout the game: additional 

wild Pokémon, several updated 

Gyms, and new animations to 

perk up the arrival of Pokémon 

as they're tossed into battle. One 

ofthe biggest changes is the key 

role played by the Legendary 

Pokémon Giratina. 
But Platinum’s tastiest 

novelties are reserved for its 
community features. The Wi-Fi 

Plaza offers minigames and 

activities and the chance for 
players from around the world 

to mingle and chat. An updated 

Global Terminal incorporates 

Wii messaging and anew 

video-sharing feature. And for 

ayers who've defeated the 

okémon League Champion, the 

attle Frontier provides ongoing 

hallenges—such as a chance to 

ompete against top teams from 
round the world. 
Just like the many Pokémon 

that evolve as they gain experi- 

ence, Pokémon Platinum is 
the product of an evolutionary 

path leading back to the first 

Pokémon games. It is everything 

a Pokémon experience should 
be, and more. -scorr р. 
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We All Go a Little Mad Sometimes 
Last issue we reviewed M-rated Wii title 
MadWorld; it’s awesome, and we strongly urge 
you to buy it (if you're of age). We reviewed 
lots of other great games, too: Valkyrie Profil 
Covenant of the Plume (9.0), Henry Hatsworth in 
the Puzzling Adventure (8.5), Peggle Dual Shot 
(8.5), Avalon Code (8.5), Puzzle Quest: Galactrix 
(8.0), and Gardening Mama (8.0). 

SCORES REFLECT INDIVIDUAL REVIEWERS’ OPINIONS. 
INDICATES WI-FI COMPATIBLE 

AC/DC Live: Rock Band Track М/А MTV Games 27 T 
Pack 

Alone in the Dark 4.0 Atari 232 M 

Animal Crossing: City Folk 8.0 Nintendo 236 Е 
Backyard Baseball '09. N/A Atari 231 E 

Boogie SuperStar 7.0 ElectronicArts 235 Е10+ 
Broken Sword: Shadowofthe N/A Ubisoft 240 T 
Templars-The Director's Cut 
Brothers in Arms: 7.0 ubisoft 235 м 
Double Time 

Call of Duty: World at War 8.0 Activision 237 м 
Castlevania Judgment 7.0 Konami 236 т 
Cate West: Тһе Vanishing Files М/А — Destineer 240 Е10+ 

Celebrity Sports Showdown 4.5 EASports 235 E 
Cooking Mama World Kitchen 6.5 Majesco 236 E 

Crash: Mind over Mutant N/A Activision 235 Е10+ 

Dance Dance Revolution 8.0 Konami 234 Е10+ 
Hottest Party 2 
de Blob 8.0 THQ 234 E 

Dead Rising: Chop Till You N/A Capcom 240 
Drop 
Deadly Creatures 75 THQ 239 т 
Death Jr.: Root of Evil 7.0 Eidos 230 T 

Dokapon Kingdom 8.5 Atlus 235 Е10+ 
Don King Boxing N/A 2KSports 240 T 
Emergency Heroes N/A Ubisoft 230 Е10+ 

FaceBreaker К.О. Party 5.0 ElectronicArts 2355 Т 
Ferrari Challenge Trofeo 7.5 System3 233 E 
Pirelli 

FIFA Soccer 09 All-Play 7.5 Electronicarts 2355 Е 
Final Fantasy Crystal 6.0 Square Enix 240 Е10+ 
Chronicles: Echoes of Time 

Final Fantasy Fables: 7.5 Square Enix 231 Е10+ 
Chocobo's Dungeon 
Fishing Master: World Tour 7.5 Hudson 2338 E 
Guitar Hero: Aerosmith 7.0 RedOctane 232 1s 

Guitar Hero: Metallica N/A Activision 240 T 
Guitar Hero World Tour 8.5 Activision 236 т 
Harvest Moon: Tree of 6.5 Natsume 233 E 
Tranquility 
The House of the Dead: 8.0 Sega 239 м 
Overkill 

The Incredible Hulk 3.5 Sega 231 T 
The King of Fighters: 8.0 SNKPlaymore PEL АЛ 
The Orochi Saga 

Kung Fu Panda N/A Activision 230 E10+ 
Kung Fu Panda: N/A Activision 236 Е10+ 
Legendary Warriors 
The Legend of Spyro: N/A Activision 236 E10+ 
Dawn of the Dragon 
LEGO Batman: 7.0 Warner Bros. 235 Е10+ 
The Videogame 
LEGO Indiana Jones: 7.5 LucasArts 230 Е10+ 
The Original Adventures 
Line Rider 2: Unbound 5.0 Inxile ЗЕ 
Little League World Series N/A Activision 232 E 
Baseball 2008 
Lost in Blue: Shipwrecked 6.5 Konami 235 10+ 
Madagascar: Еѕсаре2 Africa М/А Activision 236 E10+ 
Madden NFL 09 All-Play 9.0 ElectronicArts 232 Е 
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MadWorld 

Major League Baseball 2K9 
Marble Saga: Kororinpa 
Mario Super Sluggers 

MLB Power Pros 2008 
Monster Lab 
MotoGP 
Mushroom Men: 

The Spore Wars 
MySims Kingdom 
MySims Party 

Naruto: Clash of Ninja 
Revolution 2 

NASCAR Kart Racing 
NBA Live 09 All-Play 
NCAA Football 09 All-Play 
Need for Speed Undercover 
Neighborhood Games 
Neopets Puzzle Adventure 
New Play Control! Mario 
Power Tennis 

New Play Control! Pikmin 
NHL2K9 
Onechanbara: Bikini Zombie 
Slayers 
Order Up! 
Pop Star Guitar 

Pro Evolution Soccer 2009 

Quantum of Solace 
Rayman Raving Rabbids TV 
Party 

Ready 2 Rumble Revolution 
Rock Band 
Rock Band 2 
Rock Band Track Pack 

Volume 1 
Rock Band Track Pack 
Volume 2 

Rock Revolution 

Rubik's World 

Rune Factory Frontier 

Rygar: The Battle of Argus 

Sam & Max Season One 

Samba de Amigo 
Shaun White Snowboarding: 
Road Trip 

SimAnimals 

SimCity Creator 
Skate It 
SNK Arcade Classics Vol. 1 
Sonic and the Black Knight 

Sonic Unleashed 

Space Chimps 
Spider-Man: Web of Shadows 

SPRay 
Star Wars The Clone Wars: 

Lightsaber Duels 
Star Wars: The Force 
Unleashed 

Tales of Symphonia: 
Dawn of the New World 
Tenchu: Shadow Assassins 
Tiger Woods PGA Tour All-Play 

TNA Impact! 
Tomb Raider Underworld 
ultimate Band 
Ultimate Shooting Collection 
WALL*E 
Wario Land: Shake It! 
We Cheer 
We Love Golf! 
We Ski and Snowboard 
Wii Music 
WordJong Party 
WWE SmackDown vs. Raw 
2009 

Age of Empires: Mythologies 
Arkanoid DS 

Avalon Code 

AWAY: Shuffle Dungeon 
Bangai-O Spirits 

6.0 

7.5 
7.5 

7.0 

6.5 
4.0 
8.0 

7.5 
5.0 

8.0 

6.0 

4.0 
5.0 
6.5 
N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

70 
6.5 

7.0 
N/A 
N/A 

5.0 
5.5 

5.0 
8.0 

9.0 

6.5 

N/A 

4.5 
N/A 

75 

7.0 
7.0 

9.0 
7.0 

N/A 

6.0 
6.0 

8.5 
8.0 
8.0 

N/A 

6.5 

3.0 
4.0 

7.5 

8.0 

7.0 
8.5 

5.0 
7.0 

6.0 

N/A 

N/A 
8.0 

8.5 

6.5 
N/A 

N/A 
8.0 

7.0 
6.5 
8.5 

7.0 

sega 
2K Sports 
Hudson 

Nintendo 

2K Sports 
Eidos 

Capcom 
Gamecock 

Electronic Arts 
Electronic Arts 
Tomy 

EA Sports 
Electronic Arts 

Electronic Arts 
Electronic Arts 
THQ 

Capcom 
Nintendo 

Nintendo 
2k Sports 
D3Publisher 

Zoo Games 
XS Games 

Konami 

Activision 

Ubisoft 

Atari 
MTV Games 
MTV Games 

MTV Games. 

MTV Games 

Konami 

The Game Factory 

Marvelous 
Entertainment 
USA/XSEED 

Tecmo 
The Adventure 
Company 
Sega 
Ubisoft 

Electronic Arts 
Electronic Arts 
Electronic Arts 
SNK Playmore 
Sega 
Sega 
Brash 

Activision 

Tecmo 
LucasArts 

LucasArts 

Namco Bandai 

Ubisoft 

Electronic Arts 

Midway 
Eidos 

Disney 
UFO 
THQ 

Nintendo 

Namco Bandai 

Capcom 
Namco Bandai 

Nintendo 

Destineer 
THQ 

THQ 

Square Enix 
Marvelous 

Entertainment 
USA/XSEED 
Majesco 

D3PA 
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Big Bang Mini 

Bleach: Dark Souls 
Blue Dragon Plus 
Boing! Docomodake DS 
Brain Quest Grades 3 & 4 
Brain Quest Grades 5 & 6 
Broken Sword: Shadow of the 

Templar—The Director's Cut 

Cake Mania 2 
Call of Duty: World at War 

Carnival Games 

Castlevania: Order of Ecclesia 

The Chase: Felix Meets Felicity 

Chrono Trigger 
Civilization Revolution 

Code Lyoko: Fall of Xana 

Crash: Mind over Mutant 

Disgaea DS 
Don King Boxing 
Dragon Ball: Ori 

Dragon Quest IV: Chapters of 
the Chosen 

Dragon Quest V: Hand of the 
Heavenly Bride 

Drawn to Life: SpongeBob 
Squarepants Edition 
Elebits: The Adventures of Kai 
and Zero 

Emergency! Disaster Rescue 
Squad 
Etrian Odyssey Il: 
Heroes of Lagaard 
Exit DS 

Ferrari Challenge 
Trofeo Pirelli 
Final Fantasy Crystal 

Chronicles: Echoes of Time 
Final Fantasy IV 

Final Fantasy Tactics A2: 
Grimoire of the Rift 
Fire Emblem: 
Shadow Dragon 
Flower, Sun, and Rain 

Gardening Mama 
Gauntlet 
GRID 
Guitar Hero On Tour 

Guitar Hero On Tour: Decades 

Harvest Moon: Island of 
Happiness 
Henry Hatsworth in the 
Puzzling Adventure 
The Incredible Hulk 

Izuna2: The Unemployed 
Ninja Returns 
Kirby Super Star Ultra 

Kung Fu Panda 
Kung Fu Panda: 
Legendary Warriors 

Legacy of Ys: Books 1 & Il 
The Legend of Kage 2 
The Legend of Spyro: 
Dawn of the Dragon 

LEGO Batman: 

The Videogame 
LEGO Indiana Jones: 

The Original Adventures 
Line Rider 2: Unbound 
Little League World Series 
Baseball 2008 
Little Red Riding Hood's 

Zombie BBQ 

Lock's Quest. 
Looney Tunes: 
Cartoon Conductor 

The Lord of the Rings: 
Conquest 
Luminous Arc 2 
Lux-Pain 

Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa 
Madden NFL 09 
Master of the Monster Lair 
Mega Man Star Force 2 
Metal Slug 7 
Mister Slime 
Monster Lab 
Moon 

8.5 

8.5 
8.0 
7.0 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

6.5 
N/A 

4.5 
8.0 
5.0 
9.0 

7.5 
N/A 

N/A 

7.5 
N/A 
7.0 

75 

8.5 

7.0 

70 

N/A 

8.5 

75 
6.0 

6.5 

9.0 
7.0 

8.5 

6.0 

8.0 
75 
8.5 
8.0 

70 
70 

8.0 

75 
5.0 

9.0 

N/A 

N/A 

75 
8.0 
N/A 

75 

75 

6.0 
N/A 

5.0 

70 
6.5 

5.0 

70 
4.0 

N/A 

N/A 

6.5 
70 
75 
6.0 
8.0 
75 

SouthPeak 

Sega 
Ignition 
Ignition 

Electronic Arts 
Electronic Arts 
Ubisoft 

Majesco 
Activision 
2K Games 
Konami 
Atari 
Square Enix 
2K Games 
The Game Factory 
Activision 

NIS America 
2k Sports 
Atari 

Square Enix 

Square Enix 

THQ 

Konami 

Destineer 

Atlus 

Square Enix 
System 3 

Square Enix 

Square Enix 
Square Enix 

Nintendo 

Marvelous 

Entertainment 

USA/XSEED 
Majesco 
Eidos 
Codemasters 

Activision 
Activision 
Natsume 

Electronic Arts 

sega 
Atlus 

Activision 

Atlus 
Square Enix 
Activision 

Warner Bros. 

LucasArts 

Inxile 

Activision 

Destineer 

THQ 

Eidos 

Electronic Arts 

Atlus 
Ignition 
Activision 
Electronic Arts 
Atlus 

Capcom 
Ignition 
SouthPeak 
Eidos 
Mastiff 

237 

234 
239 
239 
235 
235 
240 
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Е10+ 

Е10+ 

Е10+ 

Е10+ 
Е10+ 

Е10+ 

Е10+ 
Е10+ 

The Mummy: Tomb of the 

Dragon Emperor 
Mushroom Men: 
Rise of the Fungi 
My DoltAll 

My World, My Way 
MySims Party 
Mystery Case Files: 
MillionHeir 

Nancy Drew: The Mystery of 
the Clue Bender Society 
Naruto: Path of the Ninja 2 

Neopets Puzzle Adventure 
New International Track 
and Field 

Ninjatown 
Peggle Dual Shot 
Personal Trainer: Cooking 

Personal Trainer: Math 
Pokémon Ranger: 
Shadows of Almia 
Pop Cutie! Street Fashion 
Simulation 

Populous 
Prey the Stars 

Prince of Persia: 
The Fallen King 
Princess on Ice 
Puzzle Quest: Galactrix 

Quantum of Solace 

Rayman Raving Rabbids TV 
Party 

Retro Game Challenge 

Robocalypse 
Rock Revolution 
Rubik's World 
Rune Factory 2: A Fantasy 
Harvest Moon 
Shaun the Sheep 

Shaun White Snowboarding 

SimAnimals 

Skate It 

Sonic Chronicles: 

The Dark Brotherhood 

Soul Bubbles 

Space Chimps 
Space Invaders Extreme 
Spectrobes: Beyond the 
Portals 
Spider-Man: 
Web of Shadows 
Spore Creatures 

Star Wars The Clone Wars: 

Jedi Alliance 
Star Wars: The Force 

Unleashed 
Suikoden: Tierkreis 

Tamagotchi Connection: 
Corner Shop 3 
Tecmo Bowl: Kickoff 

Theresia 

Time Hollow 

Tokyo Beat Down 
Tom Clancy's EndWar 
Tomb Raider Underworld 

Tony Hawk's Motion 
Tornado 

TrackMania DS 
Transformers Animated: 

TheGame 
Trauma Center: Under the 
Knife2 

Unsolved Crimes 

valkyrie Profile: Covenant of 
the Plume 

Viva Piñata: Pocket Paradise 

WALL*E 
What's Cooking? 
Jamie Oliver 

World Championship Games 
WWE SmackDown 
vs. Raw 2009 
Zenses: Oceans 
Zenses: Rainforest 
Zubo 

N/A 

5.0 

N/A 

7.0 
N/A 
6.5 

N/A 

6.5 
6.0 
8.0 

8.0 
8.5 
N/A 

N/A 

8.0 

6.0 

70 
5.5 
7.0 

N/A 
8.0 
6.0 
N/A 

8.0 
75 
5.0 
N/A 
7.0 

4.0 
N/A 

N/A 

5.5 
8.0 

6.5 
N/A 

8.0 
8.0 

N/A 

8.0 

6.0 

6.0 

7.0 

N/A 

6.0 
N/A 

70 
6.0 
N/A 

N/A 

4.0 
6.0 
70 
70 

8.5 

4.5 
9.0 

70 
N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
4.0 

N/A 

N/A 
6.5 

Vivendi Games 

Gamecock 

Tomy 
Atlus 
Electronic Arts 

Nintendo 

Majesco 

Tomy 
Capcom 
Konami 

SouthPeak 
PopCap 
Nintendo 

Nintendo 

Nintendo 

Koei 

XSEED 
Koei 

Ubisoft 

Aksys 
D3Publisher 
Activision 

Ubisoft 

XSEED 
Tecmo 
Konami 

The Game Factory 
Natsume 

D3Publisher 

Ubisoft 

Electronic Arts 
Electronic Arts 
Sega 

Eidos 
Brash 

Square Enix 
Disney 

Activision 

Electronic Arts 
LucasArts 

LucasArts 

Konami 

Namco Bandai 

Tecmo 
Aksys 
Konami 
Atlus 
Ubisoft 
Eidos 
Activision 

Ignition 
Atlus 
Activision 

Atlus 

Empire 

Square Enix 

THQ 

THQ 
Atari 

The Game Factory 
THQ 

The Game Factory 
The Game Factory 

Electronic Arts 
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FANDOM 

Play with 
Your Food 
Complete game-inspi 
completely amazing. 

To those who pack a lunch for 

work or school: wouldn't you rather 

eat one of these intricately designed 

bento boxes than whatever resides 

in your brown bag? The pictured 

meals come courtesy of 34-year-old 

Anna Y. from Brooklyn, New York, 

who works as a translator and 

creative producer at a postproduc- 

tion company. Since last fall, Anna 

has been re-creating some of her 

favorite characters and sequences 

from video games, including numer- 

ous Nintendo classics. 

Anna makes the boxes for her 

boyfriend to eat, but when it comes 

to designing meals based on video 

games, she prefers ones based on 

games that they're both interested 

in. "We both love video games, so 

it just makes sense for me to make 

video game-themed bento," she 

says. "But it's really hard to make 

a bento of a video game I've never 

played, so all video games | picked 

for bento are something that we've 

both played and enjoyed." Since 

making her first themed box last 

September, Anna has been blog- 

ging about each box on her website 

(annathered.wordpress.com), 

supplementing each post with 

detailed images and how-to guides 

red meals that are 

for others to use as a resource. 

In her first few weeks of themed 

bento-making, incredible edible 

representations of Link, Cooking 

Mama, Professor Layton, a Rabbid 

(from Rayman Raving Rabbids), and 

a battle from Super Smash Bros. 

Brawl emerged from her kitchen 

and have drawn rave reviews from 

online readers and, undoubtedly, 

abit of drool from hungry gamers. 

Anna says each box requires about 

an hour of planning and sketching, 

and then another hour of cooking 

and preparation the night before it 

all comes together. With everything 

prepared, she can then wake up 

and build the box in the morning, 

which she says can take up to three 

hours, depending on the complex- 

ity ofthe design. 

Not only the little details in each 

box amaze, but also the sheer num- 

ber of different foods used to create 

each scene. In the Toon Link box, 

a bed of rice sets the stage for a 

background composed of Japanese 

Hamburg, broccoli, and asparagus. 

Link's body is made from egg salad 

wrapped in microwaved lettuce and 

Spinach; his head is made from egg 

sheet and the little details on his 

person are designed with carrot, 

cheese, seaweed, turkey, fish cake, 

and fake sausage. Talk about a 

diverse, complete meal! 

Check out 
Anna's 
website for 
even more 
pictures, 

including 

one of 
aTingle 

bento box. 

In addition to boxes modeled on 

games for Nintendo systems, Anna 

has created bento boxes based on 

games for other platforms, such 

as BioShock and Portal, as well as 

anime films from director Hayao 

Miyazaki, Disney/Pixar's WALL-E, 

and the book Where the Wild Things 

Are. Sadly, she wouldn't give us any 

clues about what to expect next. 

"Everyone asks me this, but since 

| keep my bento a surprise for my 

boyfriend, | really can't tell what 

I'm going to make next,” explains 

Anna. “All| know is that it'll always 

be something geeky and nerdy." 

—ANDREW H. 



FANDOM 

Crocheting Rocks! 
A creative way to keep rocking while staying warm 

This excellent six-foot scarf comes to us from Renée White, a 

26-year-old blogger from Cullman, Alabama, who describes it as *a 

combination of two of my favorite things: Guitar Hero and yarn." 

And don't think those buttons are just randomly placed—the scarf 

depicts a riff from the Queen song "Killer Queen," featured in the 

original Guitar Hero game. 

White says the project took about two months of steady work 

to complete, with one and a half skeins of dark-gray yarn utilized 

for the scarf, as well as a few feet each of the seven other colors 

featured in the project. Not only did she publish images of the 

finished product on her blog, www.thedomesticscientist.com, but 

she's also posted a tutorial to help aspiring scarf-makers create 

their own. For White, the hardest part was picking a song from the 

extensive Guitar Hero track listing; second hardest was making the 

colored notes. "Those little buttons were a pain," she admits. "That 

got pretty tedious." 

Surprisingly, White has been crocheting for only about eight 

months, and started because she wanted to create a soft case that 

wouldn't scratch the exterior of her Nintendo DS. However, she's 

created a slew of other game-related crafts and goodies, including 

Guitar Hero cupcakes, a cross-stitched Chocobo (from Final 

Fantasy) pillow, a Space Invaders guitar strap, and even a Tetris 

theme for her closet. 

Along with Guitar Hero, White is currently a fan of Rock Band and 

Advance Wars: Days of Ruin, and says she tries to play Wii Fit every 

day. Next up for White is either an apron or a wallet adorned with 

the Nook's Cranny logo from Animal Crossing, and it's unlikely to be 

the last game-related craft we see from her. "There are countless 

other games I'd like to pay homage to,” she adds. “I haven't done 

any Zelda crafts yet. | should remedy that." -ANDREW H. 

ABOVE andBEYOND 
Got art, cosplay, case mods, etc.? Send them to us 
via email to community@nintendopower.com 
or via snail mail to Nintendo Power/Community c/o 
Future US, 1000 Marina Blvd., Suite 510, Brisbane, 
CA 94005. We'll run the best stuff in this section. 

WRITE YOUR OWN CAPTION 

HERE'S QUR 
CAPTION. 

VOLUME 239'S SHOT 



We've got a lot of great 
stuff lined up for the 
June issue, including a 
heavy-hitting review of 
Punch-Out!!, a special 
report on Mario & Sonic 
at the Olympic Winter 
Games, and a first look 
at one of the year's 
biggest action games for 
Wii. See you in 30! 
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2WWw.songbirdocarina:com 

- Easy To Play 
- Ceramic Flute 
- Songbook/Tutorial Included h 
- Minuets, Serenades, Requiem: 

*-Handmade in U.S.A. 

Å Songbird Ocarinas is riot affiliated with or endorsed by Nintendo of America, Inc. 



wa*hoo |wáhoó| - an exclamation 

of extreme fun; an expression yelled 

repeatedly by Klonoa as he jumps, 

floats, and throws his way through 

14 adventure-filled levels in his quest 

to save Phantomile. 

EVERYONE Made especially for the Wii™, featuring exclusive bonus stages, multiple controller 

" options and gorgeous new graphics. In stores this May. www.klonoagame.com 

Mild Cartoon Violence 
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ESRB CONTENT RATING www.estb.org af the Entertair 5 o Associati 



Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines 
they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any « 
please visit us at www.retromags 

ms 

available from the publishers themselves. - 

If you come across anyone selling releases from 
this site, please do not support them and do let us know. 

Thank you! 


